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ABSTRACT
Current metrological literature I including the International vocabulary of

metrology - Basic and

genel~al

concepts and asssociated terms (VIM3

2007)

I

presents a special language slowly evolved and sometimes without consistent
use of the procedures of terminological work i furthermore, nominal proper-ties are excluded by definition.
fields,

Both deficiencies create problems in

such as laboratory medicine,

which have to report results of all

types of property, preferably in a unified systematic syntax and format.
'The present te)}.t aims at forming a domain ontology around "property1!, with

intensional

definitions

minological tools
Standards ISO 704,

HSystem lf

and

and

systematic

terms,

mainly

using

the

ter-

- with some additions - provided by the International
1087··1, and 10241.

Hcomponentll

are defined,

IIquantity ll

is discussed,

and the

generic concept "property!! is given as 'inherent state- or process-descriptive feature of a system including any pertinent components'.

Previously,

the term 'kind-of-quantity' and quasi-synonyms have been used as primitives;
the proposed definition of Ilkind- of ·propertyll is 'common defining aspect of
mutually comparable properties'
method ll ,

Ilexamination principle ll

the term 'test'.
istic ll

IlExamination procedure 11 ,
,

and

lI

Hexamination

examination" are defined, avoiding

The need to distinguish between instances of "character-

IIpropertyll, IItype of characteristic!!, IIkind-of-propertyll, and "property value ll is emphasized; the latter is defined together with IIproperty
,

value scale n

•

These fundamental concepts are presented in a diagram, and

the effect of adding essential characteristics to give expanded definitions
is exemplified.

Substitution usually leads to unwieldy definitions, but re-

veals any circularity as does exhaustive consecutive listing of defining
concepts.
The top concept <property> may be generically divided according to many
terminological dimensions, especially regarding which operators are allowed
among the four sets ::::,

;e i

<,

>; +,

-; and x,

..

The coordinate concepts

defined are termed by the respective modifiers 'nominal', 'ordinal', 'differential', and 'rational' before' ... property',

Other possibilities are

given, especially the stepwise division into !lnominal propertyll and IIquanti-ty!l

i

lIordinal quantityH and "unitary quantityll; "differential unitary quan-

tityU and "rational unitary quantityH.
<examination procedure>,

As top concepts, <kind-of-property>,

<examination> I

<property value>,

value scale> are i.a. divided homologously to <property>.

and <property
The term 'ob-

servation' and the modifiers 'qualitative', 'semiquantitative', and 'quan ..
titative' are avoided.
UMetrological unit" and IIsystem of metrological units!! are defined together
with a number of specific concepts.

Some problems with characteristics of

I1SI unit H are discussed and an alternative system shown.

The conceptions
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dimension!!

are

outlined,

leading

to a
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definition and

specific concepts.
The generally accepted IUPAC/IFCC syntax for designations of instantiated
properties

is

'System (specification) .. -Component (specificat:ion)

property (specification) "

and !!dedicated kind-of -property 11

i

is defined as

'kind-of-property with given sort of system and any pertinent
component'.
1614

using

sorts of

The related systematic terms may be generated according to ENV
generative

patterns

from

ENV

appellation and examination result of a
diagrammed.

kind-of··

12264.

The

elements

of

the

singular rational property are

Finally, the possibilities of representing properties and their

results by the formalisms of relation and function from Set Theory and
Object-Oriented Analysis are exemplified.
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PREFACE
Following graduation in Medicine from the Uni versi ty of Copenhagen 1951, a
wish to acquire a better fundament in chemistry led to my postgraduate stud·ies in organic chemistry, biochemistry, and physical chemistry, the latter
subject under Professor J.A.

Christianscn (1898<1.969) and senior lect.urer

Gtlnl:elberg (1885-1962).

Evcr sincc, the topic of Quant:ities and Unit.s

Dr E.

has occupied a part of my professional life.
Encouraged by colleagues in the Danish Society for Clini.cal Chemistry and

Clinical Physiology (DSCCCP) - and often in collaboration with my colleague
Dr Kje.1.d J0rgensen - a series of lectures, articles, and book.

and friend,

chapters on quantities and units in clinical chemistry were presented from
1957

onwards in Danish,

texts.

Nordic,

and international professional fora and

The publications were applications, adaptations, and extensions of

the recommendations by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry

(IUPAC) { ConmJission on Symbols and Physicochemical Terminology, and by International Standards from the IntelAnational Organization for Standardization (ISO) /Technical Commi ttee 12 on Quanti ties and Uni ts.
Eventually, a proposed set of Recommendations 1966 (R-66) were approved by
the IUPAC Commiss.ion on Clinical Chemistry and by the counc.i.l of the Inter-

national FedelAation of Clinical Chemistry (IFCC).
were incorporated in a larger monograph by

Dybk~r

These recommendations
and J0rgensen in 1967

[39J .

Three important issues were:
firstly, the increased biochemical insight gained by preferring quantities based on "amount of substance!! with the unit "mole" over those based
on IImassl! with the unit nkilogram Jl
secondly,

i

the greater ease of comparing routine results for concentra-

tions if a denominator for amount of system is chosen,

i.e.

litre or

kilogrami and
thirdly, the increased information content and unambiguous data transmis··
sion obtained by using syst"ematic terms for properties examined in clinical Chemistry and other laboratory disciplines.
Later, through work on the revisions of the 1984 and 1993 editions of the

International vocabulary of basic and general terms in metrology (VIM),

I

slowly realized the necessity of applying the rules and procedures of terminology work to provide coherent concept systems facilitating appropriate
definitions and systematic terms.

The present monograph is the outcome of

these considerations concerning some central concepts in metrology.
In this context,

for the initial formative

stages of the present text,

Diploma engineer Heidi Suonuuti (Helsinki, FI) { former chairman of the IBO
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Technical Comm.i ttee 3'7 on 'l'e:nninology and other .language resources, has been

an invaluable, kind, and expert influence.
During all these years, I have had the great privilege of being a member of
national, regional, and international specialist groups for which terminology has been a significant or even main concern, either in a general sense
or specifically related to metrology or my specialty Laboratory Medicine l .
The listing raises fond memories of many intensive and instructive, humorous, and heated discussions with colleagues who became friends.
My participation in the discussions and work within these bodies obviously
has been an impbrtant influence on this monograph. The involved eminent and
dedicated scientists, however, should in no way be held responsible for any
mistakes or deficiencies in this text.
Not all of these colleagues can, be thanked here by name, but besides Dr
Kjeld J0rgensen mentioned above I should specifically offer my sincere gratitude to Professor Robert Zender (t) (Chaux-de-Fonds, CH), Dr J. Christophe.r
Rigg (Langhaven, NL), and Dr Henrik A. Olesen (Copenhagen, DK) - all major
players in the field of properties and units in laboratory me.dicine, a sub··
ject that many would think esoteric, some essential.
My work on this subject obviously would not have been possible without some
pied-a.-terre, and thanks for excellent. facilities and professionally stimulating climates are due to the administrations, department heads, and col-·
leagues of the Copenhagen Un.iversi ty Insti tute of General Pa thology (later
Medical Microbiology), the Departments of Clinical Chemistry at The Old
Peoples Town (De Gamles By) and Frederiksberg Hospi tal.
The composition of this monograph has been made in my Department of Stal1dardizat.ion in Laboratory Med.icine at the H:8 Kommunehospitalet (now abol··
1
During the last four decades, in various intervals, the set of groups
includes:
CEN/TC 140 In Vi tro Diagnostic Medical Devices/WG 4 on Reference Systems,
CEN/TC 251 Medical Informa tics/WG 2 Heal th Care Terminology, Informa tics,
and Knowledge Bases,
DSCCCP Con~ittee on Quantities and Units (DK) ,
IFCC Expert panel (later Committee) on Quantities and Units,
ISO/TC 212 Clinical Laboratory Testing and In Vi tro Diagnostic Test Systems/WG 2 on Reference Systems,
ISO/Technical Advisory Group 4 MetroJ.ogy/WG on the International vocabulary of basic and general terms in metrology (VIM),
IUB/.rUPAC Commi ttee on Biochemical Nomenclature,
IUB/IUPAC . 70.int Commission on Biochemical Nomenclature,
IUPAC Commission (later Subcommittee) on Nomenclature, Properties, and
Units jointly with the IFCC Committee (of the same name),
IUPAC Commission on Quantities and Units jointlY with the IFCC Committee
(of the same name),
IUPAC/IFCC Joint Working Party on the Compendium of terminOlogy and nomenclature in clinj.cal chemistry,
IUPAC Interdivisional Committee on Nomenclature and Symbols,
Joint committee for Guides in Metrology/WG 2 on the VIM, and

Lykeion (DK).
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Frederiksberg Hospital of the Copenhagen

Universi ty Hospi tal, and thanks are offered to their administrations for the
generous overhead provided,

Special thanks for computer graphics are due

to Draughtsmen Mr Thierry Wieleman and Mr Benny RosenfeJ.d who ably gave my
sketched figures a professional appearance.
Finally, I am most grateful for the many years of skilful secretarial assistance, critical help, and steadfast friendship of correspondent, medical
secretary Ms Inger Dal1ielsen.

NOTE
This work to a
Medical

large extent is identical with my thesis for Doctor of

Sciences,

which

was

published

in

APMIS

(Acta

Pathologica,

Microbiologica et

Immunologica Scandinavica)

publicly defended,

and accepted by the Faculty of Health Sciences at the

University of Copenhagen

(Denmark)

2004.

2004 i 112 (Suppl

This

new text

is

117): 1-210,
not

to be

regarded as a thesis.
Many editorial changes have been introduced, mainly in response to new wording in International Standards and the third edition of the International
Vocabulary of Metrology.

Some technical modifications are due to an evolu-

tion in the author's views.
2009-04

R. Dybkaer
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ABBREVIATIONS
AS'l'M

American Society for Testing and Materials

BIPM

Bureau international des poids et mesures
International Bureau of Weights and Measures

CCQM

Comite consultatif pour la quantite de matiere
Consultative Committee for Amount of Substance

ccu

Comite consultatif des unites
Consultative Committee for Units

eEN

Comite Europeen de Normalisation
EU1-opean Committee for Standal~dization

CGPM

Confererice genera le des poids et mesures
General Conference on Weights and Measures

CIPM

Comite international des poids et mesures
International Committee for weights and Measures

COD

The concise Oxford dictionary of current English,

DIN

Deutsches Institut fur Normung e.V.

DIS

Draft International Standard (of ISO)

EN

European Standard (of CEN)

ENV

European prestandard (of CEN)

EOQC

European organization for Quality

IEC

International Electl-otechnical Commission

IFCC

International Federation of Clinical Chemistry (and Laboratory Medicine)

ISA

International Society of Andrology

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

ISTH

International Society of 'l'hrombosis and Haemost.asis

IUPAC

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry

IUPAP

International Union of Pure and Applied Physics

eJCGM

Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology

NCCLS

National Committee for clinical Laboratory Standards, US

NPU

Nomenclature, Properties, and Units (code by IFCC/IUPAC)

OIML

Organisation Internationale de Metrologie Legale
International Organization of Legal Metrology

1991

Quantities and units in clinical chemistry, 1967 [39J
SI

Systeme international d'unites
International System of Units

VIM

International vocabulary of metrology, 1993 (7] or 2007 [132J

WAPS

World Association of

WHA

World Health Assembly

WHO

World Health Organization

(Anatomic and Clinical) Pathology Societies
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HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
nothing lives if it is not properly placed in its historical context and tied to
the dates that form the skeleton of its history'.
lolaurice Danloux-Dwnesnils, 1969 [28]

The ability of an individual continuously to examine internal and external
signals by means of the senses and to compare the outcome with remembered
or recorded previous instances in order to react advantageously is a pre"
requisite to survival and well-being of individual and society.
When the obj ect of examination is the overt appearance of another human be-ing and the purpose is diagnosis with a view to alleviate his or her distress, we have the inception of health care as performed by a mother on her
child or of medicine as practiced by a witch--doctor on a customer.
The examination of a person's excreta opens a new door to diagnosis as when
Egyptian priests under Akhenaten (Imhotep IV) three and a half millenia ago
used grain as a herbal sensor for urinary growth-promoting hormone to reveal
pregnancy; or when Indian clinicians two millenia before our time noticed
that ants are partial to 'honey--urine' from diabetics.
The more formal examination of the patient's urine - the so-called uroscopy
- was heralded by Hippocrates of Kos (460-377) who related the formation of
bubbles in the urine to renal disease [51].
(We now know that the sign is
caused by an abnormally high protein excretion.)
Such serendipi tous discoveries were slowly supplemented by experimental
clinical chemistry introduced by the Swiss physician and alchymist Philippus
Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus van Hohenheim (1493-1541), alias Pa~~acelsus,
who extolled the importance of 'iatrochemistry' in shedding light upon
medical problems as follows.
'Chemistry solves for us the secrets of therapy, physiology and pathology. Without chemistry we are trudging in darkness'
(after I.M. Kolthoff [90J)

The next three centuries saw important progress in ' quali tati ve' examinations - first of inorganic elements, later of organic compounds - such as when
Robert Boyle (GB, 1627-1691) in 1684 examined human blood for chloride [12]
and William Hyde Wollaston (GB, 1766-1828) in 1810 found the amino acid
cystine in human bladder stones (127J.
, Quantitati ve' examinations of properties with many possible values are
sometimes achieved by subjective judgement of a single person or a panel of
assessors, e.g. for winetasting, but are mostly performed by measuring instruments, which have been evolved during the last two centuries for, e.g.,
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gravimetry, volumetry, and spectrometry, culminating in present -day big,
'automated', multichannel, self-calibrating, self-controlling, artificialintelligent electromechanical, and electronic diagnostic machines or small,
sophisticated, disposable measuring devices.
The operation of such complex and often expensive equipment elicited a need
for medical laboratories with specialized dedicated personnel. The first
\.,rere established during the eighteen hundreds, especially in the hospitals
of German speaking Europe. Around 1900, small medical department laboratories were common and fifty years later they had grown to become huge, centralized, independent departments to accommodate specialists and equipment
providing daily results in the thousands. Today, technological advances and
miniaturization permit considerable decentralization to aid 'point-of-need
examinations' - usually called 'point-of-care testing' (POCT) - whether at
the hospital bed, in general practice, or by the patient himself.
Fundamental to all communication about the outcome of an examination is a
comparison with a conventionally accepted reference, either in the form of
a procedure or a standard, and ancient examples of weights and measures were
used by the Babylonians and Egyptians thousands of years ago. Today, most
of the measurement units that are universally accepted - although not fully
implemented
constitute the Systeme International d'Unites (S.T) [6J which
is predominantly used for data in science and technology.
1 - The SI has been developed from the convention du Metre, adopted
in Paris 1875-05·"20, which was itself based upon the Metric System of an
originally 'natural system' of units suggested by the French diplomat
Charles Maurice Talleyrand-Perigord (1754-1838), vainly in 1790 and with
some success in 1799 [28].

NOTE

In some cases, an SI unit is not applicable and off-system units, such as
the WHO international units for some biological substances, are defined independently [129].

NOTE 2 - Another example of an off-system unit _. albeit for a difficultly
measurable, 'soft' proper.ty - was proposed by Mr Tim Daw in a letter to
The Times (1996-07-08) defining one milliHelen, as the amount of beauty
needed to launch one ship. Mr Daw must be a devotee of Homer.
The expression of a measurement result generally needs a number, and our
present conventional number system is a combination of ancient ideas. The
early Egyptian had a decimal system of counting i the Sumerians used a
positional notation in writing sexagesimal numbersi around the year 200 A.D.
the Indians had symbols for the integers zero to nine, and about 1200 they
had real decimal posit;:ional notation for fractions. In Europe, the Western
Arabic number symbols were modified and adopted, the Scot John Napier (15501617) introduced the decimal sign, and the Dutchman Simon Stevin (1548-1620)
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introduced the comma and gave a fundamental description of the whole system
and its use [29J.

The expansion and diversification of Laboratory Medicine around the middle
of the last century was pioneered by various types of professional
biochemists,

pharmacists,

chemical

engineers,

e.g.

physicians,

chemists,

physicists.

Consequently, the unambiguous exchange of laboratory data and

and

information became more difficult due to a cornucopia of terms, local conventions, and unsystematic ad hoc vocabularies.

This development was not

only inconvenient, but sometimes exposed patients to risk due to inadvertent
misinterpretation of transmitted 'unfamiliar' data.
NOTE 3 - The concept !!laboratory medicine!! is used here in the sense of
'branch of medicine providing the health care system with laboratory
results and related information and advice pertaining to the clinical
state and treatment of health care recipients'

[38].

To improve this unfortunate situation - and following a decade of studies
centred in Copenhagen [27, 35/ 36) - a monograph was prepared in 1967 t39],
incorporating a Recorm7Jendation 1966 (here sometimes abbreviated R-66) from
the joint Commiss.ion on Quantities and Units (in Clinical Chemistry) of the

International Un.ion of Pure and Appl.ied Chemistry (IUPAC) and of the International Federation for Clinical Chemistry (IFCC). The treatise emphasized
the need for a metrological and physico-chemical view of the properties
examined in the clinical laboratories.

It also embraced and extended the

special metrological language elaborated by several international scientific
bodies, and foremost the Techn.ica.I Commi.ttee on Quantities, Units, Symbols,

Conversion Factors, and Conversion Tables of the International o.rganization
for Standard.ization (ISO/TC 12) as presented in the ISO 31-series, currently
under revision (64), and that of the IUPAC Division of Physical Chemistry,
now also in a new edition of 'The Green Book'

[82].

The monograph, including R·-66, was timely both because metrological concepts
were scantly known among the heterogeneous group of practitioners of Laboratory Medicine, and because the

metr~logical

basic documents did not cover

all needs of the medical labqratory, being restricted to "physical quantities" also called Hmeasurable quantities!! and ignoring other important forms
of properties.
The document further suggested a new systematic syntax and format for the
names of the properties of systems being measured or otherwise examined in
the medical laboratories.
During the following three decades, many updated and expanded recommendations in the field of Laboratory Medicine have adhered to the same principles [e.g. 61, 83, 84, 85, 86J.

Throughout, however, there has been un-

certainty about definitions and terms for some concepts related to "quanti-
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t:y!! that are central to the special language of metrology.
NOTE 4 - IlSpecial language!! is defined in the International Standard ISO
1087-1 IITerminology Work - Vocabulary - Part 1: Theory and application"
as 'language used in a subject field and characterized by the use of specific linguistic means of expression' [72-3.1.3]
A more nourishing (and
somewhat circular) definition of Hlanguage for special purposes (LSP)"
is given by picht & DIAaskau:
' formalized and codified variety of lan-guage, used for special purposes and in a legitimate context - that :is
to say, with the function of communicating information of a specialist
nature at any level - at the highest level of complexity, between initi·ate experts,· and, at lower levels of complexity, with the aim of informing or initiating other interested parties, in the most economic, precise
and unambiguous terms possible' [110]
A useful discussion of the approaches to and the characteristics, relations, and uses of LSplf is
If

found in a thesis by H0Y [59J,

The uncertainty is still present in spite of the appearance of three editions of the International vocabulary af metrology [7, 9, 132]. (VIM2 will
indicate the second edition from 1993, VIM3 the third edition from 2007 and
2008), and a review by Thar [120] of the ISO 31-0 IIQuantities and units General principles" [64].
Besides the simple term 'quantity' [28, 29, 38, 39, 61, 64, 82, 83, 84, 85,
86, 131, 132], the set of terms for closely related concepts includes the
complex terms
'kind-of--quantity'

[22,

37,

39,

61,

83,

84,

86, 131,

(often written without hyphens [33, 39, 132])
'physical quantity' [64];
'measurable quantity' [7, 9J i
'quantity in a general sense' [7, 120J;
'quantities of the same kind' [7, 64, 120J;
'category of quantities' [7, 64, 120J i and
'particular quantity' (7)

132J

i

The problems increase when concepts for the group of 'qualitative' properties that are not accepted as quantities, but which form important items of
medical laboratory reports, have to be meshed with the concepts surrounding
Ilquantitylf .
The following terminological study of the concepts involved was therefore
undertaken with a view to form concept systems and consequent definitions
and partially systematic terms for a central part of the professional or
special language of metrology used in describing states and processes of
physical, chemical, and biological systems, including a contribution to the
standing discussion on a consistent nomenclature for requesting and report-
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ing examinations in Laboratory Medicine.
In other words, the aim is to fashion and describe a domain ontology related
to the top concept Ilpropertyll.
NOTE 5 - The concept Ilontology" is here taken to have one of the emerging
meanings of 'characteristics, definitions,

terms, and relationships of

the significant concepts in a given domain'

(see discussion in

[55,

122 J ) .

The source material, besides classical and modern texts on metrology,

in-

cludes terminol·ogy documents related to physics, chemistry, laboratory medicine, and metrology.

International, European, and a few National standards

have been consulted as being the valuable outcome of consensus between
various stakeholders.
There will be no attempt to adhere to a single theory of knowledge, whether
under the heading of empiricism, rationalism, historicism, or pragmatism
they are all views with various valid traits [4J.
useful outcome.

The principal aim is a

A wholesale acceptance of the proposed concepts, defini-

tions, and terms cannot be expected, but they may serve as a stimulus for
further discussion and evolution.
The necessary tools for the terminology work undertaken will be described
in the following Chapter 2.
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TERMINOLOGY

'How many a dispute could have been deflated into a single paragraph if the disputants had
dared to define their terms.'
Aristotle, 384-322 D.e. [quoted in 109)

FUNDAMENTALS
2.1

The formation and description of an ontology (Ch.l-Note 5) unavoid-

ably depends on the choice of a special language (Ch. i-Note 4) of terminology. Among the. several possibilities, the current terminological inherent
philosophy, principles, and vocabulary of the ISO Technical Conmli ttee 37
Terminology (Principles and Coordinat.ion) [71, 72, 117] have been preferentially used in the present text because they are international, updated, and
generally available.
As some of the terminological concepts used may not be widely known to nonterminologists, such concepts are conveniently given by term and definition
in an alphabetical Vocabulary (Annex A) . An elevated vertical bar, ,I" pre··
ceding a word in the text, usually only at first appearance in a given chapter as well as in legends to tables and figures, marks that the vocabulary
has an entry starting with that word or a closely related one of t,he same
root. Thus, among the above words, 'special language', 'vocabulary', 'terminology', 'concept', 'term', and 'definition' should have had a bar and
their respective definitions can be found in Annex A. Some textual nota··
tions indicating types of terminological concept to be discussed later are
given in Table 2.1.
The graphical notations used in the 1concept diagrams are most:ly taken from
the ISO ['72] and are given in Figure 2.1 for convenience.
This set of
notations is fairly primitive. Thus, there are no indications of Ispecific
concepts under I associati ve relation (such as causal, sequential, and temporal relation), nor of respective roles and cardinalities of the partners in
a relation. For the present purpose, however, the set suffices.
2.2

The fundamental Imeta'linguistic concepts

concept !! (further in Section 2.10) ,
I1termlf (also called' definiendum') ,
"definitionll (also called 'definiens'), and
1 Ilobj ect n (also called 'referent') (further in Section 2.23)
11

may be considered to form a three-faced pyramidal I concept system with "concept!! at the top and in associative relations with the other three at the
bottom [21, 117], e.g. as in Figure 2.2, upper part.

having .. or

Icharacteristic (S.2.11)

1=-00 •

::-.:..:.

-- - - ",i

=_g!~~,

'erythrocyte'

(::_~f~~g~,

=_f~9

The ISO 1087-1 uses single quotation marks [72].
a,e in colour; bid in diameter. These phrases follow their respective parentheses.
e with spatio-temporally defined system including any relevant component

*

lterm or quotation or internal reference

set of property values (S.9.15)

property value (S.9.IS)

~~~~l!~_=:_~~~e
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.)
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{~.~,~T

set of coordinate individual
characteristics (S.2.16 , 2.18)

has the diameter 7.4 um or
is 7.4 gm in diameter

has the colour red or
is red in colour

~or
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~
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having a
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Notation

Isuperordinate concept as top concept

concept (S.2.10)

IConcept (IDefinition)
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Notations for representation of some Iterminological Iconcepts

(see also Sections 2.14.2, Note 4 and 2.18, Note 2)
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Figure 2.1

[

... ]
I Terminographical notations

IHierarchical structures
1
IGeneric relation as a tree diagram from a Igeneric concept to Ispecific concepts; possible, but unspecified further specific concept(s)
are shown by a short additional line and three dots.
2
I Partitive relation as a rake diagram from a I comprehensive concept
to Ipartitive concepts where a close-set double line indicates similar
partitive concepts; an uncertain such plurality is shown by one of the
pair of lines being broken; possible further partitive concepts are
indicated by an extended back lacking any tooth.
3 Terminological dimensions (8.2.19) (one and two)
4 Possible plurilevel Igeneric hierarchy
Non-hierarchical structure
5
IAssociative relation as a double-headed arrow between two I concepts in
thematic connection
Instantiation
6 Correspondence ~ between an
I individual concept 0 and its
I instance •

Undefined concept
7 Concept indicated by Iterm in a
figure, but not explicitly defined.
(ISO 1087-1 [72] uses parenthesis,
not square brackets.)
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Iconcept

Blume
flower
blomst

"

~

...... ---------------- ------.., Iterm

~'" ~ .. ~

~~..

,/'

····...:.l
-I defini tion

reproductive organ
in a plant from which
fruit or seed is developed

concept

referent

characteristics

verbal form

The concept triangle,
corresponding to the
(rotated) base of the
pyramid.

linguistic
symbol

referent

The semantic triangle
(Ogden's triangle),
corresponding to the
(left - right shifted)
rear side of the pyramid.

Figure 2.2 Illustrated diagram of some fundamental I concepts of the conceivable and perceivable world (after Suonuuti [117] and ENV 12264 [21]).
Double-headed full-line arrow = fundamental lassociative relation.
Double-headed broken-line arrow = secondary associative relation.
"Term" could be exchanged for the I generic concept Ildesignation".
The semantic triangle [60] and the concept triangle [26] are shown for
comparison.
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This ionomasiological concept system, emphasizing 11 concept 11 , is felt more
applicable to the present task than the alternative Isemasiological view
of having Ilterm!l as a Icomprehensive concept covering the Ipartitive con-

cepts lIexpression" and "conceptl! [97].

is in the mind.

The top of the pyramid,

11 concept 11

I

The three 'ground level' entities are claimed to be either

a)

concrete or abstract phenomena, perceived or conceived (termed ob-

b)

representations of the concept (such as definitions and terms) in a

jects or referents), exemplifying the concept or
language used in communicating about the concept.

This arrangeme~t should not be interpreted as if lIconcept" is generating all
three lower entities. There is usually a Icausal associative relation from
object (s) to a concept that has been justified and clarified as to meaning this process is called conceptualization [71-5.1 to 5.3J (see also Sections
6.21 to 6.25). Subsequently comes the formulation of a definition and explanation, and the selection of a term (or other verbal ldesignation or a
non-verbal designation) for communication.
NOTE .- This concept system is simplified in the sense that HtermO and
udefinition H can be considered to be specific concepts under urepresentation u , but the structure is sufficient in the present context.
Some triangular diagrams are closely related to the pyramidal structure (see
Figure 2.2, lower part).
Dahlberg [26] has a 'concept triangle' with
llreferent ll at the top, !lcharacteristics1! (or !lmeaning ll ) at the lower left
and uverbal form u (or Uterm
at the lower right corner - in toto said to
constitute the concept. This triangle resembles the base of the pyramid.
Iivonen and Kimimaki [60J draw a 'semantic triangle' with I!concept",
lflinguistic symbol ll (or !fname H ) , and 11 referent 11 , thus resembling the rear
face of the pyramid, sometimes known as 'Ogden's triangle'.
ll

2.3

)

The terms and definitions of some Imetrological concepts that may be

unfamiliar to non-metrologists are also presented in the Vocabulary (Annex
A) and signalled in the text by the elevated preceding vertical bar.

2.4

Each Iterminological entry for a proposed concept given in the main

text is framed. The I intensional definition is phrased according to the ISO
terminological rules [71, 117] of
being brief i
containing information sufficient to indicate the position in a concept
system;
using the nearest igenerically Isuperordinate concepti
adding one or a few Idelimiting characteristicsi and
putting other information in notes.

2
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The lmicrostructure of such a terminological entry with suggested

term(s}, definition, any example(s), and note(s) is essentially according

to ISO [63J with
proposed ipreferred, usually I systematic term(s) in bold type in a separate line (for each)
I admitted term (8)

i

in light face type in a separate line {for each} ;

any symbol;
metrological concepts used the first time in the text. of the entry and
defined elsewhere in the text given in bold type with parenthetic Section
number '(S. Z)'

or reference to the Vocabulary by an elevated vertical

bar.
The proposed concepts can be found by term(s}

in the alphabetic Glossary

(Annex B) .

2.6

Other concepts with terms and definitions taken from referenced

sources or fashioned for discussion are indented with term in· italics,
colon, definition,

and any relevant source in square brackets.

The ref-

erenced concepts are found in Annex A, the working concepts in Annex B.
2.7

Considering the partially conflicting terms and definitions of me-

trological concepts found in various authoritative documents, the eventual
proposals will entail choices and changes from such earlier texts.

This

becomes necessary if a consistent, partially systematic Inomenclature is to
be based upon a

chosen concept system and if the consequent intensional

definitions are to use terms that may be substituted by the corresponding
definitions

[71].

It should be stressed,

however,

that - even within a

given concept system .- the definition of a concept may be phrased in several
ways.

As regards the choice of systematic terms, the partially conflicting

principles

of

term

formation

are

detailed

in

the

1"50

704

[71-7.3].

Important considerations have been
transparency, i.e. inference from term to concept, and
consistency,

i.e. a coherently structured terminological system corre-

sponding to the concept system,
whereas the advantage of
linguistic economy,
which may conflict with
accuracy,
is sometimes achieved by an admitted Jabbreviated form.
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Because of the multiple I relations of the metrological concepts being

discussed, a given concept may have to be used in text before being formally
designated and defined, An internal reference to the appropriate section
having the terminological entry should diminish any initial inconvenience
associated with such forward references.

2.9

Unfortunately,

the terminological concept systems,

the definitions

of seemingly similar concepts, and their terms vary between organizations
and authors or even within a given text. Thus, there is no universal terminological metalanguage [e.g. 96, 97, 119J.
As mentioned, however, the
terminology us~d here is mainly that of the ISO 1087-1 [72J
Yet, to avoid
misunderstandings, it seems pertinent to discuss a few central terminological concepts and their relations for use in the present context.

"CONCEPT" AND "CHARACTERISTIC"
2.10

The basic concept IIconceptfl is defined by the .ISO 108'1-1 as follows.

concept: unit of knowledge created by a unique combination of charac··
teristics (S.2.11) [72-3.2.1J

Although there are many views on the nature of a concept [see, e.g., 4] I it
will here be considered to be a mental entity that generalizes a set of one
or more objects. The concept corresponds to a class of such objects const:ituting the 'extension (S.2.24) of the concept.
The subject of conceptualization is taken up again in Sections 6.21 to 6.25.

2.11

A property that occurs in all the objects of such a collection is

generalized as a characteristic, defined by the ISO as

characteristic: abstraction of a property (S.S.S) of an object (8.2.23)
or of a set of objects [72-3.2.4]
which together with the definition of Hconcept H (S.2.10) shows that concepts
are considered to 'have' characteristics, whereas objects 'have' properties
(see Chapter 5) .
NOTE 1 - Unfortunately, there is another definition of I1characteristic H
in the recent International Standard on Quali ty management systems EN ISO
2000 [70-3.5.1J, also quoted in the ISO 3534-2 [75-1.1.1J, namely 'distinguishing feature'. This is ambiguous because there is no indication
of whether the distinction concerns a concept or an object. The latter
relation is probably assumed - judging from the Notes with examples - so
that the definition applies to the concept that will here be termed
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as discussed in Section 5.1.

Note 2 - The tendency to confuse !I c haracteristi c

!l

and !Ipropertyl! is not

new as evidenced by the EOQC defining !!characteristic!! as 'property which
helps to differentiate between items of a given population'

[44-1.3.2J

j

the IUPAC giving 'property or attribute of a material that is measured,
compared, or noted'
in a

[80-2.1.3]

i

and the ASTM stating 'property of items

sample or population which,

when measured,

observed, helps to distinguish between the items'

2.12

In the ISO concept diagrams,

counted or otherwise
[2].

the relation between "concept 11 and

"characteristicl! is shown as !associative [72-A.2].

This may seem strange

in view of the phrase' created by' in the definition of the former (S. 2 .10)
and the definition of

intension:

set of characteristics which make up the concept [72-3.2,9J

together with a
sion<l

!part:itive relation between !lcharacteristic H and "inteD··

[72-A.3] ,

finished'

(That this partitive relation is depicted as being 'un-

could be a mistake.)

The difference between the definitions of

uconcept and Uintension is not that obvious, as pointed out by Nistrup
Madsen [96], and could suggest a partitive rather than an associative rela··
n

U

tion between llconceptll and Ilcharacteristic!l.

Here the latter sort of re-

lation will be preferred in accordance with the phrases' unique combination'
in the definition of "concept!1 and 'set of'
sion

ll

,

The whole

in the definition of llinten-

('combination') is here considered to be a complex that

is more than the mere accumulation of its parts ('set').

2.13

The ISO presents a terminologically pluridimensional (8.2.19)

1ge-

neric tree diagram on <concept> [72-A.2] which can also be shown as a simple
field diagram (Table 2.13).

There is no definition for a concept entering

into an associative relation with another concepti only hierarchical concepts are included.
2 ~ 14

The·! superordinate concept <characteristic> can also be divided into

a generic hierarchy, including! !!essential characteristicO and its specific
concept I!!delimiting characteristic!!

2.14.1

Furthermore,

[72].

the ISO defines tltype of characteristics!!

(with a

plural's') as

type of characteristics:

category of characteristics which serves as the

criterion of subdivision when establishing concept systems [72-3.2.5]
and provides examples such as
red, being blue, etc.

(in the ISO notation) colour embraces being
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Simple field diagram on the Igeneric relations of I<concept>

(5.2.10). Fields that are separated by a horizontal double line belong to
different terminological dimensions (8.2.19). IDefinitions are given in the
IVocabulary.

Igeneral concept

concept

I indi vidual concept
Isuperordinate concept

I gener:t.c
.

concept:

I comprehensive concept
I subordinate concept

Ispecific concept
Ipartitive concept
Icoordinate concept

"Category!! is not defined, but lexical synonyms are 'type', 'class', 'set',
'di vision' and' group'. How a set of different characteristics could function as a (single) criterion of division is not quite obvious. Probably the
intent is rather to consider 'type' as a divisible entity which is common
to a set of characteristics.
I

2.14.2

For the present purposes, the term and definition and representa-·

tion of examples will be modified as follows.
type of characteristic: common defining aspect of a Iset of coordinate
characteristics (5.2.16)
NOTE 1 .. The set of coordinate characteristics can serve when dividing
a Igeneral concept into lspecific Icoordinate concepts.
EXAMPLE 1 - having a physical property is Isuperordinate to the set of
coordinate characteristics {having a colour, having a length, _._._.} as a
physical property. Each of these coordinate characteristics subsequently
become a type of characteristic for the next lower level.
EXAMPLE 2 - having a gender is superordinate to the set of coordinate individual characteristics (S.2.18)
{is female, is male, _._._.} in gender
NOTE 2 - IIType of characteristic!! gives an indication of a Ihierarchical
level where a given characteristic will be further divided into coordinate characteristics.
(See further Section 2.17.)
NOTE 3 - In a plurilevel hierarchical Iconcept system of characteristics
in n levels, there may be n-2 separat~ types of characteristic.
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NOTE 4 - In this text I the isolated I term for a characteristic in general
may be underlined and begin with the present particle of a verb , e.g.
, having ... '

whereas the term for a type of characteristic undergoing

division may be given a double underlining and begin with the present
participle of a verb and the indefinite article, e.g.
such conventions are language dependent.

2.15

'having a

... '

i

See also Section 2.18 Note 3.

The Igeneral concept llhuman bodyll might be described, e.g., by the

consecutive, increasingly specific, generically related characteristics
having physical property
having spatial dimension
having height
Each of these characteristics can also be considered to be a type of characteristic because there would be other physical properties than having spatial dimension,
heights.

other spatial dimensions

than having height,

and many1

Thus, the first-level type of characteristic with its set of gen-

erically subordinate characteristics is
having a Qhysical

-

(K1)

p~ert:y

having s12atiaJ. dimension

(KIA)

having m<?-_§.§.
having volume

(K18)

SI

(IGC)

etc.

where the first three indented entries are members of the first set of de ..
limiting coordinate characteristics
2.15.

(SI).

The codes are used in Figure

The first of these subordinate characteristics, e.g., obviously is

also a second-level type of characteristic for a second-level set of delimiting coordinate characteristics (8IA), e.g.
having a spatial dimension

(KIA)

- having height

(KIAa)

having sagittal thickness at the waist

(KIAb)

SIA

etc.
For the concept I1human bodyl1 an analogous subdivision into a second level
set of further divisible coordinate characteristics would not apply in each
of the characteristics having mass and having volume.

They would subdivide

directly into individual characteristics (8.2.18) analogously to the follow··
ing.

One third-level type of characteristic and its subordinate individual characteristics (S.2.18) would be
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(KIAa)

is 1,63 metre in height

(KIAa,)

is 1,64 metre in height

(KIAa,)

SIAa

etc.
where each of the two first indents (in 3IAa) is a delimiting characteristic
that is also an individual characteristic (S. 2.18) of the individual concept
of a given person.
The concept system for all these characteristics is
shown in Figure 2.15 by their symbols showing the plurilevel generic
inheritance.

2.16

The following concept has been used already in the definition and

examples of IItype of characteristic tl and merits a working definition.
coordinate characteristic: member of a !set of comparable !delimiting
characteristics !subordinate to the same characteristic (S.2.11)
EXAMPLES - In Section 2.14 Examples 1 and 2; Fig. 2.15, e.g. the members
of the sets {KIA,

2.17

KIB,

KIC} and {KIAb"

KIAb,}

It may be discussed whether the relation between IItype of character-

isticO and a given example is generic or associative (Suolluuti [llB]). A
generic relation would apply to the examples KI and KIA in Figure 2.15 because they divide generically into lower types of characteristic such as for
KI into JOA, 1GB, and KIC, which can inherit the traits of Htype of characteristic
When the levels of KIAa, KIAb, 1GB, and KIC are reached, however, the further division shown is into individual characteristics and they
cannot inherit the traits to become themselves types of characteristic. For
this reason, and because there is no ISO notation for stopping generic inheritance, the relation between I1type of characteristic n and a given example
is here chosen to be associative. It should be mentioned that the ISO shows
an
associative
relation
between
ntype
of
characteristic§."
and
IIcharacteristic and no superordinate concept for the former [72-A.3]
lI

•

lI

2.18

It may be useful in terminological discussions to have a concept in··

dicating that a given characteristic relates to an individual concept and
is not further subdivided in a given context. A working term and definition
is the following

(see also Fig. 2.15).

individual characteristic:
concept

characteristic (3.2.11) of an lindividual

2
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characteristic
(S.2.11)

•••

characteristic
(S.2.14.2)

IN

•••

KII

KI

..

~
'A

KIA

KIB

individual
characteristic

000

(S. 2 .18)

~

/1>..

(S.2.16)

SIA of

~ coordina te

KIAa

•• •

KIC

SI of
coordinate
characteristics

KIAb

~. .~
•••

KIAaj

KIAb1

=:j

characteristics

=:t-

SIAb of individual
coordinate
characteristics

Figure 2.15 Mixed Igeneric, Ipartitive, and lassociative Iconcept diagram on <characteristic> (S.2.11).
The five-level generic Ihierarchy is based on Section 2.15, starting from
"characteristic" to the second level, KI, going through three lower levels
(KIX, KIAx, and KIAx y ).
KI is generically Isuperordinate to the members
of the Iset of coordinate characteristics (8.2.16), SI.
Two of these
Isubordinate Idelimiting coordinate characteristics at the third level,
KIB and KIC, become I types of characteristic and are each subdivided into
a set of delimiting coordinate characteristics, indicated by circles, or
an unspecified branch. The third subordinate characteristic at the third
level, KIA, is subdivided into an unspecified and two specified characteristics at the fourth level, KIAa and KIAb, forming a set SlA with each
member having subordinate delimiting coordinate characteristics indicated
by subscript Arabic numerals in KIAa y and KIAb y . One set is shown as SlAb.
The left hand side of the diagram shows various levels in the hierarchical concept system with type of characteristic, such as KI, KIA, or KIAa,
which each covers the members of a set of coordinate characteristics. An
individual characteristic (8.2.18) is an indivisible characteristic in a
given context, for example the four symbolized KIAa y and KIAb y .
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p"

is 2.87 metres in height (for an imagined Ifspecial human 9i-

is red in colour (for Ifan identified erythrocyte H

)

i

the character-

istics KIAa 1 and KIAb z in Fig. 2.15 i has Danish personal social number
010198 0395 (for "a specific person")
NOTE 1 - An individual characteristic, say is red in colour, relates to
an individual concept, but may occur in many individual concepts (each
corresponding to one object)
NOTE 2 - In this text, the term for a characteristic taken to be individual in the context begins with a verb in the present tense{ e.g. is ... ,
has

but such a convention is language dependent.

NOTE 3 - An individual characteristic in one generic hierarchy of <characteristic> may be modified into a type of characteristic in another
hierarchy because of subdivision.

Thus, is red in colour may disappear

in favour of having a red colour with individual characteristics such as
{is pink, is bordeaux, _"_"_.} in red colour.

2.19

The phrase 'terminologically pluridimensional'

(8.2.13)

used without a definition of "terminological dimension".
does

not

offer

a

formal

entry

for

this

important

has been

The ISO 1087-1

concept,

but

uses

'criterion of subdivision'
The ISO 704 speaks of 'dimension cri terion
without definition (71~5_4.2.2]
For the present purposes a working term
I

and definition will be

terminological dimension:

hierarchical division of a concept according

to a type of characteristic (8.2.14.2)
NOTE - The concept being divided is ei ther a
concept.

I generic

or a ! comprehensi ve

Its subordinate concepts will be distinguished by the coordi-

nate characteristics (8.2.16) of the type of characteristic.

GENERIC INHERITANCE
2.20

An essential trait of a generic concept system is that down through

the hierarchy any subordinate concept inherits all the characteristics of
its previous superordinate concepts in that line.

Thus, if is 1.63 metre

in height: is an individual characteristic (8.2.18) generically subordinate
to the type of characteristic (8.2.14.2) having a height (rather than having
a waist circumference), then the description of having a height also applies
to is 1.63 metre in height.

Going further upwards, one is consecutively in-

formed that having a height is also subordinate to having a spatial

dimen~

sion and that this, finally, is subordinate to having a physical property.
Thus, strictly speaking, the full designation of the individual characteristic might be is 1.63 metre in height as a spatial physical dimension.
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metre' obviously cannot ensure that the intended inherited characteristics
are automatically and unambiguously conveyed and understood.

2.21

Superficially, it would seem that the characteristic is red in com-

mon parlance simply implies having a colour so that there is no need to mention the term for the type of characteristic in the term for the characteristic.

Talking about wine,

the assumption is valid

that 'red' is a synonym for 'claret').

(and

much so

80

If the subject of discussion is the

political persuasion of a person, is red has a completely different meaning
that is not rel,ated to skin, garments, or hair.
information contained in a I homonymous

2.22

j

Entering the realm of laboratory medicine, a simple example relates

to the general concept 1!red blood corpuscle 11
cyte'

Thus, as is well known, the

designation depends on the cont:ext.

(as used in Table "2.1).

with the Isynonym 'erythro-

,

A typical human erythrocyte is shaped as a

more or less circular, biconcave disk with a central thickness of about 1.2
micrornetre" (1.2 ,urn).

Whereas, for the erythrocyte, is red with good reason

implies having a colour, the lunit of measurement, rnicrometre (,urn),

in is

1.2 micrometre by itself is not unambiguously indicating having a central
thickness;

the alphanumeric string is 1.2 micrometre could also apply to

thickness near the rim of a cell.
pe.!?£ might not be meant because

Even more disconcerting, having a thick11

erythrocyte II

,

having a volum.e_ divided by

.sur(!3-ge .9};e§t (also called 'having areic volume'), has individual c10aracteristics expressed in the same unit, e.g., is 85 cubic micrometres divided by
140 square micrometres equal to is 0.6 micrometre.

Such Ihomonymy becomes

completely unmanageable in the many cases where the unit involved is "one",
as for individual characteristics of having a relative mass density (for
Uerythrocyte!!) and having a number (e.g. of IIblood group A sites on the erythrocyte surface!!), both types of characteristic of !terythrocyte ll

•

"OBJECT" AND "PROPERTY"
2.23

Turning from the world of concepts to that of obj ects, the ISO 1087-

1 defines the general concept covering such 'things' as follows.

object:

anything perceivable or conceivable (72-3.1.1]

with a note indicating that objects may be material, immaterial (abstract),
or imagined.

Thus, respective examples could be a given woman's blood, her

pulse rate, and a pursuing vampire from her dream.
(or referents) of general concepts.

They are all linstances

Ontology on property
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NOTE 1 - The form of definition, starting with 'anything' is not seman""
tically practical for substitution.
'Thing' (as a primitive) would be
proper.
NOTE 2 - It is beyond the present text to discuss the reasons for the
evolution in the terms used in relation to Aristotle's "substance
from
the 'subject' of scholasticism to the 'object' of modern philosophy.
tl

:

NOTE 3 - The ISO example of a conceivable object is 'a unicorn'. Whereas
many representations of such a creature exist in books and on tapestries,
it is highly doubtful that living examples have existed. (Any exhibited
object of a metre-·long straight spiral ivory horn declared to derive from
a unicorn rather seems to have adorned a narwhal - and to be a tusk.)
The alternative example, 'pursuing vampire from her dream' may relate to
bloodsucking beasts such as a very real South American bat or an imaginary reanimated human corpse. It might be argued that both the unicorn
and the dreamed vampire, instead of objects, should be considered to be
I indi vidual concepts. This would make a clear separation between physical entities or objects that are perceivable, and mental entities or concepts that are conceived. In any case, metrology is concerned with the
physical world, including perceivable brain processes.

2.23.1

Synonyms or quasisynonyms of 'object' are 'entity' and 'item'.

Definitions encountered are
enti ty; item:
[3,

that which can be individually described and considered

68-1.1, 105J

item; entity:

anything that can be described and considered separately

[75-1. 2 .11J

item: object or quantity [read:
observations can be made [2]

or the more elaborate,

amount] of material on which a set of

semi~lextensional

item:
part, component, equipment, sUb-system or system or a defined
quantity [read: amount] of material or service that can be individually
considered and separately examined and tested [44-1.2.1(a), ~78-3.10]

2.23.2

The DIN 1319-1 offers the entry

Object of measurement:

The object being measured in order to determine

the value of the measurand [32-1.2J

which is a circular definition that does not describe llobjectll.

A remark,
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explains that physical bodies, phenomena, or physical states are

included.

2.23.3
(8.2.11)

In analogy with the couple "concept" (8.2.10)
and their respective definitions,

properties 'combine' to form an object.
IIproperty" is not shO\<)n by the .rSO.

:i. t:

_. "characteristic"

could be considered that

The relation between "object" and

One might consider a partitive relation

- as was discussed for Hconcept" and 1!characteristic" -but, again, the description of a biological object by a set of all its properties hardly means
that a duplicate instance can be created by putting the properties together
(if that were P?ssible) and somehow shaking.

So, t.he relation between "ob-

jectU and "property" is here assumed to be associative.
NOTE 4 - The currently suggested possibility of creating living organisms
from DNA and an appropriate soup of chemicals in a suitable environment
would require synthesizing mechanisms different froin ' amalgamating' preexisting defined properties.

2.24
ject l1

The ISO does not either show a relation between lIconceptll and l!ob[72-A.2], but in spite of the definition of

extension:

totality of objects to which a concept corresponds [72-3.2.8)

and a partitive relation between lIextension u and !!object"

[72-A.3-p. 20],

the verbal form 'corresponds' in this definition is well chosen.

Instances

of Hconcepttl and Uobjectll are from different worlds, and the concepts should
be associatively related.

2.25

It is an obvious outcome of the above discussion to draw a four-

cornered concept diagram on Hconceptll, Hcharacteristicl!, lIobject!l, and Hproperty" with four 'sides' of associative relations

(Fig. 2.25).

NOTE - A concept diagram in the ISO 108'7-1 (72-A.3-p. 20) shows an associate relation between tlobject

u

and Hcharacteristic".

This relation, al-

though not incorrect, may be considered to be secondary, and without explanation perhaps misleading.
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characteristic =.J- intension
(8.2.11)

(8.2.12)

figure 2.15)

~~f----+)

(8.2.23)

property

(5.5.5)

(Figure 3.5)

Figure 2.25 Mixed I concept diagram on some
around <concept> and <object>

I

terminological

I

concepts

DESIGNATION
2.26

The terminological concepts presented so far are tools in the analy-

sis of concepts and their relations.

Another task of terminology is the

formulation of the designations of concepts, mainly in the form of terms and
definitions.

Among the Ispecial languages for such purposes are the Ifea-

ture-value' approach of Gazdar [50, 97, 119] and the' semantic link-associated concept' procedure of Sowa [112] as evolved by the CEN Technical Commi ttee 251

2.27

;Medical informa t.i cs ,

[21]

I

but recently abandoned [21a].

The concepts used in the complex CEN Imetalanguage presented in the

ENV 12264 [21) were initially tried for the present concept analysis, but

subsequently abandoned in favour of the ISO philosophy because the CEN approach lacked a documented internal coherent concept system.
The formation of terms according to the CEN ENV will be further discussed
in Chapter 21.
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"SYSTEM" and "COMPONENT"
'I must create a System, or be enslaved by another Man's; I will not Reason and Compare; my business is to Create,'
William Blake, 1757-1827 (Jerusalem [quoted in 24))

nSYSTEMlI

3.1

In the previous two chapters it has been assumed that properties de··

scribe objects and that the relation between the Igeneral concepts !lobjectll
and IIpropertyll

(8.2.23)

3.2

(S.5.5)

is lassociative (Fig. 2.25).

In the present universe of discourse,

IMetrology

(supplemented by

properties that are not quantities), and especially in Ijaboratox:y Medicine,
the delimited parts or phenomena of the world to which properties pertain
will be taken to be I instances of
ject

l1

The concept "system

•

(j

system H under the Igeneric concept "ob··

was originally adopted in the R-66 to emphasize

U

the complexity of biological objects and to accommodate any partitioIl into
components which are involved when defining most of the relevant properties,
for example a mass concentration of the chemical entity 1I1ipid!l in a system
IIblood ll

•

Interestingly, at the same time, Bunge opted for the term (concrete or material)

'system' instead of 'thing'

I specific concept under
Ilprocess

ll

,

IIfact 11

and 11phenomenon

lt

[15}.

He considered "system U to be a

(concrete object)

together with

event 11

,

'System' was claimed to be more neutral than

•

'thing', more acceptable as a term covering immaterial systems.
more, as he said,

11

Further--

'By calling all existents IIconcrete systems It we tacitly

commit ourselves - in tune with a growing suspicion in all scientific quarters

that there are no simple structureless entities.'

Bunge also made

it clear 'that by adopting the convention that the protagonists of events
be called concrete systems,

we make an ontological hypothesis that tran--

scends the scope of the special sciences.'
Incidentally,

the I concept

It

systcmll was used by the IUPAC around the same

time in the draft, Idefinition of the SI base lunit of measurement (8.18.12)
for

the

base

unitary kind-of-quantity

(8.13.9)

which was adopted by the 14th General Conference on We.ights and Measures in
1971 as follows:

'The mole is the amount of substance of a system which

contains as many elementary entities as there are atoms in 0.012 kg of carbon 12:

3.3

its symbol is fimol lt

'

(6].

The proposed definition of llsystem" is the following.
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system
part or phenomenon of the perceivable or conceivable world consisting of a demarcated arrangement of a Iset of elements and a set of
relationships or processes between these elements
EXAMPLES - A human being, the blood of that human being,
kocytes of that blood,

a single leukocyte among them,

the leu-

the DNA of

that leukocyte, a given gene in that DNAi a system of metrological
units

(8.18.27)

NOTE 1 - Biological systems are essentially open, that is they allow input and output in addition to internal processes.
NOTE 2 - The I terminological phrase 'part or phenomenon of the perceivable or

conceivable world'

is

a

substitution for

the

term

I 'object' , but the extended Idefinition is preferred here in the
context of laboratory medicine to emphasize that systems may be
immaterial and are complex objects.
NOTE 3 - The term 'element' is not refe:r.ring exclusively to Ilchemical element 11

,

such as carbon,

C, but to any definable part ex-

cept a relationship or a process.
NOTE 4 - The state of· an linstance of 1!systemll is described by its
instantiated properties (S.S.5).
NOTE 5 - The extent and structure of a system is essentially defined by the observer for some purpose (93].
NOTE 6 -

ISynonyms of 'system'

are 'entity',

'item',

(or 'object') in various documents

and 'unit'

{not in the sense of

I lIunit of

measurement II} .

3.3.1
sources

Slightly

differen~ly

[e.g. 37, 54, 86].

worded definitions

found

Recent ISO proposals among several

some of very restricted applicability

system:

are

in several
omitting

are

integrated composite that consists of one or more of the proces-

ses, hardware, software, facilities and people, that provides a capability to satisfy a stated need or objective [78-3.18]
and

system:

set of interrelated or interacting elements [70-3.2.1]
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The Gold Book n offers

arbitrarily defined part of the universe, regardless of form or

size [79J

3.3.2

The European St.andard EN 1614 recently adopted the definition in

Section 3.1 [19-3.1].

"COMPONENT"
3.4

As mentioned, a property of a system by definition often pertains to

not only the entire system, but also to one or more indicated parts of the
system.

Such a subsystem is here simply defined as

component

analyte (admitted)
part of a system (S.3.3)
NOTE 1

- A component - used in defining a property (S.5.5)

- may

comprise more than one element of one or more types of element and
relationships or processes between them.
NOTE

2 - Besides one indicated component,

principle,

a material system,

consists of a complementary part,

in

in chemistry often

called 'matrix' when this is a mixture of elements.
EXAMPLE

Erythrocytes as a component in blood are suspended in

blood plasma

(with some leukocytes and thrombocytes).

Even if

this matrix is highly complex, it is considered to be an integral
medium when defining,

e. g.

I

the number concentration of erythro-

cytes in blood.
NOTE

3 -' For some properties,

their

I defini tions do not

involve

any individualized component; for example, the mass of a person.
In such cases,

for construction of

lappellations of properties,

the system and component may be designated identically, i.e. 'Person(ID; calendar time)--Person; mass'.
NOTE 4 - A component may be anatomical (e.g. erythrocytes), physical

(e.g.

droplets of lipid),

chemical

(e.g.

haemoglobin),

or a

process (e.g. coagulation), but such descriptions may overlap.
(cont. )
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(cont. )
NOTE 5 - In chemistry, the term 'analyte' is sometimes used interchangeably with

I

component'

for that part of a

system which is

pertinent to the definition of a given property [79, 81-1.2, 121].

Unfortunately, 'analyte' is also used synonymously with 'property'
[105) and will not be used here.

3.4.1

Other definitions of "componentll can be found in standards [e.g.

78-3.1J and recommendations, but they suffer from being worded to apply in
specific fields.

Thus, the IUPAC has

component: constituent of a mixture the amount or concentration of which
can be varied independently [79)
and it is said to be Isubordinate to
constituent:

3.4.2
3.4

3.5

chemical species present in a system [79]

The European Standard EN 1614 recently adopted the definition in

[19-3,2].

The general concept

11

system ll may be considered. to be a subordinate

concept to Ilobject tl , but not directly. A mixed Iconcept system comprising
salient concepts discussed in this main section is presented in Figure 3.5.

3.6

Before discussing the formal definition of IIpropertytl

current meaning of its subordinate concept
the next Chapter as a background.

II

(8.5.5), the

quan tityl1 will be presented in
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object
(8.2.24)

[non-composite
object]

[composite object]
__ component
(8.3.4)

--[

property

[element}

[matrix)

[relationship]

(8.5.5)

component
(8.3.4)

Figure 3.5 Mixed I concept diagram on <object>

[process]
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CURRENT MEANING OF 'QUANTITY'
' •.. science throughout the world has but one language - that of quantity, and but one
argument, that of experiment.'
Ernest Henry Starling, 1866-1927 (A century of Physiology, 1927 [113])

4.1

The central

I metrological I concept Inquantityll was introduced into

physics by James Clerk Maxwell around 1870 [99, 100).

It was said to be ex··

pressed by two factors, namely
a standard of reference, called the I 'unit' and being 'of the same kind'
as the quantity itself, and
a number, called the I 'numerical value', indicating how many times the
unit should be taken in a sum that would correspond to the magnitude of
the quantity.
NOTE 1 - Maxwell was essentially concerned only with quantities that may
be divided one by

quantity'

anoth~r

(8.12.20)).

(here later to be termed 'rational unitary

The discussion in this chapter is

restricted

accordingly.
NOTE 2 - The word 'kind' is used here and in the following as did Maxwell
in the sense that various sorts of quantity may be distinguished,

and

that only the values of quanti ties of the same kind can be compared,
(The I complex term 'kind of quantity' will be discussed later in Chapter

6 and finally in Chapter 13.)

4.2

Consequently, metrological texts on 'physical quantities and units' -

including the ISO 31 [64]
quantity

=

- generally present the equation

numerical value . unit

or in Isymbolic form

{Q)

Q

4.3

[Q]

The meaning of such an equation has been much debated, as is excel-

lently presented by de Boer in a treatise on quantity calculus [30).

There

is a concrete or operational interpretation by 'realists' where individual
symbols of quantities are expressions of concrete physical objects (8.2.23)
and the is-equal-to and multiplication signs are not to be considered in the
algebraic sense.

This is indicated by de Boer by parentheses,

There is also an abstract or axiomatic interpretation by

J

(~)

and (x).

systematists' ,

based on the mathematization of physics, where physical quantities are 'primary concepts'

that may be multiplied with each other and (if of the same

rational unitary kind (8.13.3.5))

added one to the other.

points are not always kept separate in practice.

The two view-
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a uni t is also
NOTE - The use of an is-equal-to sign between quantities
a quantity - may also be criticized. A careful presentation would preface the terms of 'quantity' and 'unit' by 'magnitude of ... ',

4.4

Taking the view that the above equations show Idesignations , usually

lterms or lsymbols of concepts, the Igeneral concept - here designated by
the I simple term 'quantity' - can be instantiated by given real-life systems
and become perceivable or conceivable I instances (see also Section 5.2),
Each instance of Hquantity" is an aspect of a spatio-temporally specified
system (S.3,2) and has a magnitude that is considered to be an instance of
IIvalue (numerical value . unit) on the right hand side of the equation.
ll

4.5

The unit (later to be termed 'metrological unit' in Section 18,12)

on the right hand side of the equation above has the same "metrological Idimension" (cf. S.19.22) as the quantity on the left hand side, but neither
dimension nor unit can tell unambiguously which is the 'kind' of that quantity (see also Section 2.22). This is because a given metrological dimension or a given term or symbol for a unit may be associated with quantities
of different 'kinds'.
EXAMPLE - The term 'kilogram per cubic metre' is used in values for both
quantities involving !I~~~~=q,~~~:L~" (that is !lillg.~~" of system divided by
1I;;$?~;;lJJ~!I of system) and 1I~g.~~=~~~~~1J'S~~~~~;;" (that is "~g.~~" of a component in system divided by 1I;;$?~1tJIl~ 1I o~ ,system), and both have the dimension ML·3.
Quantit,ies of fundamentally different kinds cannot be added in spite of hav·ing identical dimensions and being seemingly expressed in the same unit.
It has therefore been suggested that in this situation two forms of "kilogram per cubic metre" are needed; they just 'happen' to have the same term.
This view is supported by the LtaJ..ian standard on results and measurement
[43] and would also be in accordance with the principle of generic inheritance

4.6

(8.2.20).

The (abstract) general concept lIunit of measurement l1 has I specific

concepts of abstract units, such as Hkilogram", "millilitre
or "gram per
litre", Each of these has a ldefinition that can be a method for 'realizing' or 'embodying' their respective physical forms, collectively conceptualized as I 11 measurement standard" or Iletalon ll [16, 116, 131], with instances
such as a given one-kilogram weight (of mass), a given hundred-milliliter
measure (of volume), and a given !reference material with an assigned value
of seventy grams per litre (for the mass concentration of protein) .
ll

4.7

Stille described "physikalische Gr6sse" (de)

,

('physical quantity')

in a partly negative way as being 'not a physical object, state or process
in itself or to be identified with them - it only describes the natures
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(' Beschaffenhei ten') or properties (' Eigenschaften') of such objects,
states, or processes', adding that it must be measurable [116-p.8].
(That
a quantity should describe a property is not compat:ible with the present
choice of concept system and terms.)

4.8

A conventional meaning of the concept nquantity!l was expressed in the

R-66 as follows.

quantity:

measurable real property of a specified system

[39-3.1.0J

This definition uses Hproperty!l as a primitive and otherwise uses measurability and inherence as characteristics.
An lindividual concept is "amount-of-substance concentration of glucose in
the blood of John Smith at 1995-12-03T09:0QH. This I appellation corresponds
to only one instantiated quantity, mainly that which could be measured at
that time in that person.

4.9

The ISO 31-0 [64) does not explicitly define in Iwords a concept with

the simple term 'quantity'. Besides the symbolic equation in Section 4.2,
however, an example is given, namely 'wavelength of one of the sodium lines
being equal to 5,896 x 10-'J m'
This is echoed by Thor [120J in saying that
'the mass of a proton is a quantity'. These two examples do not prove, however, that the R-66 and the ISO 31-0 have exactly the same understanding of
"quantity" because the wavelength and mass quoted are not specified in time
and space, but are supposed to apply to all respective instances.

4.10

The VIM2 had the formal definition

(measurable) quantity: attribute of a phenomenon, body or substance that
may be distinguished qualitatively and determined quantitatively [7-1.1]
but this has been improved in the recent VIM3 to
quantity: property of a phenomenon, body, or substance, where the property has a magnitude that: can be expressed as a number and a reference
[132.1.1]

where [Note 2] 'A reference can be a measurement unit, a measurement
procedure, or a reference material, or a combination of such'.

4.11

The words used in the latter definition are common language designa-

tions of concepts that are not defined elsewhere in the VIM3, but presumably
may be 'translated' approximately as follows.
property ~ thing owned
phenomenon, body or substance

-)

obj~ct

or system

4
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.•. .. _.

magnitude

~

size

reference

~

as explained in the Note quoted above

For an example given by the VIM3 as an 'amount-of-substance concentration
of ethanol in a given sample of wine', a date is understood to have applied
because the sample presumably would not keep forever (for one reason or another) .

4.12

The optional adjective

'measurable'

in the complex term of VIM2

'measurable quantity' was redundant, but could have been introduced to avoid
confusion with 'quantity' in another dictionary sense, l!amountl!.
sible misunderstanding is a side-effect of
circurnvented by

always

Such pos-

Iterminologization, but may be

distinguishing between

'quantity'

and

'amount',

I equivalent to French distinguishing between the respective terms 'grandeur'
and 'quantite'.

The term 'quantity' is now so entrenched in the English me-

trological Ivocabulary that 'a change is unlikely.

In the following, in ac-

cordance with VIM3, the simple term 'quantity' will be used to denote a general concept

~eferring

to real-life instantiated quantities, each of which

could be measured.

4.13

Some of the problems meriting discussion stem from unsatisfactory

definitions of IIquantityll and related concepts.

They seem often to have

been defined independently, intuitively, omitting analysis of I characteris'tics or interactions within a

Iconcept system.

The relevant questions to ask include the fOllowing.
How is IIquantityll related to concepts such as
nsystem1! ,
!t

component If

IIvalue

ll

,

,

IIproperty value scale ll
11

measurement 11

,

,

IImeasurement procedure!l?
Is there a separate concept that might be termed 'kind-of-quantity' and
how would it be related to I1quantit y ll?
Is Uquantityll subordinate to a Igeneric concept such as IIpropertyll and,

if 'yes' ,which are one or more Icoordinate concepts to IIquantityll?
Provided that

11

property 11 as a I superordinate concept can be usefully defined

- and this will be attempted in the next Chapter 5 - the previous questions
may have to be multiplied to accommodate the respective I generically I subordinate concepts.
How, then, should these interrelated concepts be defined?
(For IIsysteml1 and

11

component 11

,

see Section 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.)

Ontology on property
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the outcome of such deliberations will influence a systematic

I nomenclature

for the subj ects of examinations in laboratory medicine -

quantities or otherwise.

4.14

In the following chapters, the necessary iterative interplay of con-

cept system, definitions, and terms during the I terminology work is not explicitly explained, but the suggested systems may be compared with the corresponding proposed definitions.

4.15

The discussion about quantities will only concern those that have

values that

ar~

a product of a numerical value and a unit

(including the

unit Hone!!) or simply a number indicating ordinal magnitude.

Thus, complex

quantities, vector quantities, and tensor quantities are excluded.

5

IIPropertyl!

5
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"PROPERTY",

"examinand", and "measurand"
'One always measures properties of things, not the things themselves.'
Churchill Eisenhart,

1963 [42]

"PROPERTY"
5.1

As was mentioned in the Historical introduction (Ch.l),

Laboratory

Medicine needs -to describe both bona fide quantities and other features of
patients and materials,

Searching for a 18uperordinate concept and I ter'nl,

it seems pertinent that besides the R-66 (8.4.7) the ISO and the VIM use a
I concept termed' property' in I terminological and I metrological I definitions
of

j

general concepts that are relevant here.

For exampl.e,

Ucharacteristic ll is defined as an 'abstraction of a property of an object
or of a set of objects'
ureference material

ll

[72-3.2.4

S.2.11J;

is defined as a 'material, sufficiently homogeneous

and stable with reference to specified properties, which has been estab,"
lished to be fit for its intended use in measurement or in examinat:.:i.on
of nominal properties'

[132-5.13].

Neither source gives a definition of flpropertyfl, but uses the term as a linguistic primitive in one of it:s ordinary English dictionary senses - as has
hitherto also been the case in the present text.

5.1.1

The German Standard DIN 55 350-12 from 1989 on concepts in the

field of quality and statistics [31J offers a defi.nition based on function.
Merkmal:

Eigensehaft zum Erkennen oder zum Unterscheiden von Einheiten

[31-1.1J

The text translates 'Merkmal' into English 'characteristic', so
characteristic:

property for identification or differentiation of ob-

jects
Such a definition - besides confounding Hcharacteristic!l and !lpropertyU includes codes for lobjects and that is hardly intended.

It is important,

however, that the need for a concept superordinate to 'quantity' and including !lNominalmerkmal!l is realized.

5.1.2

The English version ef the German Standard DIN 1313 [33] explains

that !lcharacteristic ll
and defines

('

Merkmahl') is superordinate to Jlquantityn (' Grosse')

Ontology on property
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property which is made precise in an objective way and
to any object belonging to the characteristic a value

characterizing a distinctive mark of the characteristic [33·-11.6]
This definition is circular, difficult to understand, and - as usual - there
is overlap of 'characteristic', and 'property', whereas the ISO describes
objects by properties and concepts by characteristics [71, 72).

5.1.3

Another attempt to promote the concept with a larger lextension

proposed the term' quantity'

[40] - inspired by Stevens' paper on scales of

measurement [114J - but this did not meet favour among the Imetrologists revising the first edition of the VIM [9].

5.1. 4

Recent documents on terminology in laboratory medicine freely use

'property' as a term for a superordinate concept left undefined [e.g. 11,
86] .

Olesen proposed
property:

set of data elements

(system,

component,

kind-of-property)

common to a set of particular properties [106-4.1J
which - rather than defining ltproperty"

- seems to list the

Isubordinate

concepts "designation of system!!, "designation of component", and IIdesignation of kind-of -propertyn in I partiti ve relations to a superordinat_e I comprehensive concept of "designation of dedicated kind-of·-propertyll (see Chap··
ter 20) .

5.2

According to the ISO standards on ! Terminology work, both the I Vocab-

ulary [72J and the Principles and methods [71], a given characteristic describes a concept, both being mental constructs, whereas a given property
describes a given object
(S.3 .3).

In a

(3.2.23)

here in the form of a given system

! hierarchy of concepts the most subordinate concept is an

I individual concept.

Thus, an individual concept under

!I

system 11 is I associ-

atively related to one or more individual concepts under IIproperty!l

(see

Figure 5.2) .

NOTE - The explicit distinction between an individual concept and its
corresponding
deemed helpful.

I instance of

Itobjectll

is only upheld in the text when

Thus, an indefinite or definite acticle before the term

of a concept may indicate an individual concept having a corresponding
instance.

concept

IIPropertyll
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(8.2.11)

system

0

P.

Concept diagram on

I

"

<l-

GENERIC

<l-

IINDIVIDUAL CONCEPT

"concept ",

I

IHIERARCHY

"characteristic",

\\system"

(8.5.5)

The usages of 'property' quoted above (S.5.1) as well as colloquial

language have no requirement of measurability sensu stricto, that is assessment of magnitude,
sample of urine,
s:<?~<?"!~

for the instances of the concept "property".

for example, may be judged to have the property

A given
=_~~?_i~

by visual inspection - from medieval times called 'uroscopy'.

It is

therefore proposed that trproperty" be a superordinate concept to the subordinate Ispecific concept trquantityu.
(A Iconcept system will be detailed
in Chapter 12.)
5.4

As regards a definition of IIproperty!l, it is possible as mentioned

to follow the ISO

(72]

implicitly considering this general concept as a

primitive and rely on the explanation in an ordinary dictionary.
NOTE - The outcome, however, may not be helpful.
Dictionary [1],

bute li

,

In the Concise Oxford

one relevant sense of Hproperty!l just mentions nattri-

which itself leads into a ring of

Isynonyms with 'quality' and

'characteristic'i the Webster concurs [126).
In the present context, however, where specific subordinate concepts such
as !'quantityll have to be defined, an understanding of the meaning of !1propertyH seems relevant.
As all systems have properties and as these are of fundamental importance
to the description of our world, it is no wonder that the Icharacteristics
of "propertyll have been long debated and that many often conflicting views
on its nature have been advanced by eminent philosophers from Plato and

Aristotle onwards.

This is not the place for a discussion of these theo-

ries; reviews (and references) may be found in handbooks [e.g. 4 - especially p. 489-91

& 657-8j

18 - especially p. 65-70j 15) under various synonymous

or quasi-synonymous headings such as 'attribute', 'characteristic', 'enti-
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ty', 'feature', 'magnitude', 'property', 'quality', and 'trait'.
In any
case, properties are regarded as being somehow attached to (' possessed by' ,
'instantiated by', or 'exemplified by') their respective objects (here in
the form of instances of Hsystem" (8.3.3))
The two extreme viewpoints are
properties existing independently of objects ('transcendence') and
properties as non·-spatial unique parts of their respective objects (, immanence') .
Here, it will be assumed that there is an associate relation between the
general concepts usystem H and !1propertyll (see Figures 3.5 and 5.2) .
Applying the analytical method for devising a definition of IIpropertyll, the
following statements may be listed.

5.4.1

Any instance of "propertyU will be considered to be inhe.rent .in or

immanent in an instance of "system ll (S.3.3) inc.luding any pertinent IIcomponents'! (8.3.4).

NOTE - The adjective 'inherent' is used here in an ordinary dictionary
sense rather than in a special philosophical sense as in 'inherent value' .
Being inherent (in a system) seems an obvious choice as a characteristic of
the concept IInon-relational '(internal) property!!, such as IInumber of ery-throcytes (in a blood compartment) 11 • In some cases, the property only be·comes manifest by manipulation during examination (S.8.4), that is by an interaction between an instance of "system" and a given measuring device, in-cluding a human sense organ. Such is the case for instances of I1catalytic
activity of the enzyme alkaline phosphatase (in a blood plasma compartment) 11, where the catalytically induced rate of conversion of a specific substrate in a defined reaction mixture is measured. Yet, the catalytic property has to be related to the enzymatic component, and the special circumstances of Imeasurement (8.15.14) are part of the definition of the property, just as could be a specified temperature at which the t~mperature-de
pendent length of a given metal rod is measured. For IIrelational (extrinsic) propertyll, there is a defined interdependency with another system, such
as for IIdegree of blood group compatibility with the blood of a given patient (for a portion of donor blood) 11.
NOTE - The recognition of the existence of an individual property inevitably depends on whether the property is detectable by some examining
system. A bee is said to register ultraviolet radiation from a flower,
but not what humans label visible light.
5.4.2

Any instance of upropertytl is descriptive of the sta te of its

I

par-

ent' system (S.3.3), ultimately by the distribution of its property values

5
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is another characteristic.

Any instance of Ilpropertyll, in principle, is perceivable directly

by the senses or indirectly as aided by a device, or it is conceivable by

a thought process. Thus, the property may be subjected to an examination
(8.8.4) according to an examination procedure (S.7.3), even if such an activity may not be practicable.

Thus, being examinable is a characteristic.

Some kinds of property are wholly defined by their respective examination
procedures, which become part of their I designations i the property involving
an enzyme in Section 5.4.1 is an example.

5.4.4

Any instantiated property has a distribution of property values

(5.9.18) permitting classification among and comparison with other properties of the same kind-of-property (S.6.19).

Ergo, a further characteristic

is having property values.

5.5

Of the above four characteristics, the first and second will be con-

sidered to be Idelimiting characteristics, and they seem sufficient for a
meaningful definition.

The third characteristic is lessential, but an in-

stance of "property " may be assumed to exist without being examined, and not
all properties are defined by their examination procedures (8,7.3).

Regard-

ing the fourth characteristic, it is considered an essential characteristic,
but

not

a

delimiting

one.

Consequently,

the

following

definition

offered.

property
inherent state- or process-descriptive feature of a system (8,3.3)
including any pertinent components (S.3.4)
NOTE 1 - An I instance of 1!propertyH is defined on a space-time coordinated instance of

"systemll with one or two indicated compo-

nents if relevant.
NOTE 2 - A process of a system may be internal or involve the environment.
NOTE 3 - Any instance of IIpropertyl! may be subject to an examinanation

(5.8.4)

according

to

an

examination

procedure

(5.7.3),

Such an examination procedure may be an integral part of the

Ide-

finition of a given property.
NOTE 4 - An instance of tlproperty" has a distribution of property
values (8.9.15) serving to describe the parent system and allowing
comparison with other instances of property of the same kind-ofproperty (8.6.19).

is
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NOTE - The EN 1614 has adopted this definition [19-3. 3J, although adding

'being determined' - which is not always correct.

5.5.1

It is possible to devise a minimal definition by recalling that a

relevant component is a part of a system and therefore might not need special mention, and by suggesting that if the feature is inherent it is probably
also state- or process-descriptive. Thus,

property:

inherent feature of a system

The more detai~ed formulation is preferred here for emphasis on the role of
a property and the frequent involvement of a specific component.
Using the word 'feature' as a linguistic primitive in the definition of
"propertyll allows the latter concept to be formally defined rather than itself being considered a primitive.
5.6

The insistence on ftproperty" being an inherent and state·· or pro-

cess-descriptive feature of IIsystemlt distinguishes property from other possible features such as an identifying name or code, which are assigned and
are not necessarily describing the state of the system. Thus, being inherent and being state- or process-descriptive are !delimiting characteristics
of I1propertyl1. The inherence of a property is not affected by the fact that
the way in which a property is defined and represented is.decided by language and convention.

"EXAMINAND"
5.7

It is sometimes practical to have a specific general concept corre-·

sponding to the instances of upropertyH that will be or are being examined.
The following concept is therefore proposed.

examinand
property (S.5.5)

intended to be examined

NOTE 1 .- The property value (S.9.1S) of the examinand may be different from that of the property actually being examined due to
changes of the system during the examination (8.8.4).
NOTE 2 - The examined property value (S. 9.20) may be obtained indirectly through examinations of other properties giving the examined property value by calculation.

Ontology on property
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---_._--_.
[126J, but the COD ex··

plains that the suffix '-and' indicates 'a person or thing to be treated
in a specified way'

[lJ, and that is applicable here.

"MEASURAND"
5.8

The above and following definitions are fashioned differently from

that of the V.TM2 concept
measurand: . particular quantity subject to measurement

[7-2. 6J

in that the metalinguistic adjective' particular' is omitted and that intent
rather than actuality is chosen.
measu.rand:

Thus, the VIM3 definition

quantity intended to be measured [132-2.3]

is adopted for quantities (S.12.13,

12.14).

measurand
quantity (S.12.13, 12.14) intended to be measured
NOTE -

Ana~ogously

to Section 5.7 Notes 1 and 2.

The concepts defined in Sections 5.5, 5.7, and 5.8 form a

Iconcept system

as diagrammed in Figure 5.8.
property
(8.5.5)
(1 )

o

1

quantity
(8.12.13,

1

12.14)

I

nominal
property
(8.12.4)

(3)

examinand
(8.5.7)

[non-contemplated
property]

~

measurand
(8.5.8)

[non-contemplated
quantity]

Figure 5.8 ITerminologically oligodimensional (8.2.19)
system on <property>
Terminological dimension
(1)
having a magnitudej
(2)

having intention of examination (8.8.4);

(3)

having intention of measurement

(8.15.14)

Igeneric Iconcept

trPropertyll
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Through generic division using delimit-·

ing characteristics, several hierarchical levels of specific but still gene··
ric concepts can be described, each corresponding to two or more instances
of <property>.

The final subdivision yields individual concepts that each
corresponds to an instance that is a feature of an instance of lIsystem tr with
spatia-temporal coordinates.

A given individual concept, being a generic

divison of <property>, has inherited all the characteristics indicated at
the various levels of the unbroken chain up to and including that superordinate concept.

Generic hierarchies on <property> will be discussed in Chap-

ter 12.

5.10

In principle, a distinction can be made between three situations ex-

emplified as follows

(see also Table 2.1).

The characteristic (in the mind) having a'mass of seventy kilograms is
a delimiting characteristic for a subordinate concept covering, e.g., a
group of many adults under the general concept uhomo sapiens sapiens".
The individual. characteristic (S.2.18)

(still in the mind) has the mass

of seventy kilograms, applying to the individual concept "Mr John Smith
of Greenwich, global social security number 10 752 319 625, at 2009-021411.

The same characteristic undoubtedly applies to the individual con-

cepts of many other men, but is an individual characteristic when one
thinks of this Mr Smith.
An instance

(in the real world)

of "propertyll,

such as

~1~§l§_::_~Q_)~9,

measured on the instance of IIsystem" Mr John Smith (same spatia-temporal
coordinates as above) and corresponding to the individual characteristic
in the previous example.
NOTE - That. two past,

present,

or future instances of the human race

should have had, have, or will have exactly the same mass at a given calendar time is highly unlikely - and certainly not provable - as the number of water molecules alone in a 70-kg individual is of the order of 15
x 10 26 ;

the numerical value '70' is truncated for practical purposes to

indicate a class interval, usually [69.5; 70.4].

For many other dedica··

ted kinds-of-property (8.20.6), such as the 'number of arms on a human
being', identical values are common.

5.11

The correspondence between the second and third example, from cha-

racteristic of concept to property of instance, from mind to matter, is an
expression of the dualism "idealism·-materialisml! that has been discussed by
philosophers through the ages since Plato.

The distinction is not always

upheld in practice as evidenced by the sometime use of 'characteristic' and
'property' as synonyms.

5.12

The definition of "propertyll in Section 5.5 is not a description of

Ontology on property
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The definition de-

scribes a general concept covering the common characteristics of all those
individual concepts that each corresponds to an instance of lIproperty" and
where the set of instances is the !extension of the general concept.

5.13

The importance of providing a sufficiently informative lappellation

for an individual characteristic was discussed in Sections 2.20 to 2.22 (GeIt was argued that is red or is 1.63 m were not neces-

neric inheri tance) ,
sarily unambiguous

i

the next

higher

<property> should be given also,
1.63 m

respect~vely.

level

in

the generic hierarchy of

for example colour is red and height is

The situation is analogous for instances of "properAs will be

discussed later, 1I~~-"k<:?:~~1I and "~~l-9:~l;,,1I are short forms of, e.g"
'property
having the kind-of-property colour', but the designations are also used for
IIkinds-of-property (8,6.19) whereas

=,:_l~~0

thought of as instances of "property value

5.14

and
H

=_~.:.§~_l"!.l

are customarily

(S. 9 .15) .

A I generic division of <property> according to the relationshi.p be--

tween instances of a given kind-of -property will be presented in Chapter 12,
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"KIND-OF-PROPERTY"

and conceptualization
''l'here must be as many units as there are different kinds of quantities to be measured, ... '
James Clerk Maxwell, l831-79 (A treatise on electricity and magnetism 1873 (99))

"KIND-OF-PROPERTY"
6.1

Hitherto, I terms such as 'kind'

I

'kind of quantity'

and 'kind-of-pro-

I

perty' have been used (Table 2.1, S.4.1, 8.4.5) without idefinitions of the
corresponding I concepts, but in accordance with preponderant,
lished practice.

tions to concepts such as I1propertyl!

and

long estab-

It is now necessary to explore their meanings and Irel a -

Ucategory of quantities"

(S.5.5)

(8.6.10,

I

6.13).

"quantityn {S.12.13, 12.14}

I

As the literature on the

Icharacteristics of IlquantityU far outweighs that on Hpropertyl!, the principles of the former will be discussed first with a view to applying them
on the latter.
Many authors, from Maxwell [99J, Lodge [95J, and von Helmholtz [123J

6.2

onwards, have used phrases such as 'kinds of quantities', 'quantities of the
same kind',
quantity')
[45].

'Grossen der gleichen Art' (de),

'Grossenart'

[92, 124J or 'quantities of the same nature'

(de)

(' kind-of-

[56] or 'Qualit&t'

However, these pioneers did not explicitlY define the corresponding

concepts,

6.3

Around 1950,

F1.eischmann

[45,

46]2,

and Stille in his fundamental

treatise [116], distinguished systematically between IIGr6ssenart 11 ( lI kind of
quantityll) and 1!Gr6sse ll (Uquantityll). The former is described as a concept
of a qualitative nature, also called 'Qualitat' by Hiiber.7.i. [57}; the latter
in addition is said to pOGsess a quantitative aspect, a magnitude.

Examples

could be n1~IJ~t,lJ:1I and the lindividual concept Hlength of a specified thumb
of Mr A, Brown at 2000·~10-11" respectively.
analysis,
Thus,

however,

establis~ing

a

There was no I terminological

I concept system and full definitions.

it is not clear how the separate concepts

quanti tyl! are supposed to be related to each other.

Ilquantityll and IIkind of
Is one of them ! super-

ordinate or are they in I associative relation or is 'kind of quantity' just
a colloquial phrase meaning an unspecified 'sort of quantity'?
lowing,

In the fol-

for the sake of discussion, a concept - ukind-of-quantityn - will

be taken to exist before any attempt at a definition,

6.4

2

[47 J

When clinical chemists during the nineteen fifties realized that the

Fleiscmnann's

lnomenciature is less consistent in a subsequent paper 2
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lindividual concepts)

with

corresponding I instances measured in patients preferably should have a systematic structure,

the syntax and format of

'System--Componentj kind of quantity'
was introduced [39).

It was stressed that the third element represented a

concept different from II quantityn and therefore an independent term was necessary.

(The Ivariant with hyphenation, 'kind-of-quantity'

J

was lately in-

troduced to hinder I abbreviation, thus emphasizing the indivisibility of the
term [37].

This detail, however, is not essential.)

Actually, this concept

seems identical with the 1!Grossenart n above (8.6.3) although it, in some papers

is

[47],

difficult

to

distinguish

from

lImetrological

Idimension"

(8.19.22) .

6.5

Among the proposals and formal recommendations that have appeared de-

scribing or exemplifying some concept considered to be different from
urable or physic.al) quantityll by either indicating a

11

(meas-

'general' aspect of

I1quantity", also called 'quantity in a general sense', or perhaps of a set
of mutually comparable I instances of "quantityll, some are listed in Table
6.5.

Table 6.5

Chronological list of some published proposals _. from more

than the four last decades - for a I concept assumedly relating to the comm.on
aspect

of

a

group

of

mutually

comparable

1 instances

of

Hquantityll

or

!Iproperty!!

---------------------Entry

Term

Definition or explanation
---~~~---.-----.-.-

1

kind-of-

quantity)

physikalischen Grossen'

(genera-

physical

Reference

F'leischmann
1951

[45J

length, time, energy,

'Die Bezeichnung IIGrossenart ll solI

Grossenart, de nur den qualitativen Wesensinhalt
(=

~~--

lization of instances of "quantityn)
Examples:

physikalische

~.

-.--.--.--~~-.---------

Grossenart, de 'Verallgemeinerung der benannten
(=

2

..-..- ....

...

Stille
1961 (116]

des durch sie reprasentierten phy-

kind-of-

kalischen Begriffs erfassen'

quantity)

( ... comprises the qualitative
nature of the physical concept
represented)
Example:

length,
(cont. )
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(cont. )
3

4

kind of

'nature of a property'

IUPAC/IFCC

quantity

Examples:

1966

metrical predicate (or

'designates a quantitative proper- Bunge
ty ... that can be analyzed into
1967 [15]
object variable(s), numerical vari-

numerical
functor,
quantity,
magnitude)

able(s)

I

length, area,

[39]

and a function from the

former to the latter.'
Examples:
length, stimulus
strength,

5

physical
quantity

'complete specification of the ope- MCGlashan
rations used to measure the ratio
1971 [101]
(a pure number) of two instances of
the physical quantity'
Examples:

6

7

8

length,

kind of

'abstract concept of the property,

quantity

common to a number of real pheno··
mena (quantities)'
Examples:
length, area,
'length, time,

IUPAC/IFCC
1979 [83J

quantity in a

Examples:

general sense

electrical resistance'

1984

property,
including

'propositional function', 'mapping
operator', 'relational operator',

1992

kind of
quantity

'open sentence' [linking system
as a set theory domain and the

Bl"PM & al.
[9]

Zender
[130]

possible values as a range]
Examples: mass (was), concentration was, colour is, is
9

category of
quantities

'Mutually comparable [physical]

ISO 1992

quantities are grouped together

Thor 1993

[64]
(120]

into subsets called categories of
quantities.

Quantities in such a

subset are called quantities of
the same kind.'
[14]
Example:
10

quantity in a
general sense

mass

Examples:
'length, time, .. "'
amount-ot-substance concentration'

Bl"PM

& al.

1993

[7]

(cont. )
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(cont. )
11

kind-of-

'definition of how to obtain a

DybkiEr

quantity

value of a quantity by measuring

1993

[37]

a quantity of its system or its
components or both' ,
Examples:
12

quantitative

length, volume,

'function from a collection A of

Bunge

property,

(actual or possible) things into

1994

magnitude,

a set X of numbers,

measure

[17]

such as the

natural numbers or the real line,
That is, P:A
Examples:

~

X.'

population, age, wage

13

void

14

kind-of-

'abstraction [of a quantity] with-

IUPAC/IFCC

quantity

out indication of system and com-

1995

[86]

ponent, which is distinguished by
BIPM et al.

(1993)

as quantity in

a general sense and is common to a
set of mutually comparable measurable quantities' .
Examples: pressure,

substance con-

centration, length
15

kind of

'collection of quantities which

DIN

quantity

are considered to be qualitatively

1998 [33]

(Grossenart,

alike and for which it is meaning-

de)

ful to add quantity values,

inde-

pendent from a quantity system to
which they may belong' ,
Examples:

length,

,."

volume,

speed,

16

void

17

kind-of-

'common defining aspect of mutual-

Dybkaer

quantity

ly comparable quantities'

2004

(in ana-

[131]

logy to 'kind-of-property')
Examples;

hardness, pH, mass
(cont. )
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19

kind-of~

property

20

kind of
quantity

....
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--~-----------

'element of information common to
a set of mutually comparable measurable quantities and necessary
for the definition of a measurable
quantity, along with a system and
often a component'
Examples: pressure, substance
concentration, length

CBN

2006 [22]

'common defining aspect of mutual- CBN
2006 [19)
ly comparable properties'
Examples: colour, mass, amount-ofsubstance concentration
'aspect common to mutually compar-

JCGM

able quantities'

2007

Examples:

diameter,

[132]

... , heat,

---------------------------------------------------------The distinction between the two concepts IIquantityl! and I1quantity in a general sense ll is not always maintained in the respective texts. Although all
the concepts given by the various authors to exemplify Ugeneral aspect of
quaritityU have the same type of term, e.g. 'length' and Imass concentration', the definitions or explanations for that concept vary.
It is
therefore not always obvious that the same concept is meant.
The German Standard DIN 1313 on quantities [33] stresses that in this updated edition of the standard the concept lIkind of quantityll is distinguished
from IIquantity!!. Offhand, one could take this as an echo of the nomenclature of 50 years ago (8.6.3), but a closer look makes this conclusion uncertain because examples of IIquantityll given are length 1 maSS I etc. Furthermore, it is said that 'Kinds of quantities are collections of quantities
(IGr6ssenarten')' and that a selected \/quantityll such as Illength with wide
applicability is chosen as ?l representative ('prototype') of a "kind of
quantityH comprising quantities ('Grossen') (such as diameter, wavelength,
etc.) with values that can be added.
So, the text may be understood as
IIquantity equivalent to either IIquantityll or rather I1rational unitary kindof-quantity" (8.13.3.5) - the usual ambiguity - and IIkind of quantityll to
IIcategory of quantities n (as in the VIM2-1.1-Note 3).
ll

ll

6.6

The classical concept

11

quantity

I!

corresponds to only those instances

having values on a rational unitary quantity-value scale (S.17.18) or possibly also a differential unitary quantity-value scale (8.17.17). That perception of UquantityH has the characteristic of being equal to' a I Hnumerical value l1 'multiplied by' a Iuunit of measurement ll (8.4.2)1 and algebraic
1
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equations can be formed between different kinds-of-quantity according to the
rules of quantity calculus for each sort of unitary quantity-value scale.

6.7

When

Imetrologists of a

I specific concepts under

'systematist' persuasion (see 8.4.3)

Illbase quantity"

and

IlIderived quantity"

list
in a

11system of quantities " (as discussed further in Chapter 13), such specific
concepts are for use in fundamental algebraical relations between base and
derived kinds-of-quantity (see Section 13.6)
120,

"measurable

[e.g. 7, 9, 45, 64, 82, 116,

The concepts are not individual concepts with instances of

132].

(or physical)

quantity" having detailed defining measurement

procedures and ,equating values including instances of units of measurement.
This was made quite clear by Fleischmal1l1 [45] and Stille [116] in the nine-·
teen fifties, but it has sometimes been submerged in the Ipolysemous use of
'quantity'.

Nevertheless,

equations between

Idesignations of

real-l;ife

quantities are homomorphic with equations between the designations of the
corresponding abstract concepts of kinds-of-quantity, but the latter equa··
tions are devoid of units and (usually) of numerical factors.

For example,

lI~g~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~= (On)
"l]g~~1I

is defined quite generally by an equation as
of component B divided by lI~~~hllJ.}~1l of system S containing that com-

ponent, an "" mo/Vs'

This is a

skeletal

information sufficient to place

lI~g~~=~~~~~~~~g~~~~1I

in a Ilsystem of unitary kinds-of-quantityll (see SecThe structure of such an equation may not be reflected di-

tion in 13.7).

rectly in the operational measurement procedure (8.14.4.3, 8.14.4.4).
latter might,

The

for example, specify a method where mass concentration of a

given component

in a given system is

to be measured directly from the

reading of absorbance in a calibrated Imeasuring system including a light
spectrometeri or the result for a pure solution could be obtained directly
by mass densitometry and a conversion table.
6.8

The idea of "kind-of-quantity" as a concept that is associat.ive.ly re-

lated to

IIquantity!l could be an interpretation of the texts mentioned in

Section 6.3 (Tab. 6.5, entries 1, 2) and of the first IUPAC/IFCC recommenda··
tions [39, 83]

(Tab. 6.5, entries 3, 6).

The functional aspect of IIkind-of-

quantityll was emphasized more recently [37, 130, 131}
11, 17).

(Tab. 6.5, entry 8,

(Zender [130] uses the term 'property' for the concept, including

"kind-of -quantityll, that is here called' kind-of -property' .)
posal is that a

IImetrical predicate ll

[lS}

A related pro-

or Ilquantitative property" or

Hmagnitude ll is a function from a set of systems ('things') to a set of val·ues

[17]

(Tab. 6.5, entries 4, 8, 12).

Prior to entry 17, most of the re-

maining references in Table 6.5 offer little help to positioning in a concept system.

6.9

The ISO [64, 120 (Table 6.5, entry 9)] describes

H(physical) quantityll for the all-comprising concept covering the Iset
of all instances of (differential and· rational sorts of)
"category of quantities

n ,

Hquantitylli

for example IImass", covering a subset, an lex-
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tension of mutually comparable instances of IIquantityll of that kind,
among which one is chosen as a reference quantity, here Hkilogramn, under
the concept Huni t of measurement 11 •
The phrase 'mass in a general sense' is also said to denot:e a category of
quantities [120], so that something 'in the general sense' may also be considered to have instances from the physical world. A possible interpretation of the texts is shown as a mixed concept system in Figure 6.9.
0

/'..

/'..

-/'..
--

-/'..

0

--

0

•••

0

-- H

0

0

length
(in the
general
sense)

0

/'..

/'..

--

0

(physical)
quantity

category

0

0

0

0

-----.I

'.....- - - . T....

CONCEPT

/'..

6

/'..

6

--

...
/'..

--

/'..

-/'..

ea.

0

0

of quantities

•••
mass
(in the
general
sense)

0

/'..

0

,

'-.. .----~y~------~

INSTANCE

CONCEPT

\......
- -v-......)

Figure 6.9 Possible mixed I concept diagram for" (physical) quantity" and
"category of quantities" from texts of the ISO [64, 120]
The bold linstances represent reference quantities, in essence instances
of "metrological unit",
The choice of Ipartitive relations rather than Igeneric ones is made here
because the ISO connects directly from each general concept to its Iset or
subset of instances.

6.10

The VIM2 [7}, had a set of concepts that was difficult to structure

because Ipolysemy was 'officially' allowed for the term 'quantity' to mean
both tlquantity in a general sense U or ukind of quantityl! such as 'length' I
and IIparticular quantity", such as the 'length of a given rod'.
Their
I terminological relations to the single I intensionally defined concept
H (measurable)
quantityll was not stated. Furthermore, a Itcategory of quantities lI was said to 'group together' quantities of the same kind, allowing
I

6
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them to be placed in order of magnitude.
.- 'work, heat, energy'
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A Slcategory of quantities u listed

- comprised concepts that are usually considered to

be separately defined, although the values of their real-·life instances may

be added.

This concept therefore seems to have a larger extension than that

of the ISO under the same term - another case of polysemy,
doned these Imetalinguistic concepts

6.11

VIM3 has aban-

[132J.

It should appear from the I corpus presented that the concepts, their

descriptions,

terms, and relations have been varying and often ambiguous.

It seemed useful to revive the early clear distinction by Fleiscl1mann [45J
and Stille

(11,6J, also urged by the IFCC/IUPAC [39], between "quantit y ll
ItJhose instances possess magnitude (that. mayor may not be comparable and ad··

ditive) and IIJd.nd-of-quantityll that identifies concepts, such as "length ll

,

each covering a number of instances with comparable values (whether additive
or not) .

6.12

The ISO term 'category of quantities'

[64] could have been used as

a synonym for kind-of-quantity', but the modifier 'kind-of-' is a suitable
outcome of Maxwel.I' s more than a century old, phrase' quanti ties of the same
kind'

[99].

Furthermore,

'kind-of-' has a connotation towards commonality

whereas' category' tends to indicate a set.
in a general sense'

[7-1.1-Note 1]

The VIM2 designation' quantity

was not terminologically acceptable as

IIquantityll is a Igeneral concept and cannot have a further 'general sense' .

6.13

As noted in Section 6.10,

'category of quantities' was also used by

the VIM2 as a term for a group of kinds-of··quantity with separate definitions distinguished by the type of system being described, but with a fundamentally common kind·oof·-quantity, for example

111~~'iJ~QlI

for the specific con-

cepts 1'<,f.t~£\l~tE:~E:~<,f;,!I, 1~lJ,i:~~1J:~~~"' and 1I~~';~~~1J:~~~1l
[7-1.1-Note 3) .
Ill.
such a case, as was mentioned in Section 6.5, the DIN 1313 calls 11~~~g~~lI
a 'prototype' of a lIGrossenart ll
to 'category of quantities'

,

where 'Gr6ssenart' seems to be equivalent

[33-5.2].

Another example of a category given

by the VIM2 is the set of kinds-of-quantity 11~~~~", 1I~~g.~tI, and 1!~~~~~¥II.
Their instances have values which can be added and use the unit ITjoule ll (=
kilogram square metre per second squared) .

Yet, these derived quantities

are defined differently by equations among kinds-of-quantity so that they
are not obviously of a kind.
NOTE - llwork 11 W

m

C0

2

It seemed useful to reserve 'kind·oof-quantity' for the concept with a definition separate from
1.1 and 1.2].

I1

quan tityll.

If necessary,

This is now formally supported by VIM3 [132-

'category of quantities' may be used for Isets

comprising additive quantities with more than one separately defined kindof-quantity.

The borderline between the two concepts is not sharp and IIcat-

egory of guantitiesl1 will not be used here.
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The VIM2 metalinguistic term 'particular quant.ity'

and VIM3

I

individual quantity'

stance of quantity'.

[7-1.1-Note 13

[132-1.1-Note 1] presumably relate to 'in-

Other linguistic expressions are used such as

life quantity' or 'a given quantity' or 'a special quantity'
zielle Grosse'

quantity"

I

[33])
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J

a real-

(German 'spe-

There is generally no need to define

just as one would not define "particular tree'!.

Hparticular
In detailed

terminological discussions, however, there may be a need to distinguiSh between an individual concept and its corresponding instance. In connection
with I1quantityH (or Hpropertyil) this text is using respective phrases such
as 'quantity (or property) as an individual concept' or an 'individual concept of "quantityl1 (or "propertyl1), corresponding to an instance.
These
phrases may provisionally be substituted by the following two forms respec··
tively.

6.14.1
singular property:

property (S.5.5) that corresponds to one linstance

6.14.2
singular quantity:

quantity (S.12.13,

12.14) that corresponds to one

I instance

6.15

Hitherto, for reasons of history and available material, the discus-

sion has centred on IIquantity!! and ukind-of-quantity", and it has been argued that there is a need for both these concepts [131J.
Going to the superordinate level, where magnitude is not necessarily involved, the respective concepts should be 11 property 11 and Ilkind-of-propertyH.

6.16

Whereas I1property" has already been defined (8.5.5)

I

the relevant

characteristics of "kind-of -property" proposed in various sources may be obtained from Table 6.5 with appropriate modification. They comprise
qualitative nature of a property [39, 45, 116],
predicate or propositional function [15, 17, 130],
examination procedure [37., 101],
abstract common feature of a set of properties [17, 19, 20, 64, 83, 86,
120,

131].

The first of these characteristics is rather vague, the second is a matter
of representation, the third does not distinguish from llpropertyll.
The
fourth is important, and may subsume the intent of the first, but is also
vague. The import of the common feature, i.e. a characteristic, is that the
members of such a set belong to a defined class and are mutually comparable
(on a given property value scale (S.10.14)).

by their respective v.alues
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Before attempting a definition of lIkind-of-propertyll{

the type of

6
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6.17

relation with

tlproperty"

IIkind-of-quantit y

!l

should be settled.

For the pair Hguantityl!

the possibilities of an associative relation was hinted

at in Section 6.8.

It seems obvious that concepts such as

tI~~1~~~!I

and

(f~~g~~2-lt are generically I subordinate to tlpropertyH.
They both have
a
flkind-of-property", but their individual specific concepts cannot inherit

from

" kind-of -property!!

the

characteristic

of

being

common

to

a

set.

Inasmuch as there is analogy between characteristics generally describing

concepts and properties describing systems (8.3.3)
to position

Iltype of

characteristic

ll

(S.2.14.2)

Consequently}

in the present context}

it should be considered
and

Hkind-of .. propertyl!

(see Figure 2.15).

analogously in their respective concept systems

6.18

I

<property> is divided in a

hierarchy that may have more than one consecutive terminological dimension
(8.2.19) and therefore can contain several levels with respective examples

such as Ilphysical property", Illinear dimension I!
metre".

In addition,

,

Hl\~i~l1SIl}

and

1!1"!.~i_9.~t_.:-_ ~..:?

the hierarchical level can be indicated by the con-

cepts "kind-of-propertyl! and

11

singular propertyl! (S.6.14.1).

The first one

of these two concepts relates associatively to all the penultimate concepts,
such as IIg~~<Jg~", IIS2~2~E!I , and many others.
The second concept
indieating level,
II s ingular property 11 ,
divides generically in an infinite
number of individual concepts, such as "1?:~~91~t:: _:: _~.:? _1Et::~!:~ I1 and "~9~9~!
=_;r::qll, each of which can be instantiated and is given by representations
of kind-of ··property and property values.

The singular properties under a

given kind-of-property are Icoordinate concepts.

6.19

The following definition of IIkind-or-property" is proposed.

kind-of-property
common defining aspect of mutually comparable properties (S.5.5)
EXAMPLES

IIbase excess!!

========::::==

!lamount-of-substance concentration H
~~===========================~===

NOTE 1 - The defining aspect of a given kind-of-property sometimes
includes an examination procedure (S.7.3),

such as the example of

Moh's hardness.

(cont. )
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(cont. )
NOTE 2

The comparability among properties, that have a given

kind-of-propery as an lessential characteristic, is allowed between properties of different systems (S.3.3) and of one system,
and includes comparison of corresponding property values
(8.9.15) .

NOTE 3 - Contrary to the position of IItype of characteristic lI
(8.2.14.2) associated to a plurilevel system on <characteristic>
(Fig. 2.15), a plurilevel !concept system on <property> cannot
have more 'than one level of properties with specified kinds-ofproperty, and it will be at the level just above that of the
singular properties

(8.6.14.1).

NOTE 4 - The examples are short terms for,

~.g'J

'having a blood

group' ,
NOTE .- The definition was adopted in the EN 1.61.4 [19-3.5], and (for !lkind
of quantityll) essentially in the VIM3.

kind of quantity; kind:
tities

6.19.1

The latter gives

aspect common to mutually comparable quan-

[132-1.2J

The definition requires not only comparability, but also identic··

al fundamental definition.

Thus, e.g.,

II~~{;~II

and

'~le=a=t"

are here con

sidered to be different kinds-of-property (cf. 8.6.13).

6.19.2

A definition patterned on

that

of

!ltype of

characteristic1!

(8.2.14.2) would read' common defining aspect of a set of coordinate properties', but that would constitute a metalinguistic incursion upon the common
language preferably used in definitions of non-terminological concepts.

6.19.3

Any division of <property> indicated as having a certain kind-ofII£~~;;~~II or 111~~;t~~II,

property ( e. g.
first

of all

a

as an

1

essential characteristic is

I specific concept under <property>,

but

is often simply

designated by the kind-of-property short term rather than, e.g.,
having a colour'.
divison,

'property

The ability to identify the next to last level of generic

that is just above singular properties,

often has advantages of

generalization homologous to the use of variables in mathematics and species
in biological kingdoms.

6.19.4

The well-known phrase 'properties of the same kind' could also be

used as a term for a concept defined as 'set of properties that are mutually
comparable'.

This would mean, however, defining a noun in the plural and

also focussing on a set rather than on the shared traits of its members.
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and "singular property"

are related in the Iconcept diagram of Figure 6.20 together with examples.

system
(8.3.3)

!

property
(S. 5.5)

kind-ofproperty
(8.6.19)

\

IIcolour ll
::::::::

•••
singular _ - - - - - property

• ••

IIheight
= 1.7

mll

(8.6.14.1)

•••

"3_eJ5!.1:t:
=

1.8

mll

IIcolour
------= red ll

IIcolor
blue ll

=

Figure 6.20 I Concept diagram on
"singular property" with examples

"property"

I

"kind-of-property"

I

and
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
6.21

It might be considered contradictory that a concept such as Hproper-

ty", residing in the mind, is defined as a feature inherent in a system,
which is a part of the perceived or conceived world (S.S.S). With the concepts discussed previously in this chapter and with the terminological metalanguage of Chapter 2, it is possible to outline the process of conceptualization [71-5.1 to 5.3] with a metrological example.

6.22

The first concept defined in the systematic terminological 1vocabu·-

lary of the ISO [72J

is I "object"

(8.2.23).

That is probably no accident

because the formation of a concept in a person's mind usually starts with
the physiological process of perceiving or conceiving an object with certain
properties situated in the person's body or his environment. The object here chosen to be an instance of nsystem U (S,3.3) - is abstracted by the
mind for purposes of deliberating upon the phenomenon. This process produces an lindividual concept with individual characteristics (S.2.18).
Meeting new instances of lIsystemH and forming new corresponding individual
concepts may reveal that some of these concepts all have at least one individual characteristic which is identical. This situation allows the formation of a superordinate concept having that characteristic and corresponding
to an extension with all the instances of system having a property corresponding to the characteristic.
If an individual or superordinate concept is found to have a characteristic
with some aspect in common with the characteristic of another concept, the
common part may be distinguished as a type of characteristic (8.2.14.2) for
a general concept at the next' synthesizing' level of abstraction. The process of generalization may be pursued level by level.

6.23

As an example, and using the notation presented in Table 2.1, a su-

pravital preparation from a sample of an adult human's peripheral blood is
perceptionally examined under a microscope according to a certain procedure
(Figure 6.23).
Variously ~haped, sized, and coloured blood cells with
spatio-temporal coordinates are seen and may be roughly distinguished into
red blood cells, erythrocytes, El, ... , En, that are red, biconcave disks
of various diameters around 8 pmi
white blood cells, leukocytes, Ll, ... , Lp that are blue (in various
shades, intensities, and irregular areas) globules of various diameters
around 15 f1m;

platelets, thrombocyteG, T1,
various diameters around 2.3

... ,
~m.

Tq that are blue, biconvex disks of

V

=_7..;,1. JP!!
V

,,_7~"-.ll1]1

V

2-ia.0~t~£

has colour
has shaQe
has diameter

Mind
world
conceived
by microscopist

\
\
\
\
\
\

8. 0) urn" \

\

(bc, gb, bx)
20) um>
(1.5;

of

no a diameter of'

\

,;ith

(S.2.11)

General
concept with
characteristics

(S.2 . 18)

Individual
concept with
individual
characteri st ics

instantiated
properties (5.5.5)

(S.3.3)

Instance
of "system"

E

* In this column, each line gives the obligatory preface to each of the five examples in the same line.
= Erythrocyte, L = Leukocyte, T = Thrombocyte, bc = biconcave, gb = globular, bx = biconvex

Figure 6.23 From perceived single cells of various appearances seen microscopically in a stained blood smear to the
superordinate all-embracing concept <blood cell>.
[Instances and lindividual concepts are spatio-temporally specified.
Notations are from Table 2.1.
A broken connector indicates a multitude at the level of instances and several
levels of concepts.
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------------------------------From individual physical systems, described by their instantiated properties
in a perceiving process, the ensuing conceptual process leads through levels
of increasing generalization to the superordinate concept

<blood cell>.

Once established, these paths form a concept system, which will usually be
presented invertedly, in this case as a generic system.

The hierarchy per-

mits the classification of any single blood cell to the desired degree of
specialization by examining the instantiated properties of the cell.

6.24

A given instantiated property, inherent to its instantiating parent

instance

of

IIsystem H

,

cannot

be detached and perceived as

physical phenon:enon. A recorded 9j?!}1~~~!_:= _?.: ~_l!~n
not found floating around independently in space.

or a

an

isolated

colour

= red
------------

is

Each physical world

property may however be conceived as corresponding to an individual concept
in its own right, here called a singular property (S.6.14.1)
a specification or individual characteristic.

- Ildiameter
------_ ......:::

The conceptualization and

generalization process for the singular property then proceeds analogously
to those described in S.6.22.

6.25

From an infinite number of singular properties the mind decides that

some are identical (apart from system specifications) and furthermore that
some are members of a set with a recurring aspect of all its members,
that they have the essential characteristic

ul~~~~~~.

say

This uniting concept

is a kind-of-property {S.6.19} that delimits a specific concept under the
Igeneric concept <property>.
Continued generalization ends with the topmost concept <property>, but many
such processes proceed along different paths

to give different

concept

subsystems.

6.26

Analogously to the description for <blood cell> {S.6.23}

I

any such

system may be inverted into a generic concept system.

6.27

It is seen that terminological analysis begins with the instantiated

systems' and

their

instanti-:ted properties

1

i. e.

with objects.

In

the

present context, the discussions often start with characteristics and concepts whose extensions are familiar to the particular metrological community.

6.28

The division of <kind-of-property> according to several terminolo-

gical dimensions will be detailed in Chapter 13.
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"EXAMINATION PROCEDURE",

"examination method", and
"examination principle"
'You know my methods, Natson.'

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, 1859-1930 (The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes,
'The Crooked Han'

[quoted in 77])

"EXAMINATION PROCEDURE"
7.1

The proposed I terminological entry for IIpropertyll {S. 5. 5} has a Note

3 stating that

'an examination procedure may be an integral part of the

Idefinition of a given property'.
cannot

be

understood

without

Indeed, many kinds-of-property {S.6.19}

such

information

as

the

prop~rty

{S.9.iS} of their I instances are completely 'procedure-dependent'.

values
The ex-

amination procedure indicates in sufficient detail how to perform an lIexamination tl

(S,8.4), usually in the form of verbal or written instructions, so

that a reproducible examination result (8.16.20) with an expected examination luncertainty (S.16.23) can be obtained.
7.2

The VIM3 is concerned with I concepts related to nquantity!l

12.14) , not the I supcrordinate concept Ilpropertyl1.

{S .12.13 (

Consequently, as the ex-

amination of a quantity is conventionally called a 'measurement' (S,15.14.1,
15.14.2)

I

the VIM3 defines a series of three concepts involving increasing

detail of information given about how to understand and perform the measurement.

7.2.1
measurement principle; principle of measurement!
a basis of a measurement

phenomenon serving as

[132-2.4]

7.2.2
measurement method; method of measurement:

generic description of a

logical organization of operations used in a measurement

(132-2.5J

7.2.3
measurement procedure:

detailed description of a measurement according

to one or more measurement principles and to a given measurement method,
based on a nleasurement model and including any calculation to obtain a
measurement result

7.3

(132-2.6]

The Note 3 to the definition of I!propertyl! given in Section 5,5 stip·-

ulates the level as that of

11

procedure 11

tion are proposed for the concept.

,

and the following I term and defini-
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examination procedure
detailed instructions for performing an examination (S.8.4)
NOTE 1 - An examination procedure is based upon a less detailed examination method

(S.7.4), which itself is based upon one or more

examination principles

(S.7.5),

each of which is designated by a

word or a short Iterminological phrase.
NOTE 2

The examination procedure specifies the dedicated kind-

of-property (S.20.6) involved, any sampling, examining system, and
Ireference
{S.10.14}

material{s}
used,

needed,

and

the

property

including any imetrological unit

value

(S.18.12).

scale
The

examination procedure is based on an examination model and specifies how many examined property values
to calculate an examination

Iresult

(S. 9. 20) must be obtained

{S.16.20}

including its ex-

pected examination luncertainty (8.16.23).
NOTE 3 - The information presented in an examination procedure is
intended to be operational and should be sufficient for a trained
operator to perform an examination satisfactorily.

7.3.1

The definition does not conflict with the analogous one of the VIM3

given in Section 7.2.3, but is shorter, providing the additional information
in notes.

7.3.2

The US National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards (NCCI,S)

defines.

procedure; protocol: specific sequence of actions or instructions to be
followed to accomplish a task [105J
which is ambiguous because it comprif?es both an activity and its description.

7.3.3

The ISO/IEC Guide 2, 7th edition, has

test method:

specified technical procedure for performing a test [77-

13.2]

which uses 'method' as a I synonym for 'procedure' but otherwise agrees with
the proposed definition in Section 7.3.
[77a].

The 8th edition omitted the concept

(Concerning the term 'test', see Section 8.5.)
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-----------------------------

7.3.4

The .ISO 9000 offers a definition of

procedure:

specified way to carry out an activity or a process

[70-

3.4 _5]

which covers a superordinate !generic concept for lIexamination procedure 11

,

A I generic

division of the superordinate concept <examination procedure> is
offered in Chapter 14_

"EXAMINATION METHOD"
7.4

The more general formulation of instructions underlying a detailed

examination procedure may be defined as follows.

examination method

method of examination
structural basis of a ! set of examination procedures (8.7,3) rela··
ted to a dedicated kind-of-property (8.20.6)
NOTE 1 - An examination method is based on one or more examination
principles (S.'7,5).
NOTE 2 - The laconic description in an examination method is insufficient to allow an examination (8,8,4) with prescribed examination !uncertainty (8.16.23), but aids in devising and formulating
one or more examination procedures.

Whereas the VIM3 definition of "measurement method tl (S. 7,2,2) relates it
directly to umeasurementll, the proposed definition relates to the stage
betwixt the two, the operational instructions in "measurement procedure";
substitution will invoke lIexamination ll . The VIM3 adjective 'logical' seems
superfluous.
A !generic division of this concept is found in Section 14.11.

"EXAMINATION PRINCIPLE"
7.5

An examination method is based on one or more designated fundamental

physical, chemical, or biological laws or types of metrological action which
leads to the following concept.
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examination principle

principle of examination
fundamental phenomenal elements underlying an examination method
(S. 7 .4)

EXAMPLES - Gravimetry, volumetry, isotope dilution-mass spectroseopy, thin-layer chromatography, immunoprecipitation

The VIM3 definition of IImeasurement principle l1 (S.7,2.1) relates it directly

to llmeasurementll whereas the above definition relates to the nearest stage
of Hmeasurement method 11 , which by sequential substitution leads to lIexamina·-

tion" .

This concept is generically divided in Section 14.12.
7 .6

The three concepts defined in this chapter are I associati vely related

as shown in Figure 11.1.
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"EXAMINATION"
"fa observations which ourselves we make/We grow more partial for
th' observer's sake,'
Alexander Pope, 1688-1744 (Moral Essays I.1l [quoted in 24])

8.1

In 1946, Stevens reported the outcome of seven years of long and dif-

ficult discussions by a Committee of the Britisl1 Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science [114],
measurement:

They I defined

assignment of numerals to things so as to represent facts

and conventions about them [114]
and stressed that the essential requirement was a consistent set of rules
for assigning the numerals,

These studies led to descriptions of four types

of scale based on respectively allowed mathematical operations with the numerical values.

This view of IIscale of measurement!! was suggested for ap-

plication in laboratory medicine (see also Chapter 10), and the concomitant
use of 'measurement' as the term for the top Iconcept was later advocated
for clinical chemistry [40J.

8.2

The definit_ion of IImeasurementH by the British COllUTlittee as well as

Stevens' later more general definition

measurement:

process of mapping empirical properties or relations into

a formal model [11S-p.20]
are so broad that they include the assignment of values for properties using
the mathematically simplest type of scale described - generally called a
nominal scale (8.17.5).

Representations of property values (8.9.15), such

as ::._9.~~~~ and _=_ ~1.:~~~_~YI2.~ ?:.' can alt.ernatively be I symbolized by numerals
used as code numbers devoid of magnitude.
Thus, it may seem illogical to
restrict Itmeasurementl1 to activities leading to numerical expressions of
magnitude and exclude other ways of assigning numbers just because they represent I synonymous phra"ses.

In any case, to most if not all physical I me-

trologists, Stevens went too 'far when I1measurement n included 'the 'numbering' of football players for the identification of the individuals'
8.3

The VIM3 reserves the term 'measurement'

[5, 52) .

for activities leading to

values for properties having magnitudes by defining

measurement:

process of experimentally obtaining one or more quantity

values that can reasonably be attributed to a quantity [132-2.1J
where IIquantity value ll is defined as

8
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and

reference

together expressing magnitude of a quantity [132-1.19]
A Note 1 explains that the type of reference is either a measurement unit
or a measurement procedure or a reference material.

Still,

most metro-

logists as mentioned would not favour the inclusion into IIquantity" of properties with magnitudeless values, where any numerals are simply symbols of
classes, such as when' zero' and' one' symbolizes, for example,
"mal e

!!

NOTE

11

female!! and

respectively.
The

ISO 9000 has the entry

measurement process:

set of operations to determine the value of a quan-

tity ('70-3.10.2J
Measurement is usually considered to be a process, however, so there is no
need to choose the

8.4

Icomplex term.

For the present purposes, that is a

Isuperordinate concept for the

activities that yield an "examined property value"

(S.9.20), the proposal

is to idesignate and Idefine as follows.

examination
structured activity giving an examination result (8.16.20)
NOTE 1 - The activity of examination essentially consists in comparing, by way of an examining system,

the property

(S. 5.5)

con-

sidered, i.e. the examinand (S.S.7), with a 'reference' of a like
nature to obtain an examined property value (S.9.20) with associated examination uncertainty

(8.16.23).

Such a reference may be

personal and subjective, such as a person's memory of a colourj or
the reference may be objective, the best being a definition of an
SI unit (S.18.30).
NOTE 2 - The activity may be SUbjective or objective, even automated, and is prescribed in the examination procedure (S.7.3).

8.4.1

It is important that the activity should not only give a single

estimating value but also its associated examimation uncertainty (S .16.23)

I

in toto an examination result (8.16.20).
NOTE 1 - The ISO 8402: 1994 used
and

uverification

l1

[6B],

but

I

examination'

this

standard

9000,2005 (70J which deleted that term.

in defining Hvalidation ll
is

now

replaced by

ISO
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The International Standard ISO 15198 included the present
author's suggestion to define 1!examination as a superordinate concept,
but chose the VIM2 phrasing, available at that time, of
NOTE

2

ll

examination:

set of operations having the object of determining the

value of a property [74-3.6J

This definition was recently augmented by EN ISO 15189:2007 to ' ... value
or characteristics of a property' [133-3.4], but this confuses the issue
because a characteristic is not determined (S.2.ll).

8.5

The Iterm 'examination' for the superordinate concept, covering a

wide spectrum of approaches to obtaining quantity values, is chosen because
it has fewer unwarranted connotations and seems less associated with specific purposes or procedures than terms such as 'assessment', 'deterrnination',
'evaluation', 'investigation', 'measurement', 'observation', and' testing'.
(Especially regarding the term 'observation', see Section 15.21.)

8.5.1
test:

The concept 1!testll is defined in the ISO 9000:2005 as
determination of one or more characteristics according to a proce"'

dure [70-3.8.3J

which is a shorter v~rsion of previous similar definitions [such as 121J as
well as a recent one giving
test: <technical> technical operation that consists of the determination
of one or mOre characteristics of a given product, process, or service
according to a specified procedure [75 ·-3.2.3]
It may be assumed that 'characteristic' is used to designate the concept
here called 'property', see Section 2.11, Notes 1 and 2.
In contrast to the proposed definition of Hexamination
this definition
uses the somewhat colloquial phrase of 'determination of one or more characteristics' rather than 'determination (or estimation) of a (property) value'. Otherwise, the meanings are similar.
ll

8.5.2

,

Sometimes, it is not clear whether 'test' refers to an instruction

or an act. An example is the definition by the US National Commi ttee for
Clinical Laboratory Standards.
test: qualitative, semiqualitative, quantitative, or semiquantitative
procedure for detecting the presence of, or measuring the quantity of an
analyte [105)

where IIprocedure ll is itself defined ambi$uously [8.7.3.2].

Furthermore,
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amount' making the concept very re-

The term 'test' is often used to indicate an activity involving

8.5.3

stress on the item (or system) - in agreement with a dictionary sense. This
is obvious in the definition by the European Organization for Quality
functional trial or examination, of one or more characteristics
of an item, by subjecting the item to a set of physical, chemical, environmental or operating actions and conditions [44-1.4.2]
test:

but such strain - often to the point of destruction of the system - is certainly not always an ingredient in nexamination".
''rest' is furthermore often implying a purpose of assessing whether a requirement has been met, i.e. compliance.
The term 'test', unfortunately, is also a I homonym for an examining system,
usually of a modest size.

8.6

It is not the intent in the present study to discuss theories of

measurement in detail (see, e.g. [91J), but a few words might not be amiss
to show the complexi ty of measurement.
The classical axiomatic approach
fundamentally relates a set of empirical measurands (8.5.8), Q, one-one onto
the equivalent set of numbers, M, assigned to describe them. In this idealized view there is a tendency to forget the empirical process of measurement
necessary to obtain the numbers [IS, 52J. The operational approach starts
with a set of measurands, Q. Each of these interacts with a Imeasuring system (especially its sensor) and the environment to produce (a signal which
may have to be further processed to give) an output signal as a member of
a set of reading values, R. By Icalibration with Imeasurement standards,
a function between their assigned values and the reading values in R is established.
The inverse measuring function transforms the set of reading
values into a set of measurand numerical values, M. Inasmuch as the measurement is subject to sources of !uncertainty of measurement (8.16.24) [8J,
the set Q is not equivalent (·one-one onto) to the set M. Each measurand is
expressed by a (usually central) value wi th a surrounding uncertainty interval of values which can reasonably be attributed to the measurand and together constitute a I result of measurement (8.16.21) (see further in Section
9.22).
At the present superordinate level, the respective sets involved
could be termed 'examinands' (S.5.7), 'reading (including sensory) values',
and texaminand values' .
alternative description of measurement is outlined under "property value
scale 1! in Section 10.3

An
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on Basic

concepts in metrology [32] divides Umeasurementn into two concepts.
8.7.1

dynamic measurement: measurement during which either the measurand itself or its value changes significantly over timeJ or during which the
measurand is a function of time-dependent quantitites J depending on the
principle of measurement [32··2.1.1]
8.7.2

static measurement: measurement during which the measurand or its value
does not change over time and by which the measurement is not based on
other time-dependent quantities [32-2.1.2]
These definitions are confusing for two reasons.
Firstly, the phrase the measurand itself or its value changes J (or not)
presumes that a measurand (or examinand) inherently can remain constant
while its value changes (instability of measuring system aside). It seems
more natural to say that a variable state-describing property indicates a
changing system.
J

NOTE - Heracli tus from Efesos (c. 540 -480 B. C.) already realized that
JYou cannot step into the same river twice J for .t·he second time it is not
the same riverJ. A successor even emended this to JYou cannot step into
the same river once ' (quotations in 89]. In a Iterminological sense J it
could be claimed that a given river - rather than being an lindividual
concept - becomes a general concept with an infinite number of time-specified I instances. The ISO 1087-1, however J considers nSaturn H an example
of individual concept (72-3.2.2] and would label Ganges the same way.
The system is not immutable but retains its identity.
In practice J however at least some properties of a system may appear con···
stant during its lifetime, although this is no guarantee of total stability.
J

SecondlYJ as remarked in the German standard J a given measurand which is
considered constant may be measured indirectly by combining changing input
quantities.
EXAMPLE - The rate of conversion of a biochemical process may be found
constant during a reasonable time interval when the change of amount of
substance of a reactant divided by the corresponding duration is measured
repeatedly.
This latter situation appropriately may be termed 'dynamic measurement'
where the modifier concerns the measurement as described in a measurement
method rather than the nature of the measurand. The term 'static measureJ
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ment't then, applies when, in principle, no time-dependent input-quantities
are involved in the method.

The definition of tlstatic measurement ll is unfortunate in being formulated
in a negative manner [19-6.4.3].

8.8

The following working definitions of the corresponding superordinate

concepts may be offered.

8.8.1
static examination:

examination (8.8.4) where the value of any input

property value (8.9.15)

is constant with time

8.8.2
dynamic examination:
erty value

8.9

examination

(8.8.4)

where at least one input prop-

(8.9.15) is time-dependent

Further 1generic divisions of <examination> as a superordinate con-

cept are presented in Chapter 15.
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"PROPERTY VALUE",

"true property value", and
"examined property value"
one disciplined in the fine art of doubting never can be absolutely certain. Absolute certainty is a privilege of uneducated minds - and fanatics.
It is, for scientific folk, an unattainable ideal.'
CJ Keyser, 1922 [88]

"PROPERTY VALUE"
9.1

The Igeneral concept (lvalue" is discussed in philosophy with meanings

such as ' virtue' or ' appropriateness', and in formal logic about correct
reasoning. In the present context of "propertyl1 (S.5.5), as understood in
Imetrology including laboratory medicine, another philosophically 'valuefree' sense of nvalue" is involved.
9.2

As has been reiteratively stated in this text, common language is of-

ten less than exact in distinguishing between "propertyll, Ukind··of ···property!!
(8.6.19), and IIvalue H , heavily relying on the context.
EXAMPLE 1 - The properties of a given erythrocyte may be given as 'seven
micrometres and red', which is an labbreviated and therefore ambiguous
version by value of the full statement ~t::.~~l?: _ll!.i_c_r_oJl!.~.t_~e_s_ J_n_ '?j.9-.t:l~!-~!_ §!:9
~§g._~~_c_o}_o_u_r_.
The former version has contextual (and hopefully correct)
assumptions about the respective kinds-ot-property.
EXAMPLE 2 - 'Colour and length are properties' most likely means that
they are kinds-·of-property, but not 1tdedicated kinds-of-property"
(8.20.6) or I instantiated properties with values.
Meeting with a king cobra, one might pause (perhaps with some
trepidation) and exclaim: ' The colours and length of this fellow are impressive/ mentally comparing the perceived values of its properties of
these kinds to recalled modal values for such longitudinal beasts.

EXAMPLE 3

I

EXAMPLE 4 - Even a (written) standard may present ambiguous information.
The DIN 1313 [33J has the following four examples under Grossenwert
[quantity value]. '15 m' and '-3.7 V' are both indubitably correct values. The next two entries are 'Lichtgeschwindigkeit im Vakuum', which
is a system (S.3.3) (light in vacuum) and kind-af-quantity (speed), and
'Ruhemasse des Elektrons' / which is also a system (resting electron) and
kind-of-quantity (mass) / and neither of these two latter examples - constituting dedicated kinds-or-property - have a quoted value, presumably
because they are considered to be generally known.
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The widespread practice of letting a value - and especiallY its me···

trological unit (S.18.12) if any - imply the pertinent kind-of-property can
lead to mistakes because of a lack of essential information (cf. the discussion of Ihomonymy for Icharacteristics in section 2.22). Therefore, as
an example, the outcome of a statistical treatment of temporarily 'severed'
numerical values has to be referred back to their kind-of -property to be
meaningful.

9.4

In the presently used I terminological notation (Table 2.1), the cor-

respondence between individual characteristics (S.2.18) of an lindividual
concept, say, ,of lIerythrocyte no, 2111 of the mind-world and instantiated
properties of erythrocyte no. 21 of the material world is as follows (see
also Section 6.22).
The Uerythrocyte no. 2111 is red with the type of characteristic (S,2,14) having a colour and is seven micrometres for having a diameter/ alternatively
expressed by is red in colour and is seven micrometres in diameter respect"·
ively.
The material red cell no, 21 is formally described by the properties colour
=

red and

g~~1!1~!:~~

_::._? _H1!1.

Conventionally, ~_~~~ and ~_l~~ are called the values of their respective
properties, colloquially, simply 'red' and /seven micrometres'.
9.5

To gain further insight in the metrological conception of tlvalue",

it is both proper and useful again to quote Maxwell from the beginning of
the Pre1.iminary to his A treatise on electricity and magnetism (99].
'Every expression of a Quantity consists of two factors or components.
One of these is the name of a certain known quantity of the same kind as
the quantity to be expressed, which is taken as a standard of reference.
The other component is the number of times the standard is taken in order
to make up the required quantity. The standard quantity is technically
called the unit, and the number is called the Numerical Value of the
quantity, '
As mentioned in Section 4.2/ later metrological treatises routinelY present
this fundamental statement as the equation
quantity

numerical value . unit

and in the present text those three terms are taken to Idesignate mathematized general concepts.
9.6

Maxwell considered the right-hand side of the equation cm expression
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of a given I quantity (8.12.13, 12.14), a standardized description by way of
another quantity of the same kind,

the Imeasurement unit (8.18.7, 18.12).

NOTE - It should be recalled that - irrespective of measurement uncertainty (8.16.24) - there can be more than one valid expression of a given
quantit:y,

=

such as a diameter of a system =_~_J!'Il'

=_2.:.22·?_I!II!\, or

0.00028 inch.

What the word 'expression' means is not clear.

As seen from the quote above

(8.9.5), one of the two 'elements' or 'factors' is said to be the 'name of
a certain known quantity', that is the name of the unit.

The text does not

simply say the uni t as one might rather expect from the equation.

Probably,

however, the wording of the text cannot bear strict terminological analysis,
and it is unlikely that the right-hand side is thought to be a verbal designation for the concept on the left-hand side as it would not make sense to
multiply a name by a number.
That the is-equal-to sign indicates a necessary

'li~eness'

between the two

sides of the equation is supported by the generally accepted rearrangement
quantity/unit

numerical value

which shows a ratio between the mathematized general concept "quantity" and
the mathematized general concept of a specific concept under "quantity",
namely "unit \I (cf. Fig. 18. 44a).
l1

Any such pair of individual concepts under

quan tityll and tlunitH must be of the same kind-of-quantity.

9.7

Whereas the ISO .7.087-1

already quoted in Section 8.3)

(72]

does not mention "value",

the VIM3

(as

ldefines

quantity value; value of a quantitYi value:

number and reference to··

gether expressing magnitude of a quantity [132-1.19]
This definition implicitly echoes Maxwell's words

(8.9.5),

pression', but introduces the primitive 'magnitude'.

including 'ex-

The phrase 'magnitude

of' could mean that "value ll is considered to be a characteristic of Hquantity!l .
NOTE - A definition in the DIN 55 350-12 [31J of IIMerkmalswert!l (translated as 'characteristic value', but should be 'property value') has 'Der
Erscheinungsform des Merkmals zugeordneter Wert'.

A translation is dubi-

ous because of '-wertl and 'Wert', but could be 'expression of the value
that is assigned to the property' .

9.8

The meaning of the Iterm 'quantity' in the VIM3 is terminologically

somewhat unclear because of the Note 1 which exemplifies both Igeneric concepts,

I specific concepts, and I singular quanti ties.
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The similarity between I1type of characteristic.§.1l in the ISO 1087-1

[72-3.2.5J and Iltype of characteristic" in the present text (8.2.14.2) on
one side and lI]'dnd of quantity" in the new VIM3 [132-1.2J and IIkind··of-quantity (or -property) 11 in the present text (8.13.3.1, 6.19) on the other side
seems to be optimal, even if the terms of the I concepts and phrasing of
their examples differ.

9.10

The ISO concept ncharacteristic U with the example being red is not

essentially different from the presently defined lIindividual characteristic
(8.2.18), but this lsubordinate concept does not appear in the ISO [72].
So, it will si~ply be taken for granted that the usual ISO designation of
a characteristic is an abbreviation of a full term including the term for
the type of characteristic, here has the colour red.
lI

9.11

The situati.on as regards the properties or quantities corresponding

to characteristics is not quite so simple. The ISO does not elaborate on
Hpropertyll, but as mentioned simply lets it correspond to Il c haracteristic u •
Also, the ISO does not list a concept related to Ilpropertyll and corresponding to I1type of characteristics lI • Here, it will be assumed that the full
designation of an instantiated property should reflect inheritance like the
full designation of an individual characteristic, see Section 9.4.
The
example of the VIM3 concept "individual quantityll 'number concentration of
erythrocytes in blood sample i' offers no indication of value, but it may
be assumed that a value is understood as being inherent, even when it is not
of known magnitude.

9.12

Before discussing the position of Ilproperty value l1 in a concept sys-

tem, the following statements can be listed.

9.12.1

I1System",

"propertyl1,

IIkind-of-··property", and Ilproperty value"

are general concepts.

9.12.2

A spatio-temporally defined instance of

statc··descriptive instantiated

9.12.3

properti~s

11

system U has inherent

of various kinds-of-property.

An instantiated property inherently possesses a property value or

usually a distribution of property values (see Section 9.18). (For simplicity here, the latter is generally assumed to apply even if the term
'property value' is used.)

9.12.4 Full information about an instantiated property requires data for
both its kind-of-property and its property valuers) with reference to the
instantiating system and its pertinent component (s). The instantiated property exists, however, and often can be perceived - either directly or aided
by a device - whether its property value is known or not.

9
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kind-ot-property can be

classified and compared by their respective property values.

9.12.6

According

to

certain

rules,

values

of

unitary

(sometimes of ordinal quantities (S.12.16),

(8.12.17)

quantities

but not of nominal

properties (8.12.4)) of the same or different kinds-of-quantity may enter
into appropriate algebraic property value equations formed homologously to
equations between the respective kinds-of-quantity.

Thus

(omitting indi-

vidual equation signs and single broken underlining for simplicity),

7 mole/litr~

3.5 mole
0.5 litre

is homologous to (with double quotation marks and double broken underlining
omitted)

amount of substance of component
amount-of-substance concentration
volume of system

9.12.7

A property value of an instantiated property is a member of the

set of property values of the same kind-of-property constit.uting an appropriat:.ely defined property value scale (S .10 .14)

Alternatively, one may say

that a property value is a sample point in a unidimensional sample space
defined for a kind-of-property.

9.12.8

The property value of an instantiated property can often be esti·-

mated by examination (8.8.4) during which a comparison is made between the
examinand (8.5.7)

and a reference with an assigned property value of the

same kind-of-property.

9.12.9

The

(8.9.12.5),

and membership of a set

characteristics

of

inherence

(8.9.12.3),

(8.9.12.7)

are

comparability

lessential character-

istics.

9.13

Based on the above information, the relation between I1propertyn and

!Iproperty value I! can be explored.

9.13.1

As a property can be considered inherently to possess a property

value (8.9.12.3),
IIproperty!! .

9.13.2

"property value ll cannot be I generically subordinate to

Forming a

I concept system with

I!propertyll as a

I comprehensi ve

concept covering two !partitive concepts, one of which would be IIproperty
value H , is not possible because a given property value is considered to be

Ontology on property
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an expression of the magnitude of a property (cf, S, 9,6 and 9,7) rather than
a part of it,

9.13.3

The

perceived inherence

of

a

property

value

in

a

property

(S.9.12.3) and the VIM3 definition of !lquantity value" (8.9.7) both suggest
an associate relation between

!I

property 11 and lIproperty value 11,

<property> is generically superordinate to, for example,
a diameter

"property having

and this in turn is generically superordinate to,

tl

Whereas
say,

the

singular property "c!~~~~t:.~~ _o}_ ~~Y~!:l_I!l~S:~<?I!I~~~~~"
this concept may be said
to have is s.~.y:.en
. micrometers as the individual (8.2.18) essential, and 1 deI

I

limi ting characteristic, which corresponds to the property value :: _?
~~~I!I~~~~_=_~_g~1

an instantiated diameter,

9.13.4

j~l!:!

of

of a given system.

The VIM3 defines

measuremen t

uni t;

uni t

of measurement i

uni t:

real

scalar quanti ty,

defined and adopted by convention, with which any other quantity of the
same kind can be compared to express the ratio of the two quantities as

a number [132-1.9)
and the equation in Section 9.6 also seems to require that a metrological
unit

is

a

quantity

(3.12.17)).

{here

as

its

specific

concept

l1

u nitary

quantity"

Therefore, a quantity value (S.16.7, 16.8) might also be con-

sidered to be a quantity.

A diameter.consisting of seven one-micrometre

lengths still seems to have also a concatenated or joined length of seven
Indeed, !!seven micrometers u could itself be a metrological
micrometers.
unit - say, a lIusual erythrocyte diameter unit!! - just as IIsixty seconds!!
is a metrological unit, also called 'minute'.

Yet, a singular unitary quan-

tity (cf. 3.6.14.2), corresponding to an instantiated quantity of an instantiating system, is not identical with the separately defined metrological
unit having a material instance used as a reference in assessing the magnitude

of

the

instantiated

quantity.

Furthermore,

(5.12.16) are not related to metrological units.

ordinal

quantities

Thus, IIquantity value" is

associatively related to "quantity", and, by analogy,

Ilproperty value ll to

Itproperty 11

•

9.13.5

Just as conceptualization eventually leads from immaterial in-

stantiated properties inherent to instantiating systems in the physical
world to llpropertyl! of the mind world (S.6.21 to 6.25 and Figure 6.23)

I

the

property value inherent to an instantiated property may be conceptualized
into the general concept

nproperty value 11

,

As a superordinate concept,

<property value> may then be divided in its own concept system.

9.14

The concepts "system!!, 1!property ", "kind-of-propertyll, and IIproperty

value l1 may now be assumed to form a concept system as shown in Figure 9.14.

•• •

(S.6.14.1)

singular
property

colour

I

red

"property", "Kind-oI-property"

7)lm

tt:n_

11

,,
,,

,,
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red
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,,
,
11=
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,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

...
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,,
,

,-

(S. 9.15)

property value

A broken connector indicates a multitude at the level of instances and several

J

diameter

redl!
~

IIcolour

r··

Udiameter

•••

diameter

colour

= -7--~~--------

(S.6.19\~

kind-ofproperty

concept diagram on "system"

Notations are from Table 2.1.
levels of I concepts.

I

erythrocyte no. 21

~

o

erythrocyte

Figure 9.14 Mixed
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Based on the discussion in Section 9.13, it is proposed to designate

and define the general concept "property value H as follows.

property value

value of a property
value
inherent feature of a property (S.S.S) used in comparing it with
other properties of the same kind-ef-property (8.6.19)

A property value is a member of a conventionally defined
set of possible values forming a property value scale (8.10.14)

NOTE 1

NOTE 2 - An I instance of Ilproperty value" is conveniently repre·'
sented as a relational operat:er, such as

=,

:5.,

er >, followed by a

Isymbol or an alphanu~eric string the form of which depends on the
kind-at-property and the property value scale.
EXAMPLES
colour, e.g. =_~~g. (in a traffic light)
letter, e.g.
I word,

~_~

i

(for blood group)i

e.g. =_Y~11~~i

Iterminological phrase, e.g. =_~!~g~!:!Y_!:l!E1.?~gi
symbol, e.g.

~_~i

alphanumerical, e.g.

= Al

as a taxon value (for an electropho-

retically separated haemoglobin fraction)

i

some combination of such elements, e.g. ?_9~7_~}ff~~?~~_p~~_!~:
tre.

NOTE 3

-

Comparison between instantiated property values of the

same kind-ef-property serves to compare their respective properties and thereby their parent systems

(8.3.3)

or different parts

of a system.
NOTE 4 - A property value may be estimated by examination (8.8.4).

The word pattern 'property value' has been preferred over that of the admitted term 'value of a property' for ease of further derived systematic
terms.
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"TRUE PROPERTY VALUE"
9.16

This definition of IIproperty value n does not specify its 'source'.

It is sometimes useful to be able to distinguish between specific subordinate concepts such as Htrue property value!!, lIexamined property value"
corrected experimentally examined property value 11

examined property value>!, and

IIs

J

I

Hun-

IIcorrected experimentally

ubjectively examined property value ll

•

The

first two of these specific concepts may be defined according to the type
of characteristic having a source.

9.17

An

instantiated property value that is conceived as inherently de-

scribing an instance of !lsystemli without having been obtained by examination

is wholly dependent on the definition of the property including its parent
system. The classical term is 'true value of a quantity' and the concept
is proposed to be defined as follows.

true property value
true value
property value (8.9.15) that is consistent with the Idefinition of
a corresponding property (S.S.S)
NOTE - A true property value is a member of a population of property values in the. statistical sense, and such a property value
and population remain unknowni they may, however, be estimated by
examination (8.8.4).

This definition is analogous to the new VIM3 definition
true quantity value; true value of a quantitYi true value: quantity value consistent with the definition of a quantity [132-2.11]

9.18

It is often assumed that a single true quantity value is sufficient

for the classification of an instance of "quantity". However, due to indeterminateness and - not least in laboratory medicine - uncertainty in the
definition of an instance of Ilsystem" (8.3.3), with any pertinent components
(8.3.4), and any defining examination procedure (8,7.3), the full 'expression' of the magnitude of the quantity generally requires a distribution of
true quantity values rather than a single one.
A single quantity value
without conceivable variability may be sufficient for a time-specified welldelimited system where well-defined, easily recognized, and localizable
items have to be counted, but such a situation will be considered to be a
special case of the general principle, Analogous considerations apply for
"nominal properties" (8.12.4).
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"EXAMINED PROPERTY VALUE"
9.19

Even if an examinand may have a specified examination procedure

(S.7.3) as part of its definition,

the act of examination introduces new

sources of examination uncertainty (8.16.23) stemming from the actual conditions of any sampling, equipment, calibration, procedural steps,
lyst, and the environment.

the ana-

Thus, the distribution of true property values

is convoluted with a distribution of uncertainty effects.

Consequently-

even after correction for any estimated systematic effects - the population
of possible property values from which actual examined property values are
taken may have. another location and should have a larger dispersion than
those of the distribution of true property values.

9.20

An examined property value may be defined as follows.

examined property value

examined value
property value (S.9.15) obtained by interaction between an examin-

ing system and a system (S.3.3) possessing the property (S.S.S)
The interaction const.i tut.es

NOTE

formed by an examining system

-

an examination

consisting of a

(8.8,4)

per-

person and/or

equipment - according to a given examination procedure (S.7.3) under specified precision conditions.

9.20.1

If nominal properties (S.12.4) are not considered, an analogous

concept may be defined relating to !!quantityl! (S,12.14) and Hmeasurement!l
(8.15.14.2) .

measured quantity value

measured value
quantity value (S.16.8) obtained by interaction between a !measur-

ing system and a system'{S.3.3) possessing the quantity (S.12.14)
NOTE - The int:eraction constitutes a measurement (S .IS .14.2) performed by a

I measuring

system

-

consisting of a

person and/or

equipment - according to a given measurement procedure (S.14.4.4)
under specified precision conditions

9.20.2

The term !observed value! is sometimes used for

ty value", lIexamined quantity value

ll

lI

e xamined proper-

or the corresponding IIresult".

the American Society for Testing and Materials has

Thus!

observed value:

UProperty value ll
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value obtained by carrying out the complete protocol of

the test method once ...

[2]

The ISO 3534-2 gives the definition
observed vaJ ue:

obtained value of a quantity or characteristic

[75-

3.2.8J

"ri.th lIobservat.lon" left undefined and a note that this term is also used as
a synonym for 'observed value'.

The reasons for not using 'observation'

here are given in Section 15.21.

9.21

Several examined property values of an examinand or measured quanti-

ty values of a measurand,
obtain

a

final

including any I corrections, may be needed to
Hexamination result n (8.16.20) or IImeasurement result'!

(8.16.21)

This view was expressed somewhat differently by
'An empirically ntrue

ll

Me~~genau

[102J as follows.

value of a measured quantity does not exist.

What

passes for truth among the results of measurement is maximum likelihood, a
concept that attains meaning if a sufficient statistical sample of differing
measured values is available.'

9.22
(S.16.21)

The classical ideal approach of describing a measurement result
of a quantity as a true quantity value (S.9.17.2) burdened with

various systematic and random lerrors of measurement suffers from the fact
that true quantity values are essentially unknown.

The modern paradigm, pre-

sented in the Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement [8J
avoids the term 'true value'.

I

Instead, an operative approach is based on

a function of input quantities yielding the output quantity, the measurand.
Each input quantity has an estimated quantity value obtained by measurement
(8.5.14.1,8.5.14.2) or other means and corrected if necessary.

These input

quantity values are combined by a model or function, homologous to that between the input quantities, giving the quantity value of the measurand as
the output.

The measurement uncertainty (8.16.24) of t,his quantity value

is obtained by combining t.he respective measurement uncertainties of the input quantity values and of any corrections.

Each such input standard meas··

urement uncertainty is evaluated from replicated measurements by classical
a posteriori statistics or from other a prior::i. sources including metrological experience.

The combined standard measurement uncertainty of the output

measurement result is based on an uncertainty budget and a suitable combination of the standard measurement uncertainties.

The combined standard

measurement uncertainty permits calculation of a coverage interval comprising the quantity values that are being attributed to the measurand with a
stated level of confidence or coverage probability.
the purpose of the present text.

The details are beyond

system (

[population
of true property
values]

(8.5.5)

(3 )

(2)

(1)

having a sourcej

[uncorrected
experimentally
having a means of examination (S.8 .4) ;
examined
havinq a correction
property value]

Terminological dimension (8.2.19)

\

\

[experimentally
examined
property value]

(8.9.17)

(3 )

\

(2)

[corrected
experimentally
examined
property value]

[subjectively
examined
property value]

examined
property
value (8.9.20)

(8.9.15)

property
value

true
-c:::: property
value

) property

Mixed Iconcept diagram on <property value>

Figure 9.24

[popula tion
of possible
examined
property values]

[population
of property
values]

(8.3.3)
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As seen by the examples of Section 9.15, a property value can take

many forms. For a unitary quantity especially, the conventional representation is the alphanumeric combination of the representation of a numerical
unitary quantity value (8.16,16) and the representation of a metrological
unit. The last two concepts are I coordinate concepts in Ipartitive relation
to the representation of the unitary quanti ty value as shown in Figure 9.25.

property
(8.5.5)

nominal property
(8.12.4)

quantity
(8.12.13, 12.14)

ordinal quantity
(8.12.16)

unitary quantity
(8.12.17)

I
I

unitary quantity value
(8.16.10)

[representation of a unitary quantity value]

[representation
of a numerical unitary quantity value]

[representation
of a metrological unit]

Figure 9.25 Mixed I concept diagram around "unitary quantity",
quantity value"
and its representational elements
I

"unitary
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"PROPERTY VALUE SCALE"
'For he by geometric scale/could take the si~e of pots of ale.'
Samuel Butler, 1612-1680 (Hudibras I.i 121 [quoted in 24])

10.1

Whereas the noun 'scale' in the COD [1) has three groups of meanings

around IIflake ll , "weighing device l1 , and IIgraded classification system ll , we
are here only concerned with the latter interpretation, derived from Latin
'scala' for staircase or ladder.

10.2

In his pioneering paper from 1946, On the theory of scales of meas-

rement, Stevens gave no formal !definition of I!scale of measurement ll (114] -

covering nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio scales (S.17)
text, however, one may deduce an !intensional definition.

From the

scale of measurement: numeral (or numerical) series, ordered by convention, having characteristics isomorphic with certain empirical operations
performed with objects, permitting use of the series as a model to represent aspects of the empirical world [114]

10.3

From Bunge's momentous tome on 'J'he search for truth (in Methodology

and philosphy of science)
definition

[15), the section on 'Scale and unit' permits the

measurement scale: interval in which the degrees of a property are represented together with the ordering and spacing of the representa.tives
[15~p.22J.J

where ldegrees of a property' in the present I terminology could be 'unitary
quantity values (8.16.10) relating to a given unitary kind-of-quantity
(8.13.3.3)' as Bunge excludes properties having nominal (8.16.2) or ordinal
property values (8.16.3).

Furthermore, there is a division into

conceptual [measurement} scale: ordered interval on which the numerical
values of a magnitude are represented [15-p.221]
where I, numerical values of a magnitude' seems to be a synonym of I true numerical unitary quantity values of a given kind', and
I

material [measurement} scale: ordered set of marks, such as the numerals
on an instrument, the reading of which enables us to assign numerical
values to the magnitude concerned [J.5-p. 221]
where 'numerals' are 'possible numerical unitary quantity values' and 'nu-

10
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(S.16.16).

NOTE - In the latter two definitions there is no mention of an appropri··
ate metrological unit (8.18.12), which after all is as important as the
numerical unitary quantity value.
Bunge used the dichotomy in conceptual and material scales to describe his

view of the structural complexity of 1 measurement (S .15 .14 .1, 15.14.2) ne-'
cessitating four relational systems (8.3.3) each requiring an ordering relation and respectively a
factual lset of 'degrees' of a physical [kind-of-]property (S.6.19),
such as weight [mass], Ri
conceptual subset of real numbers, R, providing 'actual' values [true
unitary quantity values] i
factual set of 'marks' on a material scale, MWi and
conceptual subset of rational numbers, M, providing measured unitary
quantity values.
A mapping from If to
plete the system.

R

and partial mappings from Mw to

M

and from

M

to

R

com-

From a terminological pOint of view, the material scales can simply be linstances of the 1 concept quan tity value scale!!. Another approach is offered
in Section 10.16.
Il

10.4

The extensive and useful review of !lscalet! by Berka [5] lists a num-

ber of l c haracteristics of IIscale of scaling!! (corresponding to !lordinal
quantity value scale!l), and Hscale of measurement 11 • The latter, in what Berka (echoing Bunge) calls the conceptual sense, is given at least two non·
formal definitions, of which the most understandable says
ordered interval of numerical values of the meas
ured magnitude, reflecting the choice of the unit of measurement by the
objective properties of this magnitude, and by its conceptual definition
within some theoretical framework [5-p .12]
scale of measurement:

The meaning seems less than clear, but 'magnitude' may (again) be interpreted as 'quantities of a given kind' .
From the 1 context, it appears that this concept applies exclusively to properties (8.5.5) for which ratios between their values (8.9.15) have meaning,
that is quantities in the narrowest sense, in French 'grandeur mesurables' ,
in accordance with classical theory of measurement. Berka's concept is one
of the four scales defined by Stevens [114] and called 'ratio scale'. For
the present purposes .the concept is too narrow.
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The German standard DIN 55 350-12 from 1988 [31] on Concepts in the

fie.ld 'of quality and statistics; concepts relating to characteristj.cs
(I equivalent to 'kind-of -property') embraces Stevens' broader concept .- although referring to a German-language source. The definition given,

Skala:

Zweckmassig geordneter Wertebereich eines Merkmals [31-1.1.3]

may be translated as
scale: purposefully ordered set of property values for a given kind-ofproperty
NOTE - Translation of the German definition is difficult. The standard
gives the translation of Merkmal' into English 'characteristic', which
in the present text is reserved for the lspecial language of terminology
and which describes concepts not I obj ects. IIMerkmal is defined through
'Eigenschaft ' which could equivalate with 'property'.
'Merkmal' could
alternatively equivalate with 'kind-of-property' as corroborated by the
examples of Merkmal given such as 1l~~~~~~~~~~~H. The problem seems to
arise from the prevalent lack of distinction between property and kindof-property.
I

ll

I

10.6

A paper from 1989 on Measurement,

value,

and scale in laboratory

No formal
medicine [40]. suggested the application of Stevens' ideas.
definition of measurement scale was presented, but the text combines to
measUIAement scale:

ordered set having possible values as elements [40]

where 'measurement' is a !synonym of the present text's 'examination' and
a common kind-of-property is presupposed.

10.7

From the definitions discussed above, the following characteristics

can be listed:
numerals (for nominal properties (8.12.4).) or numerical quantity values,
interval of property values or set of property values,
ordered or purposefully ordered or conventionally ordered,
possible property values,
property values of a given kind-of-property,
characteristics isomorphic with certain empirical operations on lobjects,
model of aspects of the empirical world,
serving to order property values and thereby their respective linstances
of properties.
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8tevens restricted the values even of a nominal property value scale

to 'numerals' serving as labels or type numbers
consistent with his definition of Hmeasurement as
to objects or events according to rules'.
In the
"property valuer, (8.9.15) may also have I instances
ll

[114].
This choice is
'assignment of numerals
present text, however,
that are words or phra-

ses, such as ~_~~~9~~lY_~~~~~~, and combinations of numbers and metrological units (8.18.12), such as ~_Q~7_~!~~!~?1~_p~~_~~~~~.

10.9.

The

1

term' interval' is used

1

polysemously for the numerical values

between and often including one or both of the limiting values, and for t.he
limiting values only. The term I'set' is therefore preferred for the Igen eral concept, both because all values are defined and because there is no
restriction on type of value which may include words and phrases.

10.10

Ordinary language demands that a value scale be ordered, but gives

no specifics although most numerical scales \-lOuld be ordered by ascending
value. For nominal property value scales (8.17.5) the order does not influence the function, but for practical, technical, or mnemotechnical reasons a constant order is often chosen such as for blood groups A, B, AB,
O. When a set is ordered - and that requires some rule or convention - it
is hardly necessary to qualify it by 'conventionally' or 'purposefully'
I

I

I

10.11

An important role of a property value scale is that it presents the

property values that can possibly be thought of for the singular properties
(8.6.14.1) under consideration or that can be obtained by examination of inst:ances of 1!propertyH, so that these can be classified for subsequent comparison. A property value scale may be thought of as a unidimensional sam··
pIe space.

10.12

The acti vi ty of classifying instances of property according to

their examined property values (8.9.20) requires that the instances be of
the same kind-of-property.
EXAMPLE - It makes no sense to construct a (unidimensional) examined
property value scale comprising the possible examined property values
(8.9.20) for the masses, lengths, intelligence quotients, and genders of
children - notwithstanding that such values may have interesting relationships within one child at a given time.

10.13

Stevens claimed that there is la certain isomorphism between what

we can do with the aspects of objects and the properties of the numeral series' [114J.
(HHomomorphism!l would have been a more appropriate, less
stringent characteristic [91-p. 8) .} The empirical operations listed were
determining equality,
greater or less
equ~li ty of differences,
and
equality of ratios; numerals were said to yield to analogous operations.
These operations will be discussed later for a generic division of <examinaI
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The general isomorphism, although considered

an lessential characteristic by Stevens, is here not used as a Idelimiting
characteristic as it may not be true for all types of property.

The same

may be said of the allied trait that the series of numerals provides a
formal mathematical systeln, a model for empirical properties.

It is, how-

ever, important to stress that the choice of property value scale in a certain situation should be governed by the characteristics of the properties
of the given kind-of-property (see Chapter 12) .

10.14

As an outcome of the above considerations, the concept is termed

and defined as follows.

property value scale
scale of values of properties
scale
ordered

I set

of

possible,

mutually

comparable

property values

(8.9.15)

NOTE 1 - Regarding various forms of the property values, see Section 9.15, Note 2 and Examples.
NOTE 2 - A property value scale is used for ordering and comparing
I instances

of

property

(S.5.5)

of

a

given

kind-of-property

(5.6.19) by their respective (distributions of) property values.
NOTE 3 - The Idefinition of the properties using a certain property value scale may include their respective examination procedures
(5.7.3) as an lessential characteristic.
NOTE 4

-

The statistical manipulations allowed with samples of

property values from a property value scale are based on the relationships between the respective properties and characterize the
property value scale (see Table 17.4).

The word pattern 'property value scale' has been preferred over that of the
admitted forms' scale of values of properties' or 'scale of property values'
for ease of style and derivation.

10.15

Berka argued - as did Bunge (S.9.3) - that it is necessary to dis-

tinguish between 1!conceptual scale of measurement H ,

conventionally called

'scale', and material measurement scale n , which he proposed to call 'grade'
[5].

The reasoning was that, for a certain kind-of-quantity, the conceptual

scale includes all possible numerical quanti ty values whereas each of several material scales would comprise only a distinctive 'subinterval' of all
quantity values.
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1generically ! subordinate con··

cept under <property value scale> can be defined for a given kind-of-property and selection of property values, and that material scales, whether as
isolated devices or as displays on pieces of equipment, should simply be regarded as instances of such concepts.

10.16 The concept <property value scale> may be generically divided analogously to <property value>

9.20) into

(S.9.17,

10.16.1

true property-value scale
scale of true values of properties
property value scale (8.10.14)

that is consistent with the !defi-

nitions of corresponding properties (8.5.5)

involved

10.16.2

examined property-value scale
scale of examined values of properties
examination scale
property value scale

obtained by following an examina-

(S.10.14)

tion procedure (8.7.3)
NOTE

-

The process

involves

firstly establishing a

calibration

function and secondly utilizing its inverse measuring function.

10.16.3

For a given dedicated kind-of-property (S.20.6)

cific property value scales need not be identical.

these two spe-

The true property-value

scale, for example, might be continuous whereas the examined property-value
could be

discontinuous

due ·to the

nature

of

the

examination procedure

(S.7.3) and examining system; or an examination bias might change the scale

limits.

10.17

A !concept diagram of lIproperty value scalell and some related con-

cepts are shown in Figure 10.17.
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property
(8.5.5)

~

examinand

•••

(S.S.7)

t

examination

property value

(8.8.4)

1

examined
property value
(8.9.20)

~

examined
property-value
scale
(8.10.16.2)

(8.9.15 )

true
property value
(8.9.17)

~

true
property-value
scale
(8.10.16.1)

-----------~
property value
scale
(8.10.14)

Figure 10.17 Mixed I concept diagram of "property value scale", "property", "examination", and "property value" with some Isubordinate concepts

10.18

In a recent revision of the statistical vocabulary, ISO 3534-2, the

top concept defined here in Section 10.14 is given as
scale:

system of referen.ce values for a characteristic [75-1.1.3]

where 'characteristic' unfortunately is used in the sense of 'property' and
"reference value H is not defined. It seems that the proposed definition in
Section 10.14 is more informative. Furthermore, lireference value tl is often
used for property values that are conventionally accepted as being well researched.

10.19

A generic division of ltproperty value scale li according to relations

between divisions of Hpropertyll will be described in Chapter 17.
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GENERAL CONCEPT SYSTEM of the
MAIN SUPERORDINATE CONCEPTS in
CHAPTERS 3 and 5 to 10, and
expanded and explicatory definitions

GENERAL CONCEPT SYSTEM
11.1

The principal

Iconcepts defined in Chapters 3 and 5 to 10 may be

presented as the lnixed Iconcept system diagrammed in Figure 11.1.

Such a

presentation facili tates a review of the I definitions of concepts which were
designed in accordance with the rules listed in Section 2.4.

11.2

Which lessential I characteristics of a concept are considered to be

I delimi ting characteristics for a definition,

and which ones are put in

notes, depend on
the structure of the concept system;
which Irelations appear to be the most important;
how many relations from a given concept are considered useful for expli ...
cit representation;
the I terminological stress on avoiding both internal and external circularity in definitions; and
the target audience.
As a consequence, it is unlikely that any choice will appear optimum to all
users.

EXPANDED DEFINITIONS
11.3
tern",

Each of the definiti,ons proposed so far,

except for that of Hsys-

is sufficient to indicate the position of the corresponding concept

in the concept system shown in Figure 11.1.

Expanded definitions of the

main concepts, however, may be formulated by utilizing more of the relat.ed
concepts shown.
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[matrix]
system
(S.3 .3)

/

examination
principle

f
.

~

property

(8.7.5)

(8.3.4)

(8.5.5)

examinand
(S.5.7)

examination

~;/c~~t~;~ty

.

f

kind-o£property

wr

exam~nat~on

method
(S.7.4)

.

(8.9.15)

coo.H
.

/6.20)\

exam~natl.on ~

examination

procedure

(8.8.4)

(8.7.3)

property
value

examination

system
(8.3.3)

+<:J-+

examined
property
value

true
property
value

(8.9.20 )

(8.9.17)

I I

examined
propertyvalue
scale

true
propertyvalue
scale

(8.10.16.2)

(8.10.16.1)

property
(8.5.5)

property-value scale
(8.10.14)

Figure 11.1 Mixed I concept diagram on the Imetrological I concepts given
proposed Idefinitions in Chapters 3 and 5 to 10 (except for "measurand").
A triangular open arrowhead points from a given concept to another concept
used in the Idefiniens of the first one.
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The concept I1propertyl! is defined in Section 5.5 by relations to

IIsystemll (S.3.3) and lIcomponent ll (8.3.4), but the definition could be greatly expanded by involving more relations as follows.
prope.1:ty: inherent feature of a system, including any pertinent compo·~
nents, that is state- or process-descriptive in the form of a distribu··
tion of true property values, which may be estimated by examined property
values obtained through examination of the property as an examinand ac-

cording to an examination procedure

11.5 IIExamin:3tion procedure l1 (S.7.3) is defined by the lassociative relation to nexamination ll (8,8.4), but could be further explained,
examination procedure: detailed instructions, based on an examination
method utilizing one or more examination principles, for performing an
examination of a property yielding one or more examined property values
found on an appropriate examined property-value scale

11.6

The definition of lIexamination" (3.8.4) may be expanded as follows.

examination: structured activity according to an examination procedure,
applied to a property, giving one or more examined property values found
on an examined property-value scale

An expanded definition of 1!property value!! (8.9.15) is possible as

11.7
follows.

property value: inherent feature of a property that is found on a property-value scale of the same kind-of -property and that serves for classifying and comparing properties of that kind-of-property

11.8

The concept Ilproperty value scale ll (3,10.14) is shown in Figure 11.1

with a Ipartitive relation to "property value", but the definition may be
expanded.
property value scale: ordered set of possible, mutually comparable property values that may be transformed into an examined property-value scale
by performing examinations on examinands according to a specified exami··

nation procedure

EXPLICATORY DEFINITIONS

11. 9

Even more detailed explicatory definitions may be obtained from a

given definition through substitution of defined I terms by their respective
The outcome Table 11.9 shows npropertyll as an example.
definitions.
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sometimes called an exploded definition - is too cumbersome for ordinary
use, but serves for checking that a definition has not inadvertently become
externally circular.

Table 11.9

Explicatory !definition of the Iconcept "property" (S.5.5):

'inherent state- or process-desciptive feature of a system (8.3.3) including
any pertinent components (S.3.4)',
in italics.

shown after substitution of the Iterms

The left-hand column gives the explicatory definition,

the

right-hand column lists the substituted terms in brackets.

property
inherent state- or process-descriptive
feature of a

[system (8.3.3)]

part or phenomenon of the perceivable
or conceivable world consisting of a
demarcated arrangement of a

Iset of elements

and a set of relationships
or processes between these elements
including any pertinent

[components (8.3.4)]

parts of that

[system (8.3.3)]

part or phenomenon

11.10

A check can also be obtained simply through a structured listing

by term of the related concepts used in the definition.
EXAMPLE - The following list appears from serial substitution in the
definition of

examination procedure (8.7.3)
examination (8.8.4)
examination result

(8.16.20)

examined property value (8.9.20)
property value (8.9.15)

x

o

x

system (8.3.3)

o

x

component (8.3.4)

o

x

system (8.3.3)

o

x

property (8.5.5)

kind-of-property (8.6.19)

x

property (see 0 above)

x

system (8.3.3)
property (see 0 above)
examination uncertainty (8.16.23)
property value (see x above)
property (see 0 above)
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on

< PROPERTY> and <QUANTITY>

<PROPERTY>
12.1

As has been repeatedly alluded to, the I concept IIpropertyll

(8.5.5)

is Igeneric and can be divided according to either of many terminological
dimensions (S. 2.19) giving I specific concepts with I characteristics indicated by modifiers such as
primary (= material), secondary (= cultural) ;
physical, chemical, biological, social;
non-relational (= internal), relational .(~ external);
direct:ly perceivable, inferable (= objectifiable) [56] i
intensive, quasiextensive, extensive (56]i
subjective, instrumental;
base, derived;
dimensional, zero-dimensional (= having the dimension one), non-dimensional;
non-unitary, unitary;
qualitative, semiquantitative, quantitative;
continuous, discrete; and
scalar, complex, vector, tensorial (only scalar quantities are considered
in this text).
A singular property (8.6.14) will be I subordinate to several of the corre··
sponding specific concepts, which are not always defined in the same way in
all sources.
12.2

Here, firstlYI a further important characteristic of "property" will

be used for division, namely the mathematical relationships that can be defined between the property values (S.9.15) of I instantiated properties of
a 9i ven kind-of -property (5.6.. 19). Stevens used the respective permissible
operations on property values to characterize five types of "scale of measurement!!1 namely !!nominal scale n , Ilordinal scale
nlinear interval scale",
H
!!logarithmic interval scale , and Hratio scale" [114, 115] (see also Section
ll

,

12.9). The approach was criticized by, e.g., Berka [5] and Gonella [52, 53]
on the grounds that 1!scale" is secondary to nquantityll and IImeasurementl!,
This objection can be met by instead using Stevens' principles describing
the values that are inherent in properties. The other objection, that Steyens defined IIquantityll and Hmeasurement!! too widely, has been met here by
intrOducing "propertyll (S.S.S) and nexamination ll (S.8.4) as Isuperordinate
concepts.
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The choice of the Ipreferred term for a specific concept is here sometimes
a variant of current usage.

The reasons are given in Sections 12.23 to

12.27.

In the proposed Idefinitions, concepts are Idesignated by full Isystematic
terms even if the style becomes somewhat heavy.

12.3

Essentially, the division of "property!1 depends on which of the ope-

rators equal to (=)

I

unequal to

(~)

I

less than «)

I

greater than

(»,

plus

(+), minus (-), mUltiplied by (x), and divided by (,) can be applied meaning-

fully between

t,WQ

properties of the same kind-of -property and between their

property values.

12.4

The mathematically most primitive situation applies to the classifi-

cation of properties, on the basis of their respective property values, between disjoint classes. The question is, A:ce two p:cope:t'ties and lheil.' pl.'Operty values equal or different? The property values may be names, symbols,
or numerals functioning as symbols without any magnitude implied, and any
order is conventional. The German standard DIN 1313 [33] defines IInominal
characteristic 11 ( ' Nominalmerkmal') as 'characteristic for which no opera·,
tions or relations are defined for values'. This is unfortunately a nega··
tive definition, and it could be argued that = and ~ do represent relations.
The proposed terms and definition are as follows.

nominal property
nameable property
property (S.5.5) I defined by an examination procedure (S.7.3) I
that can be compared for equality with another property of the
same kind-of-property (8.6.19), but has no magnitude
EXAMPLES

of dedicated kinds-of-property (S.20.6)

Blood--Plasma.; colour (visual examination; (milky, red, yellow))
Blood--Erythrocytej group{visual examinationj (A, B, AB, 0))
Person--j gender(visual examination; (female, male) or (0, 1))
Thermometer- -; taxon (visual examination; (air, ethanol, mercury,
thermoelectric))
NOTE 1 - A nominal property cannot enter into algebraic equations

and is not related to a Imetrological dimension (8.19.22) or a metrological unit (8.18.12).
(cont. )
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(cont. )
NOTE 2 - For isingular nominal properties

(8.6.14.1) of a given

kind-of-property, classified by property value (8.9.15), the num··
bers of members in any two classes may be compared by difference
and ratio.
NOTE 3 - Singular nominal properties of a given kind-of-property,
classified by property value, form a number distribution ("" frequency distribution), which can be described by mode and allows
contingency correlation and chi-square test.
NOTE 4 - The Iterm I 'attribute' has sometimes been used to Idesignate "nominal property", but not here.

The term 'qualitative

property' has also been used, but is ambiguous because "ordinal
property"

(8.12.5)

is often included in a

tative characteristic'

Iconcept under 'quali-

[31-1.1.5].

NOTE 5 - Ordinal properties (8.12.5), differential properties
(8.12.6), and rational properties (8.12.7) can also be compared
for equality.
NOTE 6 - See also Section 12.9.

12.4.1

It may be debated whether the characteristic involving comparabi-

lity should be between the properties .. as in the proposed definition - or
between their property values.

In the latter case the definition should

read
'property, defined by an examination procedure (S.7.3), whose property values can be compared for equality with those of another property ... '
With the mathematization of physics (S.4.3), either choice seems allowable
and the simplest approach has been preferred and applied also to the following definitions.

12.4.2

The V.IM3 now includes the definition

nominal property:

property of a phenomenon,

body,

or substance,

where the property has no magnitude [132-1.30]
which is a negative definition and uses Ilproperty" as a primitive.
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As soon as properties have property values in the form of ordinal

numbers or words or symbols expressing degree of magnitude,
logists would accede that they are quantities
type of comparison which two properties

(8.12.13,

many metro-

12.14).

The new

(and their property values)

can

enter into -besides a decision on equality - is whether one is greater or
smaller than the other.

Consequently, such properties can be ordered ac-

cording to magnitude, but differences cannot be compared meaningfully.
following term and definition are proposed.

ordinal property
ordenable property
property

(8.5.5),

defined by an

examination procedure

(8.7.3),

having a magnitude and that can be stated only to be lesser than,
equal to,

or greater than another property of the same kind-of-

property (S.6.19)
EXAMPLES
of dedicated kinds-of-property (8.20.6)
Patient--Abdominal pain; severity{subjective judgement;

(absent,

slight, moderate, severe) or (0, I, 2, 3))
Urine--Albumini concentration(dip stix;
Water--; temperature(finger feeling;

(0, I, 2,

3, 4))

(cold, tepid, hot))

NOTE 1 - An' ordinal property is not related to a 'metrological dimension (8.19.22) or a metrological unit (8.18.12) and cannot en-'
ter into algebraic equations, only into empirical equations.
NOTE 2 -

'singular ordinal properties

classified by property value

(8.9.15)

(8.6.14.1) o.f a given kind,
I

can be ranked according to

magnitude, but differences between their values in the form of ordinal numbers cannot be ranked.
NOTE 3 - Singular ordinal properties of a given kind-of-property
for comparable systems (8.3.3)
ty value,

I

classified. by magnitude of proper-

form a number, distribution

which can be described by mode,

(=

frequency distribution),

median and other fractiles,

and

which allows rank-order correlation, sign and run tests.
NOTE 4 - The modifier 'qualitative'

is sometimes used instead of

'ordinal', but not here due to overlap with 'nominal'
NOTE 5 -

In the

I definition,

the phrase

I

having a magnitude and'

may be omitted as being inferable from the subsequent description
of mathematical relationships.

(cont. )
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(cont. )

NOTE 6 - See also Sect:ions 12.9 and 12.16.
NOTE 7 - Differential properties (8.12.6) and rational properties
(8.12.7) can also be ranked.

12.6

Properties having property values in the form of cardinal numbers

enter the met.rical rea.lm.

The next further meaningful operation between

properties (and their property values) is subtraction and the assessment of
di~ferences.

equality of

The proposed term and definition are as follows.

differential property
differenceable property
(8.5.5)

property

having a

magnitude and that

can be

subtracted

from, but cannot be divided by, another property of the same kind-

of-property (S.6.19)
EXAMPLES

of dedicated kinds-of-property (S.20.6)
Blood--Base excess{H+-binding site)j amount-ot-substance concentration difference (Patient
14,

,

15)

- normj

(~

-15,

-14,

0,

mmo1/1)

Patient--Rectumi Celsius temperature ( (35.1,

... , 42.0) QC)

NOTE 1 - A differential property is related to a property value
scale (8.10.14) with a conventional arbitrary zero.
NOTE 2 - A differential property is related to a imetrological di~
mension (8.19.22) and a metrological unit (8.18.12)
metrological
(8.6.14.1)
NOTE

3

unit

!!one!!).

A

I singular

(including the

differential

property

can be divided by its metrological unit.

- A differential property can enter into some algebraic

equations with propertie.s of other kinds-ot-property.
NOTE 4

-

Differences between comparable differential properties

can be divided one by another

(except for division by zero),. the

ensuing ratio is a rational property (8.12.7)
(cont. )
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(cont. )

NOTE 5 - Singular differential properties of a given kind-ofproperty for comparable systems, classified by magnitude of property value (8.9.15), form a number distribution (= frequency distribution), which can be described by its average, standard deviation, and average deviation, and which allows product-moment
correlation, correlation ratio,

t-test and F-test.

NOTE 6 - Properties with exponential values can be transformed
into logarithmic properties which behave as differential
properties.
NOTE 7 - stevens

[114J

and the DIN 1313 [33J use the modifier

'interval' rather than 'differential'.

(The preference here for

the latter is explained in Section 17.7, Note 6.)
NOTE 8 - Rational properties can also be subtractive.
NOTE 9 - See also Sections 12.9 and 12.19.

12.7

The full set of meaningful basic algebraic operat.ions for properties

(and their property values) is applicable when not only subtraction and addition, but also division and multiplication are allowed between properties
of the same kind-of-property.
posed.

The following term and definition are pro-

rational property
ratioable property
property (8.5.5) having a magnitude and that can be divided by another property of the same kind-of-property (8.6.19)
EXAMPLES

of dedicated kinds-af-property (S.20.6)
Patient--; mass((O,

... ,30,1,

.",207,5,

... ) kg)

Plasma--Sodium ion; amount-of-substance concentration ( ( ... , 90,
91, ... , 165, ... ) mmol/l)
Interstellar space--i thermodynamic temperature((O, 0,1,
NOTE 1 -

... ) K)

A rational property has a property value scale (8.10.14)

with a 'natural',

'absolute' zero.

NOTE 2 - Section 12.6, Note 2 applies analogously.
(cont. )
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(cont. )

No'rE 3 - A rational property can enter into algebraic equations
with rational properties of the same or other kinds-·of-property
for a given system (S.3.3), but addition and subtraction within a
system are restricted to properties of the same unconditionally
extensive unitary kind-of-quantity (S.13.5.1).
NOTE 4 -

ISingular rational properties

(8.6.14.1) of a given

kind-of-property for compaJ:-able systems, classified by magnitude
of property value (8.9.15),

form a number distribution (=

frequency distribution), which can be described by classical
statistics including coefficient of variation.
NOTE 5 - See also Sections 12.9 and 12.20.

12.8

As mentioned in Section 12.2, Stevens is criticized by Gonella [52

1

53J for focusing on scales rather than on quantities and for proposing that

nominal properties are measured.

Instead, Gonella recommends the approach

of the Italian standard UNI -4546: 1984 [43], restricted to the narrower field
of Imeasurement (8.15.14.1

1

15.14.2)

Without claiming an exhaustive or mu-

tually exclusive set of classes, the following classes or types of 'grandezza

l

(it), translated as 'entity', are described.
NOTE - The term 'grandezza'

is said to cover both Hkind-of-quantityll

(8.6.18) and Ilspecific quantityll - just as the VIM2 use of
but 'parameter'

Il

quan tityl!

is preferred for the instantiated quantity.

12.8.1
entity:

quantity, property

1

condition used to describe phenomena and

evaluable in terms of units of measurement [53-6.1]
This definition seems to cover Hdifferential property!! (S .12.6) and
al

propertyl1

(S .12.7)

i

however/

the

meaning of

IlIunit

II

ra tion-

of measurement!!

(S .18 .12) is said to be widened so that ordinal properties {S .12. 5}, depending on Imeasurement procedure (S.14.4.3
included.

1

14.4.4) or Imeasuring system are

'The definition of lIunit of measurement!! must contain all the

elements necessary to identify unequivocally the kind-of-entity to which the
measured entity belongs',

unit of measurement:

so
term of reference, adopted by convention, to com-

pare an entity with other entities of the same kind [53-6.1.2).
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Consequently, the equation 'quantity/value:::: unit' cannot be a requirement.
This widening of the I extension of Ilunitll will not allow a system of metrological units and would probably not attract a majority of met:r:ologists.

12.8.2
l::at.ional ent.i.ty: entity whose values are expressed by rational numbers
that L'epresent the ratio between the measured entity and a specific enti··
ty of the same kind ... as the unit of measurement [is assumed to bel and
for which the ratio between two entities of the same kind is meaningful
[53-6.1.3.1J

This concept is identical with tlrational property!! (8.12. 'J)

12.8.3

The concept IIcyclic entity!! includes

!!

•

angle 11 and Hphase ll and has

characteristics requiring 'representation in terms of modular algebra' [52-

4J .

12.8.4
digi tal enti ty: entity concerning the counting of objects or events individually identified and having values expressed by positive integers
[53-6.1.3.2)

The unit is said to be the individual lobject or event, which means that an
apple is a unit for number of apples. It would appear that this quantity
is simply a rational property of a discrete phenomenon where the kind·-of·~
property is 11 number 11 •

12.8.5
instrumental entity: entity whose values are expressed as a one-to-one
correspondence with points on a conventional interpolable scale and for
which the ratio between two entities of the same kind is meaningless
whereas greater or smaller is meaningful [53-6.1.3.3]

This definition seems to be identical with that of ordinal property (8.12.5)
and this interpretation is reinforced by examples such as Rockwell hardness,
toughness, and rugosity. Yet, when Celsius temperature and calendar time
are included - customarily classified as differential properties - the concept becomes less clearly delineated.

12.8.6
selective entity: belonging to a predefined set or interval and having
as unit of measurement the definition of the selected class [52-4]

Examples given are flgrading of gravel and sand by sieves '1 i "Mobs hardness ll which both could be labelled ordinal properties - and 1!category of thermometer glass by the colour of a built-in strip" - which in the present termi-
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It seems

strange that a metrological unit is claimed to be involved, especially as
nominal properties are included.

12.8.7

The 1!complex entityll, consisting of a set of entities, including

vector and position in a phase space [53-6.1.3.4J

I

is beyond the scope of

this text.

12.8.8

The set of 'entities' presented from the Italian standard seems

less clear as regards terms and definitions than the set described above in
Sections 12.4 ~o 12.7.

12.9

The division of the generic top concept <property> directly into

four specific I coordinate concepts as shown in Sections 12.4 to 12.7 is tram
ditional.

The definitions do not stress, however,

the Igeneric aspect of

the successive increase in the allowed mathematical and statistical opera·tions on sets of property values.

The respective characteristics of compa··

rability are cumulative 'downwards' on the basis of the following operators.
nominal property
ordinal property
differential property
rational property

"
"

<

>

<

>

.,.

>

+

"<

"

x

It could seem possible to fashion definitions accordingly in a generic stepwise hierarchy such that

nominal property:
ordinal property:

property allowing estimation of equality
nominal property allowing estimation of rank of magni-

tude

dif.ferential property:

ordinal property allowing estimation of subtrac-

tive magnitude

rational property: differential property allowing estimation of divisible
magnitude
but this concept system would not take into account the 'negative' characteristics of each generic concept.

For example, the characteristic of lInom-

inal propertytl of having no magnitude cannot be inherited by Irordinal property!! which demands having magnitude.

12.10

Among the several other ways in which <property> is being generic-

ally divided, the most common one may be shown by a simplified field diagram
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of a generic Iconcept system.
property

(8.5.5)

nominal property
quantity

(8.12.4)

(8.12.13,

12.14)

ordinal property (8.12.5)

ordinal quantity

differential property

differential unitary quantity

(8.12.16)

(8.12.6)

(8.12.19)

rational unitary quant.ity

rational property
(8.12.7)

(8.12.20)

where the VIM3'definition of nquantityll (already discussed in Section 4.10)
is

quanti ty:

property of a phenomenon, body, or substance

f

where the

prop~

erty has a magnitude that can be expressed as a number al)d a reference
[132-1.1)

Some metrologists would prefer to use' quantity" as a I synonym for' rational
property'

(S .12.7), but admit also lIdifferential property!!

llquantityl!.

(8.12.6) under

However, the VIM3 definition invokes the characteristic having

magnitude, so it does not exclude lIordinal property It (8.12.5).

The French

version of VIM3 calls the latter concept 'grandeur ordinale',

The German

standard DIN 1313 [33] uses 'characteristic' ('Merkmal') as the term for the
top concept,

equivalent to 'propertYi only Uratio scaled properties H are

termed 'Grosse' or 'skalare Grosse'.

12.11

The German standard DIN 55

350~12

[31] has another interpretation

of the modifier 'quantitative' applied to Merkmal (de)
of "property) .

(==

property or kind··

It may be translated into the generic concept system

property
qualitative property
nominal property
ordinal property
quantitative property.
differential property
rational property

12.12

Further ambigui ty is added by various texts when the term

I

semiquan~

titative property' is used in either of the senses
ordinal property,
- property with only a few possible values,
property having values with a large relative luncertainty of measurement
(8.16.24) ..

12
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'semiquantitative', or 'quantita-

tive' should be used without concomitant definition of the related concept.
Here, they are avoided.

<QUANTITY>
12.13

In view of a long tradition, it will be next to impossible to aban-

don the concept I1quantityll and only use the specific concepts in Sections
12.5 to 12.7 with terms derived from 'property'.

Furthermore, manyengi-

neers would not accept that ordinal properties be excluded from being quantities.

It is therefore practical to explore an alternative partial concept

system and I terminology based

011

IIquantityH

I

which it is proposed to def:i.ne

as follows.

guantity
. property (8.5.5) having a magnitude
EXAMPLES
All examples given under the Idefinitions in Sections 12.5 to 12.7
are dedicated kinds-ef-quantity (8.20.7).
NOTE 1

All quantities have quantity values

can at
than

least be stated to be lesser than,
another

quantity

value

of

the

(8.16.7,.16.8)

equal to,
same

that

or greater

kind-ef-quantity

(S.13.3.1) .

NOTE

2

The

concept

!lquantity"

comprises

(8.12.16) , differential quantity (S.12.19)

I

ordinal

quantity

and rational quantity

(8.12.20) .

NOTE 3 -

The magnitude is expressed by a number and a reference

that can be a metrological unit

(S.18.12), measurement procedure

(8.14.4.3, 14.4.4), and/or reference material (S.S.1).

12.14

This definition, together with Note 3, is not in conflict with that

of the VIM3 (see Section 12.10) as is obvious when 'property' is substituted
by its definition in Section 5.5.

Still, there might be metrologists who

do not want to be involved with nominal properties (8.12.4) at all.
case an expanded definition could be

In that

12
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quantity

inherent
(S.3.3),

state-

or

process-descriptive

feature

including any pertinent components

of

(8.3.4),

a

system

that has a

magnitude
NOTE - The Examples and Notes of Section 12.13 apply.

12.15

The recent decision clearly to include llordinal quantityl! under

"quantit y ll is shown, e.g.

I

by the example "Rockwell C hardness ll given in the

VIM3 [132-1.1J~ and the inclusion of the concept uordinal quantity" [1321.26,

8.12 .16J.

12.16
tityll

Assuming that "ordinal propertyH is a specific concept under "quan ··
(S.12.13), a new term and redefinition with the new genus proximum is

necessary as follows.

ordinal quantity
ordenable quantity

quantity (8.12.13
12.14) I defined by a measurement procedure
(5.14.4.4), that can be stated only to be lesser than, equal to,
I

or greater than another quantity of the

same kind-ef-quantity

(8.13.3.1)

NOTE - The Examples and Notes of Section 12.5 apply analogously.

A shorter, less explicit definition could be 'quantity that is rankable by
magnitude, but not subs tractive or divisible' .

12.16.1

The proposed definition, combined with Examples and Notes of

Section 12.5,

is not in conflict with that of the new VIM3 introducing

ordinal quanti ty: quantity, defined by a conventional measurement proce ..
dure, for which a total ordering relation can be established, according
to magnitude, with other quantities of the same kind , but for which no
algebraic operations among those quantities exist [132·-1.26)

12.17

It is possible, also , to derive a concept from Uquantityll which is

coordinate and complementary to Ifordinal quantityll, for example

12
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unitary quantity
quantity (8.12.13,

12.14) with a magnitude expressed as a refer··

ence quantity multiplied by a number
EXAMPLES
All examples given in Sections 12.6 and 12.7 are dedicated unitary
kinds-of-quantity (8.20.7).
NOTE

1

-

All

unitary quantities

have quantity values

(S.16.7,

16.8) each of which can at least be subtracted from another quantity value· of the same kind-of-quantity (5.13.3.1).
NOTE 2

-

unitary

The

! concept

quantity

lIuni tary quantityll
and

(8.12.19)

comprises differential

rational

unitary

quantity

(8.12.20)

NOTE 3 .- A unitary qunntity can enter into algebraic and arithmetic equations with other unitary quantities.
NOTE 4 - A unitary quantity is related to a
sion (8.19.22)

!metrological dimen-

if the kind-of-quantity is an element in a system

of unitary kinds-of-quantity (8.13.7).
NOTE 5 - The IIreference quantityll invoked in the !definition 'is a
metrological unit

(8.18.12),

including uone l1

,

involved in a uni-

tary quantity value (8.16.10)
NOTE 6 - A I synonym of 'unitary quantity'
and

lequivalents are

surable'

is 'metrical quantity',

'quantitative Merkmal'

(de),

'grandeur me-

(fr), but I definitions should be checked as the I concepts

may have different I extensions.

12.18

McGlashan [101] offered the definition

physical quantity:

complete specification of the operat:ions used to meas-

ure the ratio (a pure number) of two instances of the physical quantity
where the denominator is an instance of IImetrological unit!! that will be
stipulated in the measurement procedure.

Formally, this definition verges

on being circular, defining the concept by (instances of) itself.

Further-

more, the phrase seems to describe Urational unitary measurement procedure ll
(8.14.6.2) rather than IIquantityl! or IIkind-of-quantit y ".

McGlashan's view

is different from the mentioned occasional need to reference the examination
procedure in a specification of a property (see Section 5.5, Note 3).

The

similarity with the concept nexamination procedure" is seen by substituting

12
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the term 'examination' by its related

examination procedure: detailed instructions for performing a structured
activity giving an examination result

12.19

Using Itunitary quantityl! as a genus proximum it is possible to re-

define "differential property!! as follows.

differential unitary guantity

differenceable unitary quantity
differential quantity
difference quantity
unitary quantity (8.12.17) that can be subtracted from but cannot
be divided by another quantity of the same unitary kind-of-quantity (8.13.3.3)
NOTE - The Examples and Notes of Section 12.6 apply analogously.

This concept is not often explicitly discussed in metrological texts on
quantities, although division of <property value scale> implies the necessity (see Sections 17.4 and 17.7). Yet, F.leischmann mentioned 'Differenzgrosse' (Grosse, de, meaning singular quantity or kind-ot-quantity) and gave
as examples H"(Jberdruck (excess pressure) and temperature with a zero point
different from that of the thermodynamic temperature scale [47]. Likewise,
DIN 1.3.13 mentions lIinterval scaled characteristic!' (' Intervallskaliertes
Merkmal') [33-11.3J.
ll

12.20

As a coordinate complementary concepti the last specific concept

"rational property!! can be redefined.

rational unitary. quantity

ratioable unitary
rational quantity
ratio quantity

quant~ty

unitary quantity (8.12.17) that can be divided by another quantity
of the same unitary kind-of-quantity (S.13.3.3)
NOTE - The Examples and Notes of Section 12.7 apply analogously.
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With the redefined series of concepts, one may build another gener-

ic Ihierarchy on <property>.
property (8.5.5)

nominal property (5,12.4)
quantity (8.12.13)
ordinal quantity (8.12.16)
unitary quantity (8.12.17)
differential unitary quantity (8.12.19)

rational unitary quantity (S.12.20)
The two types of generic hierarchy discussed are presented in the Iconcept
diagram of Figure 12.21).
The two-level I concept system with four coordinate specific concepts is simple and operative. The four-level consecutively dichotomic system resembles
current terminology of Imetrology.

12.22

Some terminologists would stress succinctness more than information

and it is possible to fashion much shorter definitions of the specific concepts under <property>. Thus,

12.22.1
nominal property:

property (5.5.5) without magnitude

This seemingly negative definition becomes acceptable by substitution of
'property' by its definition, and the characteristic given is Iessential and
Idelimiting.

12.22.2
ordinal property,. ordinal quantity:
magnitude

property (S.5,5) with only rankable

12.22.3
d.ifferential property,. ditferential quanti ty: property (5.5. S) with subtractive but not divisible magnitude
12.22.4

rational property/ rational quantity:
magnitude

property (S.S.S) with divisible

12.22.5
quantity:

property (8.5.5) with a magnitude

which is equivalent to the definition in Section 12.13.
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property
(8.5.5)

0

=,,;

1

nominal
property
(S.12.4)

nominal
property
(8.12.4)

quantity
(S.12.13)
(or 8.12.14
as top concept)

<

0

1

ordinal
quantity
(S.12.16)

ordinal
property
(8.12.5)

(4)

unitary
quantity
(8.12.17)

0

differential
unitary
quantity
(8.12.19)

property
(8.12.6)

1

rational
unitary
quantity
(8.12.20)

rational
property
(8.12.7)

Figure 12.21

Pluridimensional I generic
(8.5.5) according to two and. four levels.

I concept diagram on <property>

Terminological dimension (8.2.19)
(1)

having the allowed algebraic comparisons between propertiesi

(2)

having a magnitudei

(4)

allowing a ratio between quantities of the same unitary kind-of-

(3)

having a

Imetrological unit

(8.18.12)

i

quantity (8.13.3.3);
o = nOi 1 = yes
Iconcepts paired in the same horizontal line have identical

lextensions.
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12.22.6
unitary quantity:

quantity (8.12.22.5) with a magnitude expressed as a

reference quantity multiplied by a number
which is identical to the definition in Section 12.17.

12.22.7
d.ifferential unitary quantity:

unitary quantity (8.12.22.6) with sub-

tractive magnitude

12.22.8
rational unitary quantity:

unitary quantity (8.12.22.6) with divisible

magnitude

12.22.9

Such ultrashort definitions need a thorough understanding of the

system of allowed mathematical operators (see section 12.9), which can be
applied algebraically or arithmetically between kinds-of-property or Inumerical values of properties respectively, and when to compare within a kindof· property and within a system bearing two properties.

12.23

Regarding the I complex terms for the four I subordinate concepts of

<property> defined in Sections 12.4 to 12.7,12.16, and 12.22.1 to 12.22.4,
the choice between adjectives and adjectival nouns as modifiers is difficult
because of existing, sometimes ambiguous usage.

It would be useful to have

one set of modifying words for systematic terms of isologously placed, asso··
ci.atively related specific concepts under <property> (this chapter), <kindof-property> (Ch. 13), <examination procedure> (Ch. 14), <examination> (Ch.
15),

<property value>

(Ch.

16),

and <property value scale>

(Ch.

17),

but

that is not linguistically quite simple in English.

12.24

The set of nouns 'nomi.nation', 'ordination', 'difference', and'ra-

tio' used as adjectival nouns could be used with 'property value',

'proper-

ty value scale', and the first two as simple terms instead of 'examination' .
The set. goes less well with' examination procedure', 'property', and' kindof-property', which can neither designate a process nor an outcome.

12.25

The set of adjectives 'nominal', 'ordinal', 'differential'

(in the

COD [1] meaning 'of, exhibiting, or depending of a difference' rather than
a requirement of infinitessimal difference), and' rational' (ignoring philosophical connotations) comprises common language words, and the first two
have been extensively used with' scale',

Other meanings of 'nominal value',

such as 'very little value' or 'supposed operating value', would have to be
ignored.

12.26
the COD),

Another set of adjectival forms is 'nameable', 'ordenable'

(not in

'differenceable', and 'ratioable', where the last two Ineoterms
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have been considered for the revision of the V.TM regarding divisions of
<property>. This set is excellent and evocative for that purpose as well
as with 'kind-of-property', 'property value', and 'property value scale',
but will not serve with 'examination procedure' and 'examination'.

12.27

Thus, it is proposed that the set of modifiers in Section 12.25 be

It is the simplest and
used for preferred derivative systematic terms.
linguistically least problematic as a single set for terms of specific concepts under <property>, <kind-of -property>, <examination procedure> <exami . .
nation>, <property value>, and <property value scale>.
I
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GENERIC CONCEPT SYSTEM on

< KIND-OF-PROPERTY>
including < kind-of-quantitv>
<KIND-OF-PROPERTY>
13.1

Chapter 6 discussed the Iconcept ukind-of-propertyll and arrived at

the ldefinitiol)
kind-ot-property (S. 6 .19)

common defining aspect of mutually comparable

properties
even if the !corpus behind this definition inevitably is mostly concerned
with IIkind-of-quantityll, often under Isynonyms

(see Table 6.5).

The pro-

posed definitions in Chapter 12 of the Ispecific concepts under <property>
(S.5.5),

including those of IIquantityll

(S.12.13, 12.14), allow a look at a

possible 'concept system on <kind-of-property>.

13.2

One partial concept system could correspond to the ! generic division

of <property> into four specific Icoordinate concepts as in the left-hand
half. of Figure 12.20.

This could mean four specific coordinate concepts

with Iterms and definitions as follows.

13.2.1

nominal kind-of-property
kind-of-property

(S. 6 .19)

for properties

(S. 5.5)

without magni-

tude, but with comparability for equality
11

colouru
:::;:::;:::;:::::::::

NOTE - A nominal kind-ot-property is sometimes called an 'attribute', but not here.
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13.2.2

ordinal kind-ef-property
(8.6.19) for properties (S.S.S), defined by an
examination procedure (8.7.3) that are rankable by magnitude, but
are neither subtractive nor divisible

kind-ef-property

I

EXAMPLES -

IIhardness u

;

Hseverityl1

13.2.3

differential kind-af-property

kind-of-property

(S.6.19)

for properties

(S.5.5)

that

are

sub-

tractive, but not divisible

EXAMPLES -

\I~~1§~~§_~~I!lp.~~§t~~~n

-------------------

13.2.4

rational kind-ef-property

kind-et-property

(8.6.19)

for properties (S.5.5)

that are divis-

ible

EXAMPLES ~g~~ll;

13.2.5

"~g~~!I i

111~~~~~";

11~~1~lJ;l~1I i

11~~~~~~~};~g~~~=~~~~~~g_

11~~~~=~~~g~~gQI'

In each definition - to avoid an impression of circularity - the

short description of salient l c haracteristics of the singular properties
(8.6.14.1) is stated instead-of simply giving the term for the specific concept (such as 'nominal property' in Section 13.2.1).

<KIND-OF-QUANTITY>
13.3

Another generic concept system may be structured as the right-hand

half of Figure 12.21, giving firstly unominal kind-of-propertyH as defined
in Section 13.2.1.

Subsequently,
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13.3.1

kind-of-quantity
kind-of-property

(5.6.19)

for properties

(5.5.5)

having a magni-

tude

EXAMPLES - The Examples of Sections 13.2.2 to 13.2.4 apply.
NOTE - Notes 1 to 4 of Section 6.19 apply homologously.

13.3.2

ordinal kind-of-quantity
kind-of-quantity

(S.13.3.1)

for quantities (S.12.13, 12.14)

that

are rankable by magnitude, but are neither subtract:ive nor divisible

EXAMPLES - The Examples of Section 13.2.2 apply.

13.3.3

unitary kind-of-quantity
kind-of-quantity

(8.13.3.1)

for quantities

(5.12.13,

12.14)

with

magnitudes expressed as a reference quantity multiplied by a number

EXAMPLES - The Examples of Sections 13.2.3 and 13.2.4 apply.
NOTE - The reference quantity is a metrological unit (S.18.12).

13.3.4

differential unitary kind-of-quantitv
differential kind-of-quantity
unitary

kind-of-quantity

(5.13.3.3)

for

quantities

12.14) that are subtractive, but not divisible

EXAMPLES - The Examples of Section 13.2.3 apply.

(S.12.13,

13
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13.3.5

rational unitary kind-of-quantity
rational kind-of-quntity
unitary

kind-of-quantity

(S.13.3.3)

for

quantities

(S.12.13,

12.14) that are divisible
EXAMPLES - The Examples of Section 13.2.4 apply.

It may b~ argued that there is usually no need to be able to distin-

B.4

guish between several such specific concepts under <kind-of -·property>, because the characteristics appear in the definitions of the I subordinate con··
Then the definition in Section 13.1 ("" 8.6.19) suffi··

cepts to <property>.
ces.

Sometimes, however, a specific concept may be useful, e.g.

s~e

Section

13.7.

13.4.1

If lInominal property1! is excluded from the field of discussion,

it will be necessary with an alternative definition to Section 13.3.1 as
follows

kind-of-quantity
common defining aspect of mutually comparable quantities (8.12.14)
NOTE - The three last lines of Examples in Section 6.19 and its
Notes 1 to 4 apply homologously.

NOTE - This definition [131-13.4.1) virtually has been adapted
kind of quantity:

by VIM3 as

aspect common to mutually comparable quantities {[132-

1. 2)

13.4.2

If this latter definition is preferred,

number S.13.3.1 after

'kind-of-quanti.ty'

the referenced Section

in the definitions of

"ordinal

kind-of-quantityl1 (S.13.3.2) and lIunitary kind-of-quantityH (S.13.3.3) must
be changed to S.13.4.1.

13.4.3

The chacteristic of tlquantityll

(8.12.13, 12.14) having a magni-

tude is not explicit in Section 13.4.1 but appears with substitution,

An

explicit formulation could be
kind-of -quanti ty:

common defining aspect of quantities (8.12.14) allow-

ing comparability by magnitUde
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In a separate terminological dimension (3.2.19), <kind-ot-quantity>

may be divided according to physical (and arithmetic) additivity between its
I

instantiated properties and property values (8.9.15)

The terms 'extensive

quantity' and' intensive quantity' are sometimes used somewhat loosely without distinguishing between theory and reality [82].

Bunge [15] gives good

examples of the difference between being ari thmetically addi ti ve as a proof
of having an extensive kind-of-quantity and a physical sum that can be measured and compared with the individual measured values of the systems (3.3.3)
or parts of a system being joined.
diti ve,

For example, geometrical volumes are ad-

so that "geometric volume I! is an extensive kind-of -quanti ty.

In

contrast, a vo+ume of ethanol dissolved in a volume of water results in a
volume smaller than the arithmetic sum.

Furthermore,

experimental proof

that a kind-of-quantity has additive instances can be difficult to obtain
due to the

I uncertainty

of measurement.

Bunge divides

kind-of -quanti ty

(which he terms' magnitude') into four types that may be defined as follows.

13.5.1

unconditionally extensive unitary kind-of-quantity
unitary kind-ef-quantity (8.13.3.3) for whose quantities (8.12.14)
a physical addition operation exists such that a quantity value
(8.16.7)

for the total of a system (8.3.3)

equals the arithmetic

sum of the quantity values for its parts

NOTE

An unconditionally extensive unitary kind-of-quantity is

distributive.

"distance)!·

Il~1~Q~~!£_gh§~9~11

======== '

---------------

13.5.2

guasiextensive unitary kind-ef-quantity
unitary kind-of-quantity (8.13.3.3) for whose quantities (8.12.14)
a physical addition operation exists such that a quantity value

(8.16.7)

for the total of a system (8.3.3) is approximately equal

to the arithmetic sum of the quantity values for its parts

EXAMPLES

tlWg.2g11 (by nuclear reactions

I

not in atom bombs); ft~~~~,;r:f"
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13.5.3

conditionally extensive unitary kind-ef-quantity
unitary kind-of-quantity (S.13.3.3) for whose quantities (8.12.14)
a physical addition operation exists such that a quantity value

(5.16.7)

for the total of a system (5.3.3) may be different from

the arithmetic sum of the quantity values for its parts due to the
respective internal and environmental conditions
EXAMPLES

13.5.4

intensive kind-of-quantity
kind-ef-quantity

(8.13.3.1

or

13.4.1)

for

whose

quantities

(8.12.14) a physical addition operation does not exist and where a
quantity value

(8.16.7)

is invariant with the extent of a system

(8.3.3) of constant composition
EXAMPLES

U~~~~QJ£~X~glJJ~~:=~~QJ~~~~~~~~!I

i

1I~~~~;g¥~~1I

i

Il~~~;g=~~~~~~¥!!

i

Il~QJ£¥~~

-~~~~~£~~~~~;;=~£~~~~~~~~~~~lti 1I~~~@~~~~¥lIi 11~~~~g~~~~;;=~;;~~gl1
NOTE - The Idefinition covers both intensive ordinal kind-of-quantity (S.13.3.2) and intensive unitary kind-ef-quantity (S.13.3.3)

13.6

In the description of the universe, it has proven advantageous to

select by convention a reasonably small number of kinds-of-quantity as being
functionally independent of each other and to define other kinds-at-quantity
from such base kinds -of -quan,tity according to algebraic rules.

The set of

base and derived kinds-of-quantity is said to form a system.

13.6.1

The VIM3 has the entry

system of quantities:

set of quantities together with a set of non-con-

tradictory equations relating those quantities [132-1.3]
keeping the traditional use of 'quantity' including 1!kind-of-quantity n.

13.6.2

The German standard DIN 1313 defines "quantity system H ('Grossen-

system') as follows.

13
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set of values comprising the quantity values of suitab-

ly selected kinds of quantities and the real numbers such that operations
of

calculation are

calculation holds

defined

in

the

set

for

which

the

usual

laws

of

[33··6.2]

This strange definition claims that a quantity system is a set of quantity
values and that seems unacceptable.
For the present purposes a definition will be fashioned on the VIM3

1.3.7

model, but with kind-of-quantity, without selection of prototype, and with
no reference to quantity values.

However,

"ordinal kind-of-quantityll will

have to be left out.

system ef unitary kinds-ef-quantity
set of unitary kinds-of-quantity (S.13.3.3) and any defining algebraic equations between them
EXAMPLES
1!~~~~~~1!,

llill~g~lI,

n~~1JJ~lI,

and all

unitary kinds-of-quantity de-

rived from them are used with the CGS system of units;

n~~~g~gn I IIW~H'~~II

{ II~~~~", 11~~~~~~~~=~~~~~g~(I { lI~g~~W~~~gg~~~=~~lJJ~

~~~~t:~~~II, 1I~~~l41~t;,=2J==~~~~~~~~~II, 1I~l4~~~~~~=jPJ:~Jlg>jJ:.¥1!, and
all unitary kinds-of-quantity derived from them are used with
the !International System of Units, SI (S.18.33.2) and maintained by the ISO Technical Commi ttee 12 [64J.
NOTE - A system of unitary kinds-of-quantity is constructed on the
basis of conventionally chosen physical laws giving a coherent set
of algebraic unitary kind-of-quantity equations.

The V.TM3 definition (S,13.6.1), sensu stricto, does not exclude that functionally independent kinds-of-quantity have defined

(mathematical)

rela-

tionships between them.

13.8

For the functionally independent kinds-of-quantity of a system, the

VIM3 defines

base quan ti ty:

quantity in a conventionally chosen subset of a given

system of quantities, where no subset quantity can be expressed in terms
of the others {132-1.4]
Here, the emphasis on kind-of-quantities will be preferred.

13.9

The following term and definition are proposed.
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base unitary kind-of-quantity
unitary kind-af-quantity

(8.13.3.3),

in a

subset of a system of

unitary kinds-of-quantity (8.13.7), that is chosen to be algebraically

independent

of

other

unitary

kinds-of-quantity

in

the

subset
EXAMPLES
The unitary
kinds-of-quantity nl~:t;;~~~", 11"J1~~~"' "t~~~ll in the
field of mechanics are all base unitary kinds-of-quantity used
with the MKS system.
The base unitary kinds-of-quantity

~~~~=~lH~~~~~ 11,
~~g~£~!I,

11

IIJ.~~~~JJII,

I!~g.~~",

~Q~H92~~~g'JJ~g=~~'JJg~~g~hl¥~ u,

n~~~~H,

~1~£;;

n gPJJ2hlrt~=2~=~m&;

tI~hl;;t~;;£~g=~~~~~g£~¥lI,

of-quantity (8.13.11)

and their derived unitary kindsare now termed the 'International System of

Quantities, I8Q'.
NOTE

.- A base unitary kind-of -quantity has no defining unitary

kinds-ot-quantity

(8.13.3.3),

but

is

used

in

defining

derived

unitary kinds-af-quantity (8.13.11)

NOTE - The number of base unitary kinds-of-quantity in a system of unit··
ary kinds-of-quantity is chosen according to the practical needs of a
certain field of science and technology.

In this connection Guggenheim

opines that' ... the number of fundamental quantities [here:

base unit-

ary kinds-of-quantity] having independent dimensions is, to some extent,
a matter of choice.

But, if in the same problem or set of problems two

authors make a different choice, the one choosing the greater number is
likely to be the more competent physicist.'

13.10

[56J.

Each non-base unitary kind-of-quantity in a

system of unitary

kinds-of-quantity is defined by the VIM3 as

derived quantity:

qu.antity, in a system of quantities, defined in terms

of the base quantities oE that system [132-1.5]

13.11

The proposed term and definition is

derived unitary

kind~of-guantity

unitary kind-ot-quantity (S.13.3.3) defined in a system of unitary
kinds-of-quantity

(S.13.7)

by an algebraic equation between base

unitary kinds-of-quantity (8.13.9)
(cont. )
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(cont. )

EXAMPLE 1

From the second set of examples of Section 13.9, the derived uniis detary kind-of-quantity namount-of-substance content rate
l1

================================

fined as equal to 1!;;,\;y~\~,r21;,=~t::~\,;~~t;,~~<,;~ (of component)
divided by I1 Wggg (of system) n and 11~~\J;l~ elapsed n •

changed

l1

NOTE - To demonstrate physical relationships, the right-hand side
of the defining equation may be expressed by including derived
unitary kinds-of-quantity rather than base ones exclusively.
EXAMPLE 2
l1~ggg=~~~~~~t~g~i~~=~g~~"

nent)

13.12

n

divided by

II;;:~~~~~

is defined as equal to
(of system) !I and 11 time 11

11~§:§§

(of compo-

•

The algebraic equation mentioned in the definition of Section 13.11

can be symbolized as a function

where Q is a derived unitary kind-of-quantity being defined/ and Q1I O2 ,
etc. are other derived or base unitary kinds-of-quantity. Depending on the
form of the function, specific concepts under <unitary kind-of-quantity> may
be defined. In other words, <ulli tary kind-of -quanti ty> may be divided generically in a terminological dimension (8.2.19) according to the type of characteristic (8.2.14.2) having a defining function of .... The concepts for
rational unitary kinds-of-quantity are outlined in the DIN 13.13 [33-10] but
defined in a different way here.
I

NOTE - All the following kinds-of-quantity are derived, but it seems unnecessary to include that modifier in their systematic terms as the initial Iword indicates as much.
13.12.1

proportionate rational unitary kind-of-guantity
Q = k

. Q,

rational unitary kind-of-quantity (S.13.3.5) that is equal to another rational unitary kind-of-quantity multiplied by a constant

NOTE - Q and Q1 have I instances as a pair pertaining to the same
sys tem (S. 3 . 3) .
(cont. )
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(cont, )

EXAMPJ"ES

!I~~~1m~=2!=~~~~S~~~~!l and 1I:r;1\~rQ:~~?~::=~f==e::Rt=\~""'~-=t::-;:~-=!I of a defined compound with a specified elementary entity in a materiali the con1~1~)=~.!=p~.mP=e:I==c=o~~=t=a=n=tll

stant is the reciprocal of the
(= reciprocal Avagadro constant) i
1I~~g~g~~~"
E!~~'J

travelled by a body at constant
of the travel

IIg~;;~1I

and the

II$.~~~~

13.12.2

product rational unitary kind-ef-quantity
Q=k'Q,'Q,

(8.13.3.5) that is equal to a
rational unitary kind-of-quantity multiplied by one or more other
rational unitary kinds-of-quantity and a constant

rational unitary kind-of-quantity

NOTE - Q, Ql' and Q2 have linstances as a triple pertaining to the
same system (8.3.3).
EXAMPLE - 1I~¥;~~1I of a rectangle from
perpendicular to "each other

1I1~~<J-S~"

of each of two sides

13.12.3

quotient rational unitary kind-af-quantity
Q = k

'

Q'/Q,

that is equal to a
unitary kind-of-quantity divided by a different rational unitary
kind-of-quantity and multiplied by a constant
rational unitary kind-of-quantity

(8.13.3.5)

NOTE 1 - Q, Q11 and Q2 have I instances as a triple pertaining to
the same system (8.3.3).
NOTE 2 - A quotient rational unitary kind-of-quantity is directly
proportionate to the numerator rational unitary kind-of-quantity
and inversely proportionate to the denominator one.
NOTE 3 - The constant is often equal to one.
EXAMPLE - HX~~1JlJ1~~=lJ,1g~g(l
divided by its 11~~~"hl!]~n
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13 .12.4

fractional change rational unitary kind-of-quantity
0::::- (QJb - 01<1) /Qll1
rational unitary kind-of-quantity (S.13.3.3)

that is equal to an

incremental rational unitary kind-ot-quantity divided by the original one
NOTE 1 - Q,

Q1b l

and 0 111 have I instances as a triple pertaining to

the same system (S.3 .3) .
NOTE 2 - This rational unitary kind-of-quantity has the coherent
derived metrological unit

(8.18.19)

lIone H and the derived metro-

logical dimension one (8.19.27).
EXAMPLE - H~~~~~~~~~~::::-~~~~~t;::::-~~<;,~~~~~~tI
divided by original H1~~g~bn

from

1!~~~~;I,~=:L~=~~r~t;111!

NOTE 3 - The modifier 'relative' is often used instead of 'fractional change',
kind-of-quantity"

but is here used for 11relative rational unitary
(8.13.12.5).

13.12.5

relative rational unitary kind-af-quantity
Q = Ql/ Q1, (et
rational unitary kind-of-quantity

(S.13.3.3)

that is equal to a

given rational unitary kind-ot-quantity of the same system (S.3.3)
divided by the same rational unitary kind-quantity of a reference
system
NOTE 1 - Section 13.12.4, Note 2 applies.
EXAMPLE - n~~~gS~~~=~~1~~~~=~g~~1I from lI~£~~w~~=mgg~1I of a system
divided by 1I~£1~w~~=w~~gl1 of a reference system
NOTE 2 - This restrictive use of the modifier 'relative' was formulated in the R-66 (39-4.17].

13.12.6
small.

The set of concepts defined in Sections 13.12.1 to 13.12.5 is

Many other useful divisions of "kind-of-quantityll can be identified,

such as Hcompositional kind-of-quantity", lImaterial kind-of-quantityll, and
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a host of further specific concepts with terms from a systematic I terminology, where each type of mathematical definition of a unitary kind-ot-quantity

from other unitary kinds-of-quantity is captured by a specific modifier at
the beginning or end of the term for the unitary kind-ot-quantity in ques··
ticn [86-5.14].
EXAMPLES of modifiers are 'ratio'

'lineic'

J

'volumic',

I

'efficiency'

'concentration',

I

'decremence', 'entitie',

'content',

'molar'

I

and

'rate'

[86] .

13.13

The concepts with proposed t:erm and defini tions given in this Chap-

ter are related as shown in the multidimensional, mainly generic concept

system of Figure 13.13. This does not show the two-level system of "kind~
of ·-property" divided directly into the four specific concepts defined in
Sections 13.2.1 to 4.

13.14

Division of <unitary kind-of-quantity> may be considered according

to a further terminological dimension of whether or not a system of unitary
kinds-of-quantity (8.13.7) is involved. Thus, we have

in-system unitary kind-ef-quantity
unitary kind-ef-quantity

(8.13.3.3)

that is a member of a system

of unitary kinds-ef-quantity (8.13.7)

EXAMPLES - "g~g1m~;g~;~~5?~~i!HJ~~II, "~1J]gg~~;~~;~n~!:?g~g~~~=~~~~~~~~g;
~~2~1l, and 11~~IJJg~L::~~§~~~2~1I in the system of unitary kinds···of··
quantity, termed 'International System of Quantities', corresponding to the IInternational System of Units (SI) (8.18.33.2).
NOTE 1 - This Iconcept is usually not used explicitly, but is implied in defining the I specific concepts !!base unitary kind-afquantity!! (8.13.9) and IIderived unitary kind-af-quantity (8.13.11)
by the phrase 'in a (subset of a) system of unitary kinds-of-quantity/ .
NOTE 2 - An in-system unitary kind-et-quantity may utilize an off
-system metrological unit (8.18.34.1).

pressed in inches.

Thus, a length may be ex-
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property
(8.5.5)

(8.6.19)

1(1)

7~
nominal
kind-ofproperty

unconditionally extensive
kind-of-quantity

1

kind-ofquantity

(8.13.5.1)
(4)

(8.13.3.1)

(8.13.2.1)

quasiextensive
kind-of-quantity

(2)

,0

1

ordinal
kind-ofquantity

(8.13.5.2)

unitary
kind-of-

conditionally extensive
kind-of-quantity

(8.13.3.2)

(8.13.5.3)

intensive
kind-of-quantity

differential
unitary
kind-ofquantity

(8.13.5.4)

proportionate rational
unitary kind-of-quantity

(8.13.3.4)

(8.13.12.1)

rational
unitary
kind-of-"
quantity

(6 )

product rational
unitary kind-of-quantity
(8.13.12.2)

(S.13.3.5)

system of unitary
kinds-of-quantity

quotient rational
unitary kind-of-quantity

(8.13.7)

(8.13.12.3)

base unitary
kind-of-quantity
(8.13.9)

1

fractional change rational
unitary kind-of-quantity

o

(8.13.12.4)

derived unitary
kind-of-quantity

relative rational
unitary kind-of-quantity

(8.13.11)

(8.13.12.5)

Figure 13.13 Diagram of a pluridimensional mixed Ihierarchical Iconcept
system of the proposed Iconcepts defined in Chapter 13 on <kind-of-property>

(8.6.19).

Terminological dimension (8.2.19) having properties related to a(n)
(1)

magnitude;

(3)

ratio between

(4)

addition;

o = nOi

1

:=

yes

(2)

(5)

Imetrological unit (8.18.12);
g~~nt~.tie~

of the

sam.~_

kind-o£-guantit,( (8.13.3.1);

functio_~-la..~_ i~~~.~pendencei

(6)

form of functioni
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The other specific coordinate concept is

Qff-s~tem u~itary

kind-of-guantity

unitary kind-of-quantity (8,13,3,3) that is independent of a given
system of unitary kinds-of-quantity (8,13.7)
EXAMPLE 1 - 1l~~,?:';;,1J:t=C;~=s=t;,l:;s=t,}~=l1c;~n is an off-system unitary kindof-quantity in the system of unitary kinds-of-quantity corresponding to the centimetre-gram-second system of units
EXAMPLE 2 '- II~~~~~~~~~~~};;'II is
System of Quantities

(I8Q)

independent

(8.13.9).

metrological unit (8,18,34.1)

(CG8) ,

of the I International

A corresponding IOff-system

is defined by a unitary measurement

procedure (8.14.5.2),

13.16

The concepts de.fined in 8ections 13.5 and 13.12 have characteris-

tics which are inherited by their specific singular quantities (8,6,14.2).
These may therefore be characterized by the same modifiers as their respective parent kinds-of-quantity (8.6.19).

(Such subordinate concepts are not

defined in Chapter 12.)

13.17

The top concept IIkind-of-propertyH may be divided according to a

further terminological dimension,
field of use.

namely that of scientific or technical

Examples are sociology, economics, psychiatry, and biology -

in which fields the kinds-of-property defined in Sections 13.2 and 13.3
occur,

In physics,

ten areas are presented in the ISO Standards Handbook

on quantities and units

[64],

e.g.

chemistry and molecular physics,

space-time,

mechanics,

and physical

Many of the listed kinds-of-quantity are

used in other fields than physics.

13.18

Some of the terms given in this Chapter are formed in accordance

with a systematiC terminology showing generic relations.
too long for a given purpos~,

I abbreviation is possible.

'kind-of -property'

and

derived

their respective

terms

for

'kind-of -quanti ty'

If they are found
Thus, the terms

may be used without

specific

concepts

(cf.

invoking

S .13.4) .

A

candidate for omission is 'unitary' when the mathematical characteristics
of the quantity values (8.16.7, 16.8) under discussion are well known, but
then the concepts strictly speaking unintentionally include ordinal kinds-

of··quantity

(S.

13.3.2).

The possibility of omitting 'kind-of-'

terms is mentioned in Section 6.19.3.

in all
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GENERIC CONCEPT SYSTEM on

< EXAMINATION PROCEDURE>
< measurement procedure>
< examination method> and
< examination principle>
I

I

I

<EXAMINATION PROCEDURE>
14.1

Upon reviewing the current VIM3 lconcept of (lmeasurement procedure

'I

(8.7.2.3) wit:h the I associated concepts IImeasurement principle
(8.7.2.1)
and "measurement method (8.7.2.2), Chapter 7 arrived at a ldefinition of
the 1generic concept
ll

ll

exam.i.na ti on procedure (S. 7 . 3 )
examination (S.8.4)

detailed instructions for performing an

With the division of <property> in hand (Ch. 12, espec. Fig. 12.21), the
necessary background for a divison of <examination procedure> seems present.
Obviously, it could be debated whether it would be more logical to start
with a division of nexamination" or even of Hproperty value H (S. 9 .15) before
discussing examination procedure!!. An examination procedure requires something to describe, namely an examination, which needs a target, that is a
property having a property value. Conversely, a property value cannot be
detected unless by an examination, which depends on a previously existing
examination procedure. The two-way situation is a reflection of the asso··
ciative relations between the concepts (see Figure 11.1)
The present
choice of continuing with <examination procedure> iD made because the
definition of a property is in itself to a degree dependent upon an exam··
ination procedure (S.S.S, Note 3), and the expression of the property value
inherent in a property also depends on the examination procedure.
Il

14.2

Before continuing, it should be asked whether lIexamination proce-

dure needs to be divided. This appears to be the case because Imetrology
seems to require one or more lspecific concepts for its restricted field.
ll

14.3

It is entirely feasible to define a set of four I coordinate specific

concepts on <examination procedure>, respectively associated to the four coordinate specific concepts on <property> shown in the left-hand side of
Figure 12.21. The four concepts are defined as follows.
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14.3.1

nominal examination procedure
nomination procedure
examination procedure (8.7.3) estimating equality
EXAMPLE - Detailed description of blood grouping

14.3.2

ordinal examination procedure
ordination procedure
examination procedure (8.7.3) estimating rank of magnitude
EXAMPLE - Detailed description of dip-stix examination (8.8.4) of
concentration
scale

of

(S. 17.6)

of

urinary
(1,

2,

albumin
3,

4,

on

an

ordinal

property-value

5)

14.3.3

differential examination procedure
difference procedure
examination procedure (8.7.3)

estimating a subtractive magnitude

EXAMPLE - Detailed description of how to examine rectal Celsius
temperature

14.3.4

rational examination procedure
ratio procedure
examination procedure (8.7.3) estimating a divisible magnitude
EXAMPLE - Detailed description of how to examine the amount-ofsubstance concentration of lead(II) in blood

This set of coordinate specific concepts is straightforward in comprehensibility and use.
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<MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE>
14.4

If the right-hand side of Figure 12.21 for division of <property>

is preferred, a homologous oligolevel generic Ihierarchical concept system
is required.

14.4.1

The first division, then, depends on whether magnitude is consid-

ered or not.

The initial concept not involving magnitude is !lnominal exami ..

nation procedure!! as defined in Section 14.3.1.

14.4.2

The c'omplementary coordinate concept to unominal examination pro-

cedure!! as defined by the VIM3 is not using "examination procedure ll as a
genus proximum.

measurement procedure:

detailed description of a measurement according

to one or more measurement principles and to a given measurement method,
based on a measurement model and including any calculation to obtain a
measurement result [132-2.6J

14.4.3

In the present terminological dimension (8.2.19), however,

the

definition may become

measurement procedure
examination procedure (S.7.3) estimating magnitude
EXAMPLES - The Examples of Sections 14.3.2 to 14.3.4 apply.

14.4.4

If the field of interest is metrology, excluding the necessity of

the Isuperordinate concepts IIpropertyll and l1examination procedure!!, an alternative definition is

measurement procedure
detailed instructions for performing a measurement (S.15.14.2)
EXAMPLES

- The Examples of Sections 14.3.2 to 14.3.4 apply wi th

replacement of 'examination (S.8.4)' and 'examine' by 'measurement
(S.15.14.2)'

14.5

and 'measure' respectively.

Di viding <measurement procedure> according to whether or not a

metrological unit (8.18.12) is involved yields two new coordinate specific
concepts as follows.
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14.5.1

ordinal measurement procedure
ordination procedure
measurement procedure (8.14.4.4) estimating rank of magnitude
EXAMPLE - The Example of Section 14.3.2 applies although 'examination (S.8.4)' would be replaced by 'measurement (S.15.14.2)'

14.5.2

unitary measurement procedure
measurement procedure

(S.14.4.4)

utilizing a multiplicable refe-

rence quantity
EXAMPLES - The Examples of Sections 14.3.3 and 14.3.4 apply,

al-

though 'examine' would be exchanged by 'measure'

14.6

The latter concept may be divided according to whether differences

or ratios are involved.

14.6.1

differential unitary measurement procedure
differential measurement procedure
difference measurement procedure
unitary measurement procedure (8.14.5.2) estimating a subtractive
magnitude
EXAMPLE - The Example of Section 14.3.3 applies with 'measure' for
'examine' .

